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Abstract
Advances in the mobile device manufacture, rapid growth of Web services development 
and progression of wireless communication with the widespread use of Internet applications are 
the most recent trends in distributed information systems. The evolution of these trends yields the 
emergence of Mobile Web Services technology (MWS). Adaptive service provision and execution 
in mobile environments is a new avenue in MWS. It is emanated from the need to cope with the 
existence of mobile resource limitations to allow the reliable provision of a number of useful 
services that are hosted on these mobile devices. This research argues that the mechanisms used 
to facilitate service distribution allow non-interrupted provision of MWS efficiently. The 
objective of this research is to investigate these mechanisms and define a system for applying 
them. The main criteria for this system are flexibility, dynamicity and transparency. Simple Object 
Access Protocol (SOAP)-based Mobile Host Web service Framework (MHWF) is reproduced and 
extended as part of this research, to allow deploying, providing and executing SOAP-based 
services. Correspondingly, Representational State Transfer (RESTful) MHWF is defined and 
developed for providing RESTful-based services. Both frameworks have been analysed and 
compared in terms of performance, scalability, reliability and resource consumptions. Moreover, 
they both have been extended to allow service distribution through offloading, which is the first 
explored distribution mechanism. RESTful-based technology has shown that it is more convenient 
for mobile environment. This research also classifies the distribution strategies into three classes: 
Contentment Distribution (CD), Simple Partial Distribution (SPD) and Complex Partial 
Distribution (CPD). The distinction emerges from variance in the types and complexity levels of 
services that influence the quantity and quality of the distribution mechanisms’ usage. Novel 
approaches are proposed in order to exploit these mechanisms and to define and setup the building 
blocks for the corresponding MHWFs. The correct behaviour of these frameworks is empirically 
validated and their safety properties are also verified analytically using formal methods. This is 
complemented by a proof of concept demonstration. Furthermore, an evaluation of their 
performance is carried out by simulation. These evaluation results are interpreted as Fuzzy logic 
rules that are used to trigger and control distribution schemes. Last but not least, an innovative 
approach to partition and orchestrate the execution tasks of the distributed services is followed 
based on the hierarchical structure used for representing the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of 
the invoked services.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
A Mobile Web Service (MWS) is a technology that originated from the development of three 
main areas: mobile devices, wireless communications and Web services. Web services are similar 
to Web applications in the context of hosting location. They both are hosted on Web servers; 
however, they are different application wise. This is because Web applications are meant to be 
accessed by humans through Web browsers and Web services are mainly used to allow 
applications to communicate with each other anonymously.
MWSs can be classified into three main classes depending on the role taken by the mobile 
device in the MWS environment. These classes are: Mobile consumer Web services, Mobile 
hosting Web services and Mobile Peer to Peer (P2P) Web services. In mobile consumer Web 
services, mobile devices act as clients and request execution of Web services. For mobile 
producer Web services, mobile devices act as servers (hosts) and provide Web services to be 
invoked by clients. While in mobile P2P Web services mobile devices are connected in an ad hoc 
manner and each node plays dual functionality as a client and a server. Each of above mentioned 
classes offers a range of applications and has its own open issues and challenges.
Most of the research on MWSs has been focused on consuming standard Web services from 
mobile devices. However, solving the issues related to consuming Web services from mobile 
devices alone is not sufficient. This is because the future of the network is directed towards P2P 
approach [1] where each node can be a client as well as a server with the capability to consume 
and provide Web services. Besides, a number of real life applications such as health care and 
location-based applications have emerged from hosting services on mobile devices. Respectively, 
there is a need for studies on provisioning Web services from Mobile Hosts (MH). The main issue 
to be solved in this research is the difficulties in provisioning or consuming continuous mobile 
Web services. Continuous mobile Web services mean non-interrupted provision or consumption 
of Web services from the MH, which is made more challenging by the range of constraints that 
MHs are exposed to. The problem is magnified by the continuous variation to the current 
available amount of mobile resources. In general, this limitation is due to the trade-off paid for the 
portability and the adverse effects of mobility on the connectivity of the devices. Researchers 
have attempted to reduce the load on mobile Web service hosts using different techniques such as
1
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partitioning the execution tasks of the main host and offloading some of the resource-independent 
tasks to run on powerful stationary nodes. However, this approach lacks the adaptation to other 
resources such as battery power. Moreover, it fails to meet an essential mobility prerequisite of 
mobile Web service hosts, which is providing services directly from MH where in this approach; 
clients send/receive requests/responses to/from mobile host indirectly through a stationary 
intermediate node. Another adaptation technique that allows continuous provisioning of services 
is to transfer the Web service to another host when the mobile host’s battery power comes to its 
end. However, this approach does not address the issue of lightweight processing of complex 
MWS and lacks the adaptation to processing power of the auxiliary mobile host. In addition both 
approaches support only Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)-based Web services that require 
heavy weight parsers and large message payloads, which in turn degrades the overall MH 
performance.
The second issue addressed in this research is the degradation in performance when 
providing Web services from mobile devices. This performance degradation leads to delay 
in response time for processing client’s requests from the mobile Web service provider, 
scalability decrease in the number of handled requests and failure of the mobile host to 
perform its core functionality. The main reason for this challenge is the need to parse client 
requests by the mobile server using special SOAP engines that cause heavy demands on 
processing power of the limited CPU processing power and enormous amount of resource 
consumptions. Another reason for poor performance is that some mobile Web service 
provisioning frameworks require an intermediate node located between the client and the server 
that acts as a gateway to map the standard services to the mobile device which increases the 
response time.
The current state-of-the-art allows providing Web services from mobile devices. For simple 
services, this can be done directly from one device acting as a server. For more complex services, 
the execution can be either taking place on stationary devices or the execution tasks of the server 
and service logic can be migrated to another (mobile) host. The approach of this study goes 
beyond that and allows the partial distribution of execution tasks and service logic to other mobile 
hosts. This is accomplished by a system that allows the collaboration of several mobile devices 
that implement a framework, which is able to provide complex services in a manner that does not 
cause much depletion of the devices’ limited resources. The functionality of this framework is 
based on distributed management and task distribution mechanisms. The technology of this 
distributed service implementation is based on Representational State Transfer (REST)-design 
principles. The naming structure used for the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of RESTful- 
based services is used to facilitate the application of the distribution mechanisms.
Chapter 1: Introduction
A broad view of the context of this research and the area of work with which this thesis is 
concerned is in this chapter. The scope of this research is determined in the following section, 
which also outlines the objectives that are aimed at this work and a succinct list of the 
contributions is presented. Finally, a sketch of the thesis layout is outlined.
1.1 Motivation and Challenges
The integration of Web services with mobile devices has many benefits. One of these 
benefits is supporting automatic and autonomous ubiquitous computing systems without 
interfering with the main functionality of the mobile host. For instance, a mobile device that hosts 
and provides Web services to other machines anonymously can also perform its core functionality 
such as making phone calls. Besides, hosting Web services on mobile devices also has a number 
of useful applications in various life fields such as health care applications. One of the most 
important applications is location-based ones that can be provided from mobile devices, which 
have shown performance enhancement in companies with employees deployed in the field. For 
example, a MH with a built-in Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver and hosting an 
appropriate service allows tracking of products and goods [2]. Health care applications are further 
example of the kind of applications provided by hosting Web services from mobile devices. They 
might be useful for both doctors as well as patients. For example, deploying an appropriate 
service on a doctor’s mobile allows tracking professionals’ location and context to handle 
emergency cases. Health care services can also be extended and provided from patients’ mobile 
devices through exposing a remote tele-monitoring service on the patient’s MH [3]. This allows 
monitoring of patients conditions using log files with the aid of some measurement devices such 
as in Body Area Network (BAN) sensor suite [4].
It is inappropriate to provide location-based applications from the conventional fixed
servers. This is because providing any location-based service is highly dependent on the actual
current location of the service provider. For example, a service for tracking a parcel carried on a
moving vehicle requires a portable device with built-in GPS receiver, which is the case for mobile
devices that support multiple integrated devices e.g. camera, GPS and printer. Therefore, running
some of the services requires data for the service to be acquired from the mobile device and not
from the static server and hosting these applications directly on portable mobile devices rather
than static servers is more efficient for the server in terms of cost and performance. This is
because it eliminates the need to upload the required data information to static proxy for further
processing [5]. In addition the ubiquitous nature of mobile devices together with their small form
factors support the portability and accessibility of these devices, which make managing and
maintaining portable mobile servers easier than static ones [6]. Some of these location-based
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services are complex and require more resources for processing depending on its development 
purpose. For instance, image processing services consume a large amount of resources. The 
available mobile resources may not be sufficient to run these resource-intensive services. Even for 
more powerful devices with more resource capabilities, providing these complex services might 
degrade its performance and prohibit the mobile device from performing its core functionality 
temporarily. Another class of useful applications of MWS is polling-based applications, which 
require using and triggering the most recent data that change dynamically [7]. For example, 
checking updated Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds through polling requires exchanging a 
significant amount of information between each client and the fixed server. However, if the Web 
server is a mobile device then the polling scheme can be eliminated and substituted by sending a 
Short Message Service (SMS) message from mobile host to all mobile clients when an update 
occurs. Context-based applications constitute another application discipline that benefits from 
hosting Web services from mobile devices. Accessing the user profile of the mobile host and 
sharing the contents with others could be a useful application that allows clients to access the 
mobile host data contents, pictures and share/modify the profile. The owner can also access his 
mobile’s data contents using a standard desktop or laptop through interacting with a Web user 
interface of his mobile to get messages, information about incoming phone calls and phone book 
log. This is needed when the mobile host is currently unavailable or a better interface is required 
for accessing mobile contents. More applications for hosting Web services on mobile devices are 
described in [8].
Despite the large amount of applications that can be provided from hosting Web services on 
resource constrained mobile devices, there are some clear limitations in terms of complexity and 
size of the services that may be executed on mobile hosts. These limitation issues are related to 
the internal and external resource constrains of these devices.
In a nutshell, there are a number of reasons that motivate the work of this research.
• Large number of real life applications can be provided fi"om hosting services on mobile 
devices. The limitations of mobile resources act as barriers against the efficient and 
effective provisioning of these services.
• Some of these applications are heavily context-based. Providing it demands acquiring 
information that depends on the current context of the mobile host. However, these 
context-based services require continuous, uninterruptible and reliable provisioning, 
which is difficult to achieve in the dynamic mobile network environment.
• Some other applications consume a large amount of resources due to their inherent 
complexity.
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The motivations behind this research can be derived from the following usage scenario.
1.1.1 Scenario
A scenario based on news reporter infrastructure is presented in this section. The purpose 
of this description is to gain a better understanding of the need for providing some Web services 
from mobile devices. It also aims to reveal the issues related to providing Web services via one 
mobile host in a centralized manner and how these issues can be resolved by providing Web 
services through a set of collaborative mobile hosts that utilises a distributed approach.
Most applications that use mobile Web service provisioning are coupled with location-based 
information and the services they provide are tightly linked to the current location of the (mobile) 
Web service host.
CItfint wilh 
mobile
Ô
News Reporter
à
Updated articles
Mobile Web Servige 
Host and seriso^
In term ediate
Surrogat
Lditabte reports to 
authenticated users
Provided Services
Figure 1-1 : Infrastructure for news reporter scenario
As an example, we would like to develop an infrastructure for a group of journalists covering 
London 2012 Olympics and using a cluster of mobile devices of similar capabilities and libraries 
that allow performing identical functionalities. These mobile devices in the cluster are connected
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in a high speed and reliable enterprise intranet. Each of these devices is integrated with built-in 
digital camera and GPS receiver. With reference to the presented scenario, news reporters provide 
from their mobile devices three types of services to authenticated clients. The first service 
provides a general article, which might include historical information about team players, reports 
and scene snapshots. The execution of the service does not depend on the current location of the 
mobile host. The second service provides an updated sophisticated article about the complete 
information of a specific location-based event. The details of the content of the information are 
aggregated from other reviewers/journalists posts and/or previous editorial reports. Moreover, the 
consistency of the exchanged data is maintained through synchronising the collected information. 
It also captures instant images of that location, processes it to suit different platforms and displays 
it to the client after processing it to a predetermined format such as greyscale photos. The last 
service is a complex service that provides report about events occurred at some distinct places of 
the Olympic. Producing this report involves performing a set of distinct subtasks such as image 
processing. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and pattern recognition. For instance, suppose 
there are groups of cheerleaders and spectators that are holding some placards containing some 
messages and images. This complex service allows clients the acquisition of the distinct detailed 
information about the groups’ event like the supporters’ numbers, their names and ages, the text 
contents of the placards in their own languages and scene event presented in a specific format. 
All these services are provided anonymously without the requirement of human interference at the 
provisioning side (see Figure 1-1).
Hosting these services on mobile devices rather than static fixed terminals has many advantages 
as mentioned earlier. For example, it is easier, more portable and faster to maintain and manage 
handheld devices as compared to fixed servers [6]. Moreover, providing location-based services 
using fixed static Web server costs significant time, effort and money. This is because providing 
the latest and processed news and photos of the scene event requires portable devices with built-in 
camera and GPS that are capable to move to the actual place of the scene event to take a snapshot 
of the latest events and upload the information to a static Web server. The Web server then 
processes the uploaded images and video/audio streams and integrates all the relevant data that 
are provided by other resources. After that the server publishes the processed information to 
clients. This process leads to more delays and cost. Furthermore, firewalls may potentially exist 
and block the communication between the data collecting device and the static server [6], which 
results in preventing the access to the location-based information. In contrast, it is more 
convenient and economic to access these services directly from those portable devices, which 
have built-in cameras and GPS receivers without the need to upload the aggregated location-based 
information to another node.
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In order to realise the above scenario, several issues have to be taken into consideration and need 
to be resolved. A demonstration that these challenges can be overcome when the central approach 
is replaced with a distributed one is tackled. The first issue is the importance of having non- 
interrupted provisioning of services that is difficult to achieve in a persistent mobile environment. 
The intermittent nature of the wireless connections and the battery drain might lead to unstable 
services. Thus adaptation to change in location and poor connections is demanded in order to 
provide stable uninterrupted services. This can be resolved through introducing an alternative 
provision link that is setup by another compensated mobile host to allow reliable service 
provision. Another issue is related to the battery power of the mobile devices, which might run 
out and hinder provisioning of the hosted services. Thus adaptation to power mobile host 
resources is required for seamless services. This can be achieved through distributing the 
execution tasks of the provided services and running them on other secondary mobile hosts on the 
behalf of the main mobile host. The distribution reduces the computation on the mobile host and 
saves its energy, prevents single point of failure and guarantees the continuous provisioning of 
services.
In addition, some services are composite and their execution consumes a large amount of 
resources and time. Therefore, processing power adaptation is a must and carried out by 
fragmenting the complex service and dispatching the execution of these fragments into a set of 
correlated secondary auxiliary mobile hosts. This distribution is accomplished to minimise the 
CPU processing weight, memory usage and battery consumption resources that are owned by the 
main mobile host without putting any burden on the news reporters. This allows the news reporter 
to carry out his normal mobile activities such as voice calling, sending messages, etc. 
Consequently, it saves the storage resources of the mobile host to allow it to handle more requests 
and enhance its performance. All these issues can be resolved when the services are executed in a 
distributed manner and provided from the collaboration of the mobile devices of other journalists.
1.1.2 Challenges
The research attempts to address the challenges that hinder the efficient development of 
mobile Web service provisioning area. These challenges are due to limitations of internal and 
external mobile resources. There are two main issues to be solved in this research; The first issue 
is the difficulty of provisioning or consuming seamless continuous and non-interrupted MWS. 
The second one is the degradation in the performance when providing complex Web services 
from mobile devices, which potentially affects the main core functionality of mobile devices.
In spite of the recent improvements in the capabilities of some of the mobiles’ resources, the 
users’ demands for more complex and advanced services increases as well. As a consequence,
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there are obvious restrictions on the complexity level and size of the provided services. These 
services are considered resource heavy when the incurred amounts of computational resources are 
relatively larger than the respective current available ones. Moreover, the drain to the battery 
power will always be an obstacle against the continuous operable services.
Another challenge is the frequent change to the amount of available resources in the pervasive 
computing environment. This is associated with the impact of the vacant resources amounts on the 
type of allowable hosted services with regard to their complexity level. The utilisation of the 
conventional measurement procedures to perform a precise measure to these resources and predict 
the possible executed services is time and resource consuming.
Above all is the fact that Web services are initially defined for static hosts. Therefore, the existing 
standards, libraries and workflows are not suitable for the mobile devices. Correspondingly, the 
current traditional frameworks and standards are adapted with respect to the limitations of mobile 
resources.
1.2 Scope and Objectives
The scope of this study focuses on providing and consuming resource intensive Web 
services from mobile devices in central client/server and distributed peer-to-peer networks. This 
aims to provide mechanisms that facilitate continuous provisioning of complex MWS with low 
processing power demands.
The main hypothesis of this research is to prove that mechanisms used to facilitate distribution 
and adaptation of mobile Web services will allow execution and provisioning of complex 
services on resource constraint mobile hosts. Rehability and service continuity need to be the 
features of aforementioned mechanisms.
The main objective of this research is to:
• Investigate, define and provide the distribution mechanisms.
• Build a framework that allows flexible, adaptive and dynamic application of these 
mechanisms. The main feature of this framework is to allow the collaboration between 
several mobile hosts with one another to provide a homogenous service in a distributed 
execution aspect
• Define a structure for building a complex MWS that facilitates the decomposition, 
orchestration and federation of these services.
As a result of providing distributed and adaptive MWS, two essential goals will be achieved: the 
first goal is providing hght-weight processing of complex Web services; the second goal is
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providing non-interruptible, continuous services from mobile devices with limited resources in a 
constrained wireless network. These two goals will enhance the Quality o f Service (QoS) of MWS 
in terms of improving the overall performance. The next section describes the main contributions 
of this work to the state-of-the-art.
1.3 Major Research Contributions
The contributions of this work added to the current state-of-art in the mobile Web service 
research area are summarised below:
1. Define and evaluate the basic building blocks of a system that allows providing
adaptive mobile Web services in a homogeneous and centraUsed manner.
• A study on providing Web services from mobile hosts reveals that all approaches that 
have been followed by previous research to develop Mobile Host Web service 
Framework (MHWF) have used a SOAP implementation style. However another 
architectural style, RESTful Web services, has not yet been fully explored by 
academic researchers. Thus, a definition and evaluation of RESTful-based 
framework have been studied in this thesis and a comparison between the two 
implementations in terms of performance, scalability, reliability and resource 
consumption is then performed.
• Web service adaptation is an approach used in this research to compensate for the 
lack of resources. Distributing the execution tasks of services and modelling the 
extraction of the required information is the adopted way of achieving Web service 
adaptation. Comparisons and evaluation between distributing execution tasks 
and data of MWS and not distributing tbem is one of the accomplished 
contributions in order to realize the value gained by Web service distribution.
2. Explore different distribution strategies and optimise selecting tbem based on a
Fuzzy logic mechanism
• Applying Web service distribution has variant forms. Exploring and investigating 
these forms result in the definition and evaluation of load distribution strategies 
for mobile bost Web services. Three different distribution strategies have been 
explored, they are: Contentment Distribution scheme (CD), Simple Partial 
Distribution (SPD) scheme and Complex Partial Distribution strategy (CPD).
• Each of the aforementioned strategies is appropriate for a specific state of required 
and available amount of resources. Fuzzy logic theory is used as an adaptive logic
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control approach for decision making on triggering the distribution time and 
strategy that achieves a compromise solution between the available and required 
amount of resources.
3. Define and develop a suite of algorithms and set of functionalities used by the
distribution mechanisms of complex services. This definition is based on the
hierarchical naming structure of RESTful-based services and the use of uniform
HTTP methods to facilitate the application of these mechanisms.
• Providing complex Web services requires defining more powerful frameworks with 
more added functionalities. Therefore, a framework that allows distributing the 
execution of the hosts’ tasks and service logic among a set of collaborative 
mobile hosts is defined.
• Distributing the execution of the service logic needs to be done in a Hghtweight 
aspect. Hence, in this research, a general structure is defined to he used by the 
service provider when building and developing complex mobile Web services. 
This structure is based on the URI naming of RESTful services that eases service 
distribution.
• A methodology for decomposing, dispatching, coordinating and federating the 
complex services is developed and added a value to the mobile Web service 
research,
• An orchestration workflow is generated that relies on the uniform HTTP 
methods used for invoking resources to coordinate and control the interactions of 
the offloaded tasks and services,
• Finally, a validation of the orchestration mechanisms verifies the correctness of its 
functionahty. Therefore, a systematic methodology for validating the 
orchestration is defined.
The next section outlines the structure of this thesis,
1.4 Thesis Layout
The aforementioned contributions are presented in the following chapters. The layout of the 
thesis, which is sketched in Figure 1-2, is as follows:
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Chapter 2 introduces the basic background information of Web services in general and MWS in 
particular to understand the research area of adaptive MWS. It also presents a survey of relevant 
literature of MWS.
Chapter 3 defines a framework that allows deploying, providing and executing MWS that is 
conformable to mobile capabilities. It also provides an analysis of the framework against the 
existing conventional mobile Web service framework. The difference between the two 
frameworks emerges from the technology used for building MWS.
Chapter 4 presents the first examined distribution mechanism to achieve adaptive Web services 
from mobile hosts and describes a system used for applying this mechanism. Furthermore, an 
evaluation of the described system takes place in this chapter and a comparison with the standard 
non-distributed system is carried out analytically. Another evaluation is tackled in this chapter to 
examine the performance of RESTful- against SOAP- based MWS frameworks in distributing 
environment. In addition, a classification of mobile Web service distribution mechanisms into 
three main categories is presented. The Contentment Distribution mechanism, which is one of 
these classifications is then defined and evaluated. Therefore, the first contribution is introduced 
in this chapter.
Chapter 5 introduces the second contribution and illustrates the distribution strategies of the 
Simple Partial Distribution scheme for MWS, which is one of the classifications that have been 
categorised in the previous chapter. The concept of SPD is introduced and the two interrelated 
mechanisms of offloading and migration are investigated. These two mechanisms that are used to 
achieve Mobile Web service adaptation tend to classify SPD into four different strategies. This 
chapter carries out an extensive study of these strategies and establishes the comparison between 
them. On the other hand, a selection methodology that determines the system behaviour in terms 
of the proper strategy to act based on the Fuzzy logic theory is elaborated.
Chapter 6 demonstrates the last of the distribution schemes Complex Partial Distribution strategy. 
The mechanisms associated with this type of distribution are explored and defined. These 
mechanisms include service decomposition, offloading, migration, orchestration and data 
federation. Furthermore, an approach for applying each of these mechanisms in the system is 
defined, analysed and verified. Then, the basic building blocks of the system used for providing 
complex MWS and the functionality of each of these blocks are described. Furthermore, a model 
of the system is built up and verified using one of the process algebra formal methods. A proof of 
concept demonstration is introduced and supplemented with a test bed to provide an evidence of 
the feasibility of continuous provision of complex MWS. Consequently, this chapter focuses on 
the third contribution.
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Finally, Chapter 7 presents a brief summary of the thesis. It also presents an overview of the main 
contributions and their implications on the state-of-the-art. Finally, it concludes with some 
possible future work, open issues and research areas related to this study.
The work of this thesis has been published in some journals such as Journal of Software and 
International Journal on Advances in Networks and Services as well as in some conferences such 
as GLOBECOM’ll ;  INNOVATION’11, ICWS’l l  andlCIW’lO (see List of Publications).
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Chapter 2
2 State-of-the-Art
This chapter starts with a brief definition and basic background information on Web services 
in general and MWS in particular. It includes a Web services categorization based on the 
technology used for the implementation into two main groups: Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) and Representational State Transfer (RESTful)-based Web services. Each of these two 
categories has its own pros and cons. In addition, a classification of MWS into three different 
classes is presented in this section. This classification is done based on the role adopted by the 
mobile device in providing and consuming MWS. However, since the scope of this research is 
focused on providing and consuming Web services via mobile devices, a more comprehensive 
study of providing MWS is undertaken by this research. A survey on mobile Web service 
provision is also included. The survey classifies mobile Web service provision research studies 
into four main disciplines depending on the objective of researchers’ studies: framework types for 
mobile Web service provision, publishing/discovery of Web services hosted on mobile devices, 
mechanisms for Web service providers to compensate restricted mobile resources and 
orchestrating Web services on mobile devices. A brief description of each approach with an 
analysis of its shortcomings is presented in all of the research areas. A discussion of the common 
characteristics and major differences among all approaches for each research area is given.
2.1 Background and Context
The background of the research area is introduced and some relevant terminologies and 
technologies are also explained in this section. This is an essential step to help gain a better 
understanding of the problem and the approach used for solving it.
2.2 Web Services
Web services are defined in the next subsection and classified into two main groups based 
on the architectural style of the services.
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2.2.1 Defînîtion of Web Services
Web services are self contained modular applications that are defined, published and 
accessed across the Internet and executed on a remote system hosting the requested services. They 
are also defined as “A collection of functions that are packaged as a single entity and published to 
the network for use by other programs. Web services are building blocks for creating open 
distributed systems, and allow companies and individuals to quickly and cheaply make their 
digital assets available worldwide” [9].
The apphcations on the server communicate with the applications on a client through standard 
protocols such as Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Simple Message Transfer Protocol 
(SMTP), Blocks Extensible Exchange Protocol (BEEP), etc.
The Web service architecture working group of the World Wide Web Consortium W3C 
developed the following definition for Web services: “A Web service is a software system 
designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an 
interface described in a machine compatible format specifically Web Service Description 
Language (WSDL). Other system interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its 
description using SOAP messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an Extensible Mark-up 
Language XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards” [10].
The main attributes of Web services are interoperability and integrity that allow the interaction 
and communication between entities regardless of the underlying operating system or platform.
Another important point is that, although Web services are accessed through the internet, they are 
not necessarily stored in the World Wide Web. Web services can be stored anywhere and located 
on internet, intranet or network. Moreover, Web services are considered as using an approach to 
build Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) by providing standards based on XML language 
technology.
The SOA is an architectural concept used to build loosely coupled services that communicate with 
each other. The SOA includes three roles and three operations [11]. The roles are as shown in 
Figure 2-1.
• The service provider acts as a server that is responsible for providing Web services, 
publishing them, describing them and executing Web services that are requested by the 
service consumer.
• The service consumer acts as a client that is responsible for requesting a Web service and 
searching for it.
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• The service registry acts as a mapper between the service provider and the service 
requester that is used to publish and discover Web service descriptions.
The operations are:
• Publish: used by the service provider to register the Web service description in the service 
registry.
• Find: used by the service consumer to discover and search specific Web service
• Bind: used to associate the service consumer with the service provider.
Service
Registry
Publish Find
Service Service
Provider B ind Consumer
Figure 2-1: The main components and operations o f SOA
2.2.2 Classification of Web Services
The technology used to develop Web services is either based on SOAP or REST.
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), is an object oriented teehnology because it defines an 
object standard protocol used for exchanging XML-based messages and it has one endpoint 
address per service.
REST (Representational State Transfer), is a resource oriented technology implemented on a 
stateless HTTP protocol, where it has a unique address for each resource and client application 
changes state with each resource representation retrieval. It defines an architectural style that is 
composed of a set of rules used for designing distributed system components. RESTful Web 
services are based on resource definition, where XML-based messages are exchanged using a set 
of defined HTTP operations such as GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, etc. and resources are identified 
and exposed using Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). Web Application Programming Interface 
(API) is another name for RESTful Web services.
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2.2.2.1 SOAP-based Web Services
SOAP is defined as a protocol specification for exchanging structured information in a 
decentralized environment and used in the implementation of Web services in computer networks 
[12]. The specification defines an XML based envelope for exchanging messages, and the 
protocol defines a set of rules for converting platform specific data types into XML 
representations.
Components o f SOAP Web Services
Each SOAP message consists of an;
• Envelope Element: is the root element of the SOAP message that contains an optional 
header element and at most one body element.
• Header Element: is an optional element that contains instructions on processing the 
message and it can be handled by intermediaries.
• Body Element: is a mandatory component of the SOAP message that contains the XML 
message itself and it is only handled by the intended recipient.
• Fault Element: is an optional element that contains information about the status and 
errors occurred during processing of the SOAP message
SOAP Properties
• SOAlP messages are based on XML. This provides several advantages such as composing
and processing SOAP messages using any text editor, thus it makes the debugging
process much simpler than that of a complex binary protocol. Besides, adding more 
specifications to SOAP is possible because XML is extendable.
• SOAP messages are application and platform independent.
• SOAP can be built on any transport layer. Moreover, SOAP messages can be exchanged
using BEEP, HTTP or SMTP. However HTTP is the most common transport used for 
SOAP messages.
• SOAP has two types of encoding: SOAP encoding and literal encoding that supports two 
modes of messages: Document and RPC.
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2.2J2.2 RESTful-based Web Services
REST is defined in Fielding’s 2000 PhD dissertation in chapter 5 [13] as an architectural 
style that consists of a set of design criteria that defines the correct way for using Web standards 
such as HTTP and URIs. REST Web services are simple Web services implemented using HTTP, 
URIs, XML and the principles of REST.
Components o f  REST Web Services
• Resources: Entities that can be identified by names in URI, handled by standard method 
calls and can have one or more representations (also called variants) that may vary over 
time [14].
• Methods: Standard HTTP methods as follows:
o GET: fetches a representation of a resource.
o HEAD: fetches the metadata information without the entity body.
o  OPTIONS: checks the supported methods by a resource by retrieving the HTTP 
Allow header.
o  PUT: creates a new resource and a new URI or updates an existing one.
o POST: creates a new resource and attaches it to an existing URI decides by the 
server.
o  DELETE deletes an existing resource.
• Representation: is the information that describes the current state of a resources and it is 
defined as URI.
• Links: hypermedia is used to link and interconnect resources together.
REST Properties
• Addressable: A URI exists for each resource and representation.
• Stateless: Each request is isolated and independent. Hence, full information has to be 
included in each incoming request in order to allow the server to execute the request 
regardless of any previous states. This improves performance by minimizing the 
server side overhead for maintaining and monitoring client state and achieves 
scalability by allowing response to more clients.
• Connectedness: Linking resources to each other in their representations.
• Uniformity: Specific standard HTTP methods and naming structure are used for 
interface and resources identification.
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2.3 Mobile Web Services
Mobile Web services are a specific avenue of the broad area of Web services. It is defined 
in the following section and categorized into three main groups based on the functionality taken 
by the mobile device during Web service execution.
2.3.1.1 Defînition of Mobile Web Services
A mobile Web service is a technology that allows deploying, publishing, discovering and 
executing Web services in a mobile Internet environment. This technology has evolved from 
advances in the mobile device manufacturing technology, rapid growth of Web services 
development and progress in wireless communication in parallel with the large scale use of 
internet applications. However, it is still in early stages of development and has many challenges 
to be solved before becoming a reality. Some of these challenges result from constraints of the 
mobile devices that are explained in the following section.
2.3.1.2 Mobile device Constraints
Mobile devices are small portable computing devices used for communications and 
computations. Recently mobile devices have been engaged in Web service interaction leading to 
the generation and rapid growth of mobile Web services technology. A vital factor that can affect 
the efficient application of this technology is the resource constraints of mobile devices. These 
constraints can either be internal or external ones. The internal constraints include limited 
processing power, memory and storage capacity. In addition, the limited battery life may inhibit 
the duration for which mobile Web services can be provided. Furthermore, most mobile devices 
support only short range wireless communication such as Bluetooth or 802.11. Thus the 
connection with the access point will be continuously intermittent.
External constraints include interrupted connections in mobile wireless network 
environments and fi-equent context and location changes of the mobile host. Moreover, the 
heterogeneity of the wireless environment around the mobile device and the limited bandwidth are 
other external constraints that might degrade performance. Variety of discovery protocols might 
be a barrier against mobile client to discover all available services [15].
Although the capabilities of the mobile devices are expected to increase and the capacity 
of the wireless networks will further advance in the future. Nevertheless, it is always aspired to 
enhance the overall performance of mobile Web service provisioning and reduce the 
communication delay and processing time as much as possible. In addition, resources capacities
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have a direct impact on the type of developed services, as they constrain the complexity of 
applications and prevent the provision of large computational services from mobile devices.
Resource hmitations will also still exist when the service complexity or user demands increase. 
For example, the memory capacity of mobile devices will continue to increase but memory 
limitation occurs when a mobile host runs multiple services or multiple instances of the same 
service.
Last, but not least is the limitation of the battery life, which is one of the critical resource 
constraints on the mobile device. Each battery has a fixed life duration that might ends at any 
time. The discharge of the battery's life stops the device from resuming its operations. The 
restriction of the battery life will always be a bottleneck for any portable device.
2.4 Mobile Web Service Provision
As stated above, mobile Web services are classified based on the role acted by the mobile 
device regarding consumption/provision of services into three main types [16]: MCWS, MHWS 
and MP2PWS. The classification is shown in Figure 2-2:
• MCWS: Mobile Consumer Web Services: Mobile devices that act as a client 
and request execution of Web services.
• MHWS: Mobile Hosting Web Services: Mobile devices that act as a server 
and provide Web services to be invoked by clients.
• MP2PWS: Mobile P2P Web services: Mobile devices that are connected in 
Ad hoc manner and each node play dual functionality as a client and server 
for consuming and providing Web services.
MHWS
MCWS
MP2PWS
Figure 2-2: Classification of mobile Web services
Each of the above classes has its own advantages and shortcomings and leads to diverse 
research challenges. For example, the first class is the simplest architecture since the provider of
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the Web service uses the standard Web service without changing the service on its terminal, 
however, the mobile consumer is responsible for adapting to the interface that fits its type, storing 
client component or auto-generating the user interface [17]. Another method that supports device 
adaptation is to install an intermediate proxy that acts the role of a client. Also mobile consumers 
require some proprietary Web service engines (JSR172, .Net CF, kSOAP, gSOAP, etc) depending 
on the mobile operating system. Each of those engines has its advantages and disadvantages. 
Moreover, not all data types defined in the standard Web services are supported by mobile 
devices.
The second class has proved to have useful location- and context- based applications. In this class 
there are more challenges need to be coped with. This is due to the need for more effort to adjust 
the traditional standard Web service technology and adapt it to be deployed on mobile devices 
with limited resources. One of the most interesting challenges in this class is the large amount of 
delay in the response time. What makes this response time larger is the overhead of processing 
SOAP messages. Many researchers followed some optimization approaches [18] or compression 
techniques [19] such as BinXML, XMill, Fast Web Services, etc. [20]. There are some issues 
arising from the mobility nature of the mobile Web service provider, the service has to have fixed 
endpoint defined in the WSDL binding. Accessing a Web service that is deployed on a mobile 
device is through URI which includes the mobile device IP. However, this IP address in 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) network is dynamically assigned 
during establishing communication channel and it is temporary set using General Packet Radio 
Service (GPRS). In addition to the mentioned problems, the mobile host could run out of power 
resources or lose the network connection with clients. The factor that makes this worse is the need 
to have the MHWS provider device always on and active all the time to provide non-interrupted 
services.
The last class is the path to achieve ubiquitous computing system. This is because each node 
represents dual function: client and server and sometimes represents the broker that is responsible 
for pubhshing and discovering Web services [21]. The challenges of this class are the challenges 
integrated from the above two classes. A further challenge is the manner in which publishing and 
discovering Web services is done in a de-centralized system.
2.4.1 Research Avenues on Mobile Web Service Provision
In preparing this review, it is realized that the state-of-the-art in mobile Web service 
provisioning for MHWS and MP2PWS is less than its corresponding MCWS and needs to be 
explored more. Thus the aspect of this review is focused on mobile Web service provisioning. The
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main objective of this review is to provide an overview of all previous research work in the 
provision of mobile Web services.
The state of art in this area can be summarized into four main areas based on the research 
literature: The first area is to build a framework to provide Web services by resource constraint 
devices in unreliable, heterogeneous and limited wireless environment. The second area concerns 
protocol setup for pubhshing Web services and allowing discovery of Web services by clients. 
The third area addresses the adaptation of mobile Web services to compensate the lack of 
resources. The fourth area is explores some techniques for coordinating and orchestrating of 
composite services.
2.4.1.1 Framework Types for Mobile Web Service Provision
The approaches attempt to provide Web services from mobile devices can be classified based 
on the architecture used for building mobile Web service framework into:
• Standard Web service framework that is composed of three components: service 
consumer, service provider and service registry. This approach is applied to mobile 
devices that have relatively powerful resources and use rehable network connections.
• Intermediate mediation framework based on the existence of an intermediate node that 
plays the role of a gateway to integrate the standard Web services protocols to mobiles 
proprietary protocols to adapt to the mobile environment and achieve compatibility 
between traditional Web service technologies and sophisticated mobile Web service 
technologies.
• Modular fi-amework that is composed of components, where each component performs its 
own task to support the functionality of server and client in a P2P network.
One of the first trials to provide Web services through resource constrained devices is the 
Kiosk mobile Web host architecture implemented by Berger et al. [6]. It is based on a standard 
Web service architecture as illustrated in Figure 2-3. It provides a simple wallet service in retail 
shopping to an electronic check-out kiosk terminal. Mobile hosts are communicating and sending 
SOAP-RPC messages through Bluetooth and implemented in such a way that allows 
retransmission of messages and retrying operations when the connection drops, to solve the 
reliability problem of the Bluetooth.
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Figure 2-3: Kiosk mobile W eb host [6]
Shortcomings of the approach:
> The approach is application and device specific.
> A mobile Web services standard should be developed to minimize development of server 
and client custom code.
> Communication is performed using SOAP-RPC that consumes large amounts of mobile 
resources.
> Mobility issues have to be addressed in the Web service specifications.
>  ConcuiTency is neither addressed nor adaptive mobile Web services.
Srirama et al. [8, 22] have proposed WS handler M obile H ost Web services Framework 
(MHWF) architecture and implemented a prototype in the client/server environment to evaluate 
the capability of providing Web services from mobile devices. It is based on the basic standard 
Web services architecture that consists of client, broker and server. The framework is based on a 
Web service handler approach on top of a normal Web server. The WS handler MHWF uses 
(kSOAP) parser. The prototype is implemented for the SonyEricsson P800 Smart Phone running a 
PersonalJava platform and has allowed handling concurrent requests.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> It is device specific and implemented using PersonalJava that might affect compatibility 
with different Smartphones.
> It is based on SOAP technology and consumes a large amount of memory ( 130KB)
> Adaptation of Web services is not supported.
Srirama et al. [20, 23, 24] have proposed a middleware M obile Web Service M ediation  
Framework (MWSME) that integrates the advantages of mobile Web services with JXTA 
services. This middleware provides a gateway or intermediate node between Web service client
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and mobile Web service provider, located in P2P JXTA network. Thus it supports accessing Web 
services, both across P2P and standard WS protocols.
The framework consists of an Intermediate mediation middleware and P2P network built in the 
mobile operator network. The basic structure of the MWSMF as shown in Figure 2-4 is based 
upon Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) that provides an environment for different components to be 
integrated and communicating. The MWSMF in this architecture is implemented using 
ServiceMix ESB. It supports two component types: Service Engines and Binding Components. 
Those components communicate with each other using N orm alized M essage Router (NMR).
Content
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QoS
Verifier
SAAJ
Binding
Context
EngineHttp Invoker
^ a r yBroker P2PMapperReceiver
Base
Station
Internet
JXTA P2P  Network
Mobile
Host
Client
Mobile 
Client
Figure 2-4: Mediation framework for mobile W eb service provisioning [20]
The main task of the proposed model is to achieve the recommended QoS of mobile Web service 
messages in terms of security, and scalability. Scalability is achieved by compressing/encoding 
SOAP messages and security is supported via full use of WS-security standard from client side 
and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) symmetric encryption from host.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> An input/output connection error occurs and requests might fail when the number of 
concurrent requests is high due to the blocking code in the ServixMix transport.
> Context aware services have to be extended.
> Security has to be improved and extended.
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> Supports only the verbose SOAP messages.
> The existence of the mediation gateway increases the amount of response time.
> Adaptation of Web services is not supported.
Pham et al. [25] have presented a SOAP server MHWF that is used for devices with Java Micro 
Edition (JME) platform. Two different algorithms are proposed to handle concurrent threads to 
optimize processing requests by device with small memory foot print. This is done to limit the 
maximum number of running threads. An analysis of the performance of the designed SOAP 
server with respect to Apache SOAP is introduced.
Gelen et al. [26, 27] have added a Service Component to the SOAP server MHWF framework to 
extend its functionality. This component is composed of static and dynamic parts. The static part 
includes publishing/discovering, object monitoring for monitoring the network interface and the 
load on the device and context-based component including notification service, subscribing 
service and rule engine to allow providing context aware services. The dynamic part depends on 
the application and includes the services and proxies that adapts on run or compile time. It 
supports client proxy generation from WSDL. It also supports message exchange using SOAP 
envelope based on multiple protocols that could be standard internet protocol HTTP or any other 
application protocol such as Wireless Access Protocol WAP or Block Extensible Exchange 
Protocol (BEEP).
Shortcomings of the approach are:
>  It requires heavy processing on low end mobile devices.
> Concurrency is limited and it is supported using two distinct threading strategies that 
might lead to inefficient use of resources or large memory consumption.
> Explores only SOAP-based services in Ad-hoc networks
> Adaptation is not addressed
Gehlen et al. [28] have integrated the basic SOAP server MHWF architecture to allow SOAP 
binding to Unreliable Datagram Packets (UDP).This integration includes reliable and unreliable 
SOAP messages over UDP. It supports session management and reliability using WS-Addressing 
and Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), which requires fewer amount of acknowledgments. Hence, 
latency is improved. It is effective in ad-hoc networks where its services use broadcasting or in 
cellular networks where real data is acquired.
Shortcomings of the approach are;
>  Reliability is supported by adding an overload to the header of SOAP message
> Adaptation is not addressed
> Concurrency is not addressed.
Kim et al. [29] have proposed a light-weight framework for hosting Web services on P2P
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network where mobile devices can act as servers/clients and brokers simultaneously.
The Modular MH framework contains six functional modules. The modules are composed of: 
Directory manager, SOAP manager. Context manager. Execution manger. Migration manager and 
Publishing / Discovery manager. The architecture provides continuous service to the client even if 
the mobile hosting the Web service has changed its place or run out of battery. This approach has 
also proposed a simple suitability equation for assessing the choice of the most appropriate node 
to act as the mobile host.
Shortcomings of the approach:
> Bluetooth is used and it has limited distance range and interoperability issues.
> The parsing toolkit PocketSOAP is an operating system proprietary to windows only.
> Concurrency is not supported.
> Supports only SOAP
> Providing heavy-weight mobile Web services is not addressed.
> Migration is initiated manually, however in another paper [30] the framework has been 
enhanced by allowing automatic migration based on WS-Policy.
Li Luqun [31] has implemented a Mobile Device Hosting Web Service (MDH-WS). The 
framework is based on the intermediate mediation architecture and it consists of two parts: The 
first part is similar to the standard Web service architecture and consists of service requester, 
service registry and mobile Web service mapper. The second part is the mobile Web service 
architecture, where the components communicate with each other using any other protocol. It 
consists of the same mobile Web service mapper, mobile service invoker and mobile device 
hosted Web service. It provides static IP address using a stationary mobile mapper. The approach 
saves the mobile host battery power using two techniques the first is operating the mobile host in 
sleep power saving mode. The second is the use of a cache memory. Using a caching system 
increases performance by allowing a mobile Web service mapper to respond to repeated requests 
without sending the request to the mobile host.
Shortcomings of the approach:
> There is no performance improvement when the size of the queue buffer increases.
> Mobile Web service mapper causes processing overhead. Thus it increases response time 
delays.
> The protocols used in the second part are not clarified.
> The system feasibility lacks the real implementation.
> Addresses only SOAP-based services.
Aijaz et ai. [32, 33] focus on provision of asynchronous mobile Web services. They implement
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Asynchronous MHWF in P2P networks. Increases throughput by avoid blocking clients waiting 
for running long mobile Web services. Besides, it supports various transport protocols.
Shortcomings of the approach:
> Does not support low end devices.
> Relies on Bluetooth for communication, which has a limited connectivity range.
> Support only SOAP-based services.
> Does not support Web service adaptation.
Asif et al. [34] have proposed Layered mobile host Web service framework to improve the 
performance of hosting mobile Web services. The architecture is based on standard Web services 
and is used in a client/server environment. The performance can be improved by partitioning the 
execution environment of Web service, which is introduced by Asif et al. [35]. Partitioning the 
execution tasks has proven performance enhancement for computational intensive Web services 
and a support for the WS-Security.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
>  Limited to 12 concurrent requests.
> Supports only RPC style as binding method.
> Adaptive mobile Web services are not address.
> Supports only SOAP-based services.
> The service endpoint address is assumed to be a stationary node.
Zaplata et al. [36] have proposed a flexible mobile Web service architecture to allow 
interoperability and mobility between diverse service providers and consumers in the mobile 
network environment through the usage of pluggable adapters. The architecture integrates the 
functionality of a server and a consumer in one node. The common functions between the server 
and consumer are shared through the following modules: message handling, registry and 
communication. Furthermore, the consumer integrates a proxy generator and the server integrates 
service runtime environment.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> Providing complex mobile Web services is not addressed.
> Restricted to the heavy-weight SOAP-based services.
>  The low end Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) devices are not supported.
> Integrating several adapters create an extra overload on the limited resources of the
mobile device.
Plebani et al. [37] have proposed MicroMAIS framework to allow providing and execution
stateful and stateless SOAP-based Web services on mobile devices. It consists of two units: micro
Application Server mAS and p-BPEL. Each of these units performs different function. The former
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one is a container-based application server that supports Web service execution on low end CLDC 
mobiles. The second unit is a Business Process Execution Language engine that allows the 
orchestration of distributed mobile Web services. The mAS architecture involves three main 
elements: SOAP request and SOAP response message, Request and Response handlers and 
MService container. Moreover, it allows executing stateful and stateless services through 
managing the session between client and its associated service instance based on cookies.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> Providing complex mobile Web services is not address.
> Supports only heavy-weight SOAP-based Web services.
The previous approaches for defining MWS frameworks as observed above support only SOAP- 
based technology. However, regarding RESTful mobile Web services, research has only 
concerned mobile devices being used for consuming RESTful mobile Web services. Riva et al. 
[38] have proposed a prototype for providing mobile photo-storage services via RESTful 
architectural style onto mobile devices. The proposal is implemented using data-driven design 
process and the functionality is defined by manipulating resources using HTTP operations. The 
data is designed in two forms: Containers and items.
The advantages of consuming RESTful Web services by mobile devices have also been 
investigated. These advantages reside from the provision of a uniform method for accessing the 
resources, providing scalability and fast response time through caching. Another advantage is 
achieved from setting up the resource representation at run time.
Recently and independently during the work of this research Aijaz et al. [39,40] have introduced 
the concept of REST-based Mobile Web Services (MobWS) and an analytical comparison with 
SOAP architecture in terms of HTTP payload is carried out in [39]. It allows executing 
Synchronous/Asynchronous services at the cost of creating more burdens on the client. This 
overhead arises from imposing the client to predict and determine the execution path that is 
followed by the server in order to process the asynchronous services.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> Integrates the previous developed framework [16, 33] through adding more complexity to 
the system.
> Increases the complexity of the URI structure of the invoked services to allow 
distinguishing Synchronous/Asynchronous Web services. Therefore, an overhead is 
created to map the URI to the corresponding CRUD method.
> The least capabilities CLDC devices are not supported.
> Although asynchronous services consume large amount of resources, adaptive MWS is 
not addressed.
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2.4.1.1.1 Synthesis o f Current Research in Framework Types for Mobile Web 
Service Provision
The approaches to build MWS frameworks have some common features such as:
• They can be distinguished as mentioned above into standard Web service architecture, 
intermediate mediation framework and modular framework. The standard Web service 
architecture is used with high end mobile devices and consumes a large amount of 
resources. The intermediate framework causes latency and single point of failure.
• Operating either in client/server, P2P or both client/server and P2P network environment.
• The interaction between entities relies on SOAP bounded over HTTP transport layer. 
Even though SOAP allows binding over any other transport layer. The reason for this 
could be that Web services are generally exposed over the Internet and HTTP is the 
common protocol used with the Internet However, the framework that is implemented by 
Aijaz et al. [32] and Gehlen et al. [28] have explored multiple binding methods such as 
UDP, HTTP and Bluetooth.
• All frameworks support only synchronous mobile Web services. However, the 
Asynchronous MWHS presented by Aijaz et al. [32] is used to support both 
Synchronous/Asynchronous mobile Web services to allow providing long processing 
Web services.
• Most of these approaches adopt SOAP as an implementation style. Although REST is 
suitable for the constrained mobile devices due to its reduced payload, lightweight 
processing requirement, scalability, its ability to enable loosely coupling between client 
and server and it has built in support for caching and security, none of the previous 
studies has investigated the implementation of mobile Web service provision using REST 
implementation method except MobWS [40]. On the other hand, MobWS has added more 
complexity on the design structure of the service URI to allow invoking 
Synchronous/Asynchronous Web service execution. The scarcity of these studies could be 
related to the lacking of the development tools that are used in implementing Web 
services.
2.4.1.2 Publishing/Discovery Web Services Hosted on Mobile Devices
Ou et al. [21] have studied the provision of mobile Web services by mobile devices in a 
converged environment of ad hoc and cellular networks. Universal Mobile Telecommunications 
System (UMTS) terrestrial radio access network and core network by developing layered P2P
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network architecture. Distributed Hash Table (DHT) is utilized for lookup services. ‘Plug and 
Play’ middleware architecture is designed to achieve adaptation for heterogeneous mobile 
terminal capabilities. Service discovery is enhanced by use of a virtual tunnelling model and by 
classifying services into three categories: hot, warm and cold and allowing publishing of only hot 
services to save resources. A distributed hash table is used to enhance scalability and reduce 
communication overload and service discovery workload overhead.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> The architecture does not support security and privacy.
> The criterion used for classifying services lacks consistency and policies for determining 
threshold do not exist.
> Additional cost is required for adding an overlay network.
Berger et ai. [6] have created a Web Service Inspection Language (WSIL) file to store all the 
information that is required for publishing and discovering Web services. It contains human 
readable code describing Web services. A Universal Description, Discovery and Integration 
(UDDl) registry is deployed in the local network to reduce internet traffic and to support security 
by hiding the service from global domain users.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> Restricts UDDI to be deployed only locally making this architecture proprietary for those 
capable for accessing the local domain network.
Srirama et al. [23] have implemented a Web service mobile hosting prototype in P2P network 
environment using a mediation framework, which has been explained above. There are two 
publishing schemes implemented in the prototype: standard UDDl registry hosted in the 
intermediate mediation framework and the distributed registries stored on JXTA peer nodes. 
Therefore redundancy and flexibility are achieved. The main objective of both approaches is to 
provide distributed registry and dynamic discovery of mobile Web services. The discovery 
mechanism is achieved using the Apache Lucence tool [41] that provides a text search engine 
library. Semantic discovery is supported.
Shortcomings of the approach:
> The life time of published Web services has to be chosen based on a criteria that 
identifies the importance of the published mobile Web service.
> Security and controlling access of Web services need to be improved and extended.
> Although replication and redundant registered Web services increase reliability, they 
consume network and device resources.
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Kim et al. [29] established, as mentioned above, a lightweight framework for hosting Web 
services on mobile devices in P2P network environment. The framework consists of six modules. 
In this framework any node can act as a broker. It supports distributed publishing/discovery 
approach, hence avoids single point failure and large size registers. The publishing/discovery 
manager publishes active Web services only using service name. Simultaneously it supports 
discover of Web services.
Shortcomings of the approach are;
> Strategies are needed to provide meaningful name for naming Web services to 
indicate their functionality.
>  Security and privacy are not supported.
2.4.1.2.1 Synthesis o f Research on Publishing/Discovery Web Services Hosted 
on Mobile Devices
There are several approaches that have been applied for mobile Web services publishing 
and discovery. All of these approaches belong to either one or both of the following architectures:
• Central UDDI registry is mainly used in networks with fixed infrastructure, hi this 
approach all published Web services are registered at one node that causes a 
bottleneck, high bandwidth traffic and a single point of failure. In addition due to the 
mobility nature of the hosting mobile Web service, the binding address of the Web 
service endpoint stored in the WSDL is dynamic and might change to adapt to the 
new location of the hosting mobile, hence; the Web service has to be republished each 
time the hosting mobile joins a new network.
• Distributed P2P registry assumes that some or all of the mobile devices with 
specific properties can act as a registry entity. It is suitable for Ad-hoc networks. The 
distributed P2P registry is a scalable solution.
All approaches can achieve deregistration automatically after the expiration of a predetermined 
setting time. Nevertheless, there have to be some policies agreed for setting the life time 
indicating the significance for each published mobile Web service. Besides, security and privacy 
issues to control discovery and access of Web services need to be tackled. The studies of the 
semantic and ontology schemes to address and publish mobile Web services are also very rare and 
require exploration.
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2.4.1.3 Mechanisms for Web Service Providers to Compensate 
Restricted Mobile Resources
Complex Web services create a cumbersome burden to resource constrained mobile Web 
service providers that cause degradation of the overall performance. In addition, these services 
may become unavailable to clients due to the spatio changing that occurs almost consistently to 
mobile terminals. Besides, the resources of mobile hosts may be exhausted over time and become 
unable to provide and execute Web services. Therefore, some techniques and algorithms are 
exposed by previous research to achieve adaptive MWS execution and compensate for the 
limitations of the internal and external mobile resources.
Asif et al. 135] have improved the layered MWHF [34] by introducing a partitioning technique for 
Web service execution environments to lighten the processing weight of the mobile host and to 
support additional Web service standards. In this approach the execution code of the Web service 
is divided into static and dynamic one using an XML based partitioning policy. The static part is 
executed on the surrogate node and the dynamic part is processed on the mobile device. The 
architecture of the framework is identical to the above explained layered MWHF but it is 
extended by splitting the SOAP engine into a dynamic mobile SOAP engine and a static SOAP 
engine as shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: Layered mobile W eb service hosting framework [35] 
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> The surrogate node, which contains the static SOAP engine, is stationary.
> Processing time can be improved by executing the SOAP engines in parallel.
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> Considers compensation of only computation power on the mobile host.
> The communication between the static SOAP engine and the dynamic SOAP one is 
cumbersome.
Ou et al. [21] proposed Plug and Play P2P architecture for providing Web services in a converged 
environment of Ad Hoc and Cellular networks. Migration of the mobile Web service is initiated 
by the mobile Web service provider when the battery power drains or communication with the 
mobile Web service provider is disconnected. The WSDL document, codes and instances of Web 
service are transferred to the new destination node.
The features of this architecture are:
Shortcomings of the approach are;
> The policy for choosing the appropriate migrated node is not addressed.
> Only migration of Web service providers is studied. However, a Web service broker 
could be made of resource constrained mobile nodes that could be incurred to lacking 
resources.
> Adaptation to limited processing power is not addressed
> Migration consumes a large amount of resources and partial migration may be the 
solution
Kim et al. [29] established, as mentioned above a framework for hosting Web services on mobile 
devices in P2P network environment. The migration in this architecture is initiated by a request 
from the service provider upon detecting low level battery power or intermittent disconnection of 
the wireless network. This approach is supported with a simple equation for assessing and 
choosing the most appropriate node to act as the mobile host. Context information can be 
collected and updated periodically to avoid high traffic networks and to continuously provide 
recent context information.
Shortcomings of the approach are;
>  Migration is initiated by the mobile host, which might cause overload.
>  Only two types of contexts are considered in calculating the suitability equation these 
are memory capacity and CPU speed, whiles others are not taken into consideration. 
Also the value of the weight parameter in the suitability equation is not assigned 
based on specific criteria.
Yang et al. [42] have proposed as offloading service that allows migrating some of the execution 
tasks of an application from the mobile host to surrogate node to compensate for limited 
resources. The mobile host downloads the service from the internet and executes it locally to 
avoid transmission of large amounts of data through a limited bandwidth network and to support
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ubiquitous computing. However, the mobile host has constrained resources such as memory size 
and CPU processing speed, thus offloading is required. An adaptive (k+1) partitioning algorithm 
is adopted to minimize the network traffic.
Shortcomings of the approach are;
> The offloaded service is for applications downloaded from the internet and not for 
Web services that are provided from mobile devices.
> It is inappropriate for small size applications and might cause communication 
overload between the mobile host and the surrogate node.
> The surrogate node is stationary and requires uninterrupted connection with the 
mobile host or offloading the classes to another surrogate node which increases 
complexity and overhead.
> Security and privacy of surrogate and offloaded classes are not addressed.
Shelby et al. [43, 44] introduce a new application transfer protocol called Constrained 
Application Protocol (CoAP) that allows adapting simple embedded RESTful Web services to the 
wireless sensor networks through adopting the core functionality of REST and extending some of 
the HTTP features. This approach requires encoding the Web service payload and is based on 
UDP transport layer.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> It is suitable for very constrained devices such as sensors but it causes processing 
overhead for mobile devices to decompress/compress and decode/encode the 
messages.
> It does not address complex Web services.
> An extra complexity and latency are added when used with the Web to map CoAP to 
HTTP interface.
> QoS is affected because it is based on the unreliable UDP transport layer.
2.4.1.3.1 Synthesis o f Current Research on Mechanisms for Web Service
Providers to Compensate the Lack o f Resources
Researchers have studied some techniques and mechanisms to provide lightweight MWS 
seamlessly using several ways of adapting to the constrained mobile recourses. The challenge of 
compensating for the lack of resources has been resolved through either:
• Reducing the load on the mobile Web service provider using different mechanisms such 
as:
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o Partitioning and distributing the execution tasks of the Web service to be 
offloaded into another stationary powerful server.
o Providing lightweight SOAP parsers or compression techniques.
• Transferring the Web service to another host to allow continuous provision of services.
This is initiated when the battery life goes down or the mobile host changes its location.
These techniques can be executed at a specific stage either at Web service run time, deploy time 
or at design time. Also, the partition of the Web service, amount or size that will be executed 
remotely varies from one approach to another. Moreover, there exist multiple approaches for 
determining the destination node that is used for executing the offloaded part of the partitioned 
Web service. However, none of these mechanisms addresses the saving of multiple resources 
where each is restricted to preserve the usage of one resource at a time. Furthermore, the available 
amount of resources on the mobile service provider might changes over time and becomes 
instantly insufficient to provide a service that is used to run on that same device earlier. Thus, the 
compensation mechanism needs to be adaptive to the current situation and considers the saving of 
a combination of resources simultaneously.
2.4.1.4 Mechanisms for Orchestrating Composite Web Services on 
Mobile Devices
A composite Web service is the integration of several Web services into an augmented 
service. The integration process is controlled and managed through a workflow process. The 
workflow of the composite Web service is typically represented using one of the standard 
orchestration languages such as Business Process Execution Languages for Web Services 
(BPEL4WS).
Leoni et al. [45] and Russo et ai. [46] have proposed The Roman Orchestration Mobile Engine 
for Emergency Units (ROME4EU) in the context of WORKPAD European research project [47]. 
It is a Process-Aware Information System (PAIS) used mainly for emergency scenarios, which is 
equipped with an engine for managing, orchestrating and collaborating mobile services. The 
engine is deployed on the MS Windows Mobile PDA. R0ME4EU runs a workflow, which is 
modelled based on an extension of the BPEL4People language. The architecture consists of the 
following layers: process definition layer, process management layer, process adaptation layer 
and sensing and monitoring layer. The Assigner component of the process management module 
implements a dynamic task allocation policies and algorithms using either contextual (geographic 
distance) or historical (service efficiency) metrics depending on the specific process. The
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Exception and Event handler module of the process adaptation allows activating the proper 
handler to allow adaptation of the process to the unexpected event.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> It is PAIS and developed to be executed for sophisticated emergency scenarios.
>  Data and service management module stores large amount of information in the 
limited memory of the PDA.
> It is based on BPEL. Hence, it adds more processing weight.
> It is deployed and managed based on Microsoft .NET Compact Framework that can 
run only on Windows. Thus it is platform dependent.
Truong et ai. [48] have implemented Vimoware toolkit for developing and deploying mobile 
Web services and executing user-defined of collaborative tasks in disaster situations. The main 
functionality and the general architecture of Vimoware are similar to ROME4EU. However, they 
slightly differ in the technical implementation aspects. T \\q flow execution engine is built based on 
using Plain Old Java Object (POJO) concept. The workflow language that is executed by the 
engine is based on the language proposed for the WORKPAD research project [47, 49]. The 
workflow language has been extended with some metadata notations to allow more features such 
as including interaction models for different scenarios. Vimoware supports synchronous and 
asynchronous task execution models based on subscription and notification techniques to avoid 
delay with respect to normal invocation.
Shortcomings of the approach are;
> It is developed to be executed for sophisticated disaster response scenarios.
>  Publishing the profile services on each device using four attributes (name, team, 
service type, URI) to allow services to search for each other, adds extra redundant 
information.
> Task configuration file is loaded on all the devices that provide services.
> Mobile devices can execute Web services but can not manage the orchestration.
>  Limited to PDA Smartphone running CDC 1.1 configuration profile.
Plebani et al. [37] have introduced Web service based platform called MicroMAIS. It is 
composed of two basic modules: micro Application Server (mAS) and (p-BPEL) for supporting 
the execution for SOAP-based services and orchestration of composite SOAP-based services in a 
mobile environment. The architecture of the p-BPEL is composed of two overlapping modules: 
Process Design and Process Execution. p-BPEL supports only necessary subset of the workflow 
patterns that are supported by BPEL to adapt with the architectural limitations of the mobile 
devices. This approach allows orchestration on mobile devices with Connected Limited Device 
Configuration (CLDC).
Shortcomings of the approach are:
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> p-BPEL does not support dynamic processes.
> RESTful-based composite services are not supported.
Hackmann et al. [50] have developed a lightweight execution engine to run on mobile devices 
called Sliver, It is based on standard-compliant Web Service technologies. Messages are 
exchanged based on SOAP and the workflow language is an extension of the well-known BPEL 
standard. The engine constitutes the following layers: Transport layer, XML/SOAP parser, SOAP 
server, BPEL parser, BPEL server and Service discovery. Partner links are stored in a hash map 
and can be bounded at runtime. It supports several varieties of the transports and protocols due to 
its isolation between the communication and processing components.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
>  Sliver is an engine dedicated to PDA-class devices with more advanced capabilities 
than its corresponding CLDC based mobile devices.
>  RESTful-based composite services are not supported.
Pryss et al. [51, 52] have developed the architecture of a light-weight process engine called 
Managing Robust mobile Process in a complex world (MARPLE) to allow defining, configuring, 
verifying and deploying process partitions and running them on mobile devices. The developed 
architecture consists of two parts: MARPLE Mobile Process Engine V I.3 and the MARPLE 
Mediation Centre. It provides distribution of the workflow process to lessen the load on central 
server. Supports failure adaptation through using a subcomponent of the engine, where the system 
suggests a list of potential changes. But the changes are done manually by a human.
Shortcomings of the approach are:
> Mobile devices initially require configuration to support usage of process 
deployment. This setup is taken place by the maintenance component of the 
MARPLE Mediation Centre. The maintenance centre uploads the mobile device with 
Core Communication Services (CCS) to enable the mobile device to load MARPLE 
mobile process engine.
> A methodology for partitioning processes models and allocating the fragments on 
different machines is not addressed.
> The global workflow is instantiated, managed and processed from static node
> The framework is built based on .NET Compact platform
> Although the global process is distributed. However, in order to preserve consistency 
and synchronization, all the data and information invoked by the fragments are stored 
in the central repository of the MARPLE Mediation Centre. Consequently, the 
communication with this central storage creates a bottleneck and hinders the parallel 
run of these partitions.
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> The workflow is generated using an abstract high level processing language (BPMN), 
which lacks the semantic and can not be processed automatically without converting 
it to semantic-based language. Thus, the partitions and the workflow are created 
manually.
> Partitioning the activities and the orchestration between them is not addressed.
2.4.1.4.1 Synthesis o f Current Research on Mechanisms for Orchestrating 
Composite Web Services on Mobile Devices
The work in the area of supporting composite mobile Web services is focused on the 
workflow engines and all previous studies address the orchestration of only SOAP-based services. 
The main common function of the workflow engines in most studies is the coordination and 
collaboration of processes executed on mobile devices. However, little research addresses the 
coordination and orchestration of Web services deployed on mobile devices. Workflow engines 
differ in the complexity level of the architecture, mechanisms used for mobility adaption, 
composition type and error handling, language used for modelling the workflow and the dedicated 
location for hosting the engine. For example, service composition can be static, which means that 
it is decided at the time of designing or it can be dynamic, where it is decided at run time. The 
existing approaches dealing with adaptation to mobility failures focus on human-based (user- 
driven) or semi-automatic (machine and user intervention) adaptation. In addition, the languages 
used for implementing the workflow vary from high level languages, which are for abstract 
modelling such as BPMN to low level languages such as BPEL. Most of the existing business 
process languages rely on composing process-based Web services using the standard WSDL and 
without taking into consideration the mobility issue. However, the new trends in Web service 
technology do not depend on the existence of WSDL. This creates a challenge for the composition 
of Web services. Some research habitude to develop a dedicated language for the mobile 
environment such as Sliver and p-BPEL but these support SOAP-based Web services only. The 
workflow engine is usually deployed and managed by a stationary host. By contrary, few 
approaches have explored running the workflow process from mobile devices. However, these 
approaches rely on sophisticated PDA devices with advanced capabilities. To the best of my 
knowledge, Plebani et al. [38] is the only orchestrator running on the least capable mobile device 
configuration but used for SOAP-based services. Finally, the current approaches carry on 
equipping mobile devices with the necessary software and hardware configuration tools to enable 
them to run processes. This technique increases the cost and complexity of the execution process.
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2.4.2 Open Issues and Research Challenges
From the comprehensive review of mobile Web services undertaken and explored in this 
chapter it can be seen that providing Web services from resource limited mobile devices in a 
restricted network is feasible, but there are several research issues still to be tackled. For example, 
an appropriate discovery scheme for publishing and discovering mobile Web services has to be 
provided that allows frequent context and location changes of the provided services.
Furthermore, the restrictions on the internal and external resources of mobile devices lead to 
difficulties in providing complex services in a reliable continuous manner and to large 
consumption of computational power. In spite of the fact that these constraints may not be 
available in the future and the resource capabilities might improve, the ideal performance and the 
minimum latency will always be the dominant factors. Also the battery life will always be a 
bottleneck. Although some studies have investigated MWS distributions and others have exposed 
encoding and parsing techniques to allow resource adaptation to achieve adaptation to the 
potential resource restrictions, each of these solutions focuses on preserving only one resource 
and ignores the others. Besides, most approaches neglect the dynamicity of the available and 
required resources amounts based on the current situation. Furthermore, some of these studies rely 
on the existence of a gateway that increases the delay and omits the main purpose of MWS, which 
is to provide services from mobile hosts directly. Moreover, they are all based on the verbose 
SOAP-based technology. Thus, several mechanisms and management techniques are required to 
achieve mobile Web service distribution and adaptation to various resources simultaneously. 
Another issue that elevates the preference of the distribution rather than the encoding techniques 
is the spreading of distributed computing systems. Therefore the application of distributed mobile 
Web services executed and deployed in a distributed network environment is an important 
direction for future research. In addition, algorithms for coordinating and controlling the 
execution path of the distributed management tasks and services are required. Interfaces that 
model the interaction and the flow of information and data between these decentralized services 
are also demanded. One of the desired characteristics of these techniques and interfaces is to be 
supported autonomously because Web services are a system of software that allows interoperable 
machine to machine interaction. Another objective is to have a lightweight workflow that does not 
consume a lot of computational resources and does not rely on the existence of a static process 
description. The anonymous handling of failures is another required feature.
Investigating other architectural technologies such as REST architectural design for building and 
providing mobile Web services is another open issue that requires addressing. Besides, the 
implications of this design type on fragmenting the complex Web services and coordinating 
between composite services needs to be explored.
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Finally, defining algorithms and techniques for selecting the target secondary mobile host and 
intermediate node in the area of distributing MWS have to be identified and accessed.
Thus, hosting Web services on mobile devices is still at an early stage and needs development and 
future research.
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Chapter 3
3 Definition and Evaluation of RESTful- 
based Framework
3.1 Introduction
Providing non interrupted Web services from resource limited mobile devices in a light­
weight processing manner is a significant need. The first contribution takes a step towards 
achieving this goal. The existing frameworks that are developed by researchers for providing 
mobile Web services are currently based on the standard SOAP services. A framework that 
provides SOAP-based mobile Web services is reproduced and evaluated. These SOAP services 
rely on verbose XML and dense SOAP messaging structures that make it incongruent to be 
provided from the constrained mobile devices. Therefore, a framework that is conformable to 
mobile capabilities is defined and proposed in this chapter. The framework is based on RESTful 
Web services, hi addition, an evaluation of the defined RESTful-based Mobile Host Web service 
Framework (MHWF) is provided. A quantitative comparison between the standard SOAP-based 
MHWF and RESTful-based MHWF takes place. This comparison is carried out to allow us to 
decide on the framework that best suits mobile environment capabilities and fulfils the 
requirement of providing mobile Web services continuously with a light-weight processing 
demand.
This chapter starts with identifying the requirements for optimal mobile Web service provision 
with some of the current limitations, which is listed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 provides the 
criteria for each of the well-known architectural styles that are used for designing Web services. 
This is followed by a presentation of the two different mobile host frameworks: (SOAP-based 
MHWF and RESTful-based MHWF) and an outline of their features and issues is also discussed 
in Section 3.4. Then, Section 3.5 presents the implementation of the prototypes as a proof of 
concept for the contribution presented in this chapter. Moreover, a critical analysis and 
comparison between the two frameworks are given in Section 3.6. Finally conclusions from the 
preliminary work are presented in the last section.
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3.2 Objectives and Limitations
The requirements discussed in Chapter 1 such as the trends towards supporting ubiquitous 
computing, the emerging number of useful real life applications that can be provided from 
deploying services on mobile devices, etc necessitate hosting Web services on mobile devices. 
However, the limitations of mobile internal and external resources act as a barrier against the 
efficient provision of these services. In general Web services can be classified into two main 
categories: RESTful and SOAP-based Web services. This classification is based on the 
architectural style used in the implementation technology. Therefore, one of the key research 
issues identified is which architectural style (SOAP or REST) is to be used in the framework 
system. This chapter focuses on this issue and provides implementation of each. Two basic 
frameworks are proposed that deploy, provide and execute Web services; one supports SOAP- 
based Web services and the other supports RESTful-based Web services. The performance of 
each of the implemented frameworks is then, validated and tested. The goal of this analysis is to 
compare between SOAP- and RESTful-based Web service frameworks and derive the most 
appropriate design for a future architecture based on their individual features. Tests will include 
metrics such as processing power, communication delay, memory footprint, reliability and 
scalability. However, implementing Web services using any of the two technologies (SOAP and 
RESTful) is a challenge. This is because Web services are not explicitly defined for the mobile 
environment. Consequently, the existing standard Web service frameworks are developed for 
static servers and are too large to be mounted on existing resource constrained mobile devices. 
Moreover, providing Web services from mobile hosts using these traditional standards consumes 
a large amount of scarce resources and drains the batteries within a short period of time. They also 
require run time environments and data types that are not currently supported by all mobile 
devices such as complex data type and float type. In addition, the wireless network latency and 
intermittent connectivity inhibit provisioning of complex mobile services. Also mobile resource 
limitations generate more constrains to the limited API class functionality of JME programming 
language that is going to be used in the proposed implementations.
The next section highlights some features for each of the two technologies used to build and 
execute Web services. A sample example that shows the syntax of both request and response 
messages that correspond to a service exposed in both architectural styles (SOAP and REST) is 
also presented.
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3.3 SOAP versus REST
Each of the above architectural styles has its own features that make it suitable for specific types 
of application. Comparative features are given in Table 3-1:
Table 3-1: Comparison between SOAP and RESTful based Web services
Criteria SOAP based Web services RESTful based Web services
Server/ Client Tightly coupled Loosely coupled
URI One URI representing the 
service endpoint
URI for each resource
Transport Layer Support All Only HTTP
Caching Not Supported Supported
Interface Non Uniform Interface and a 
contract is defined for each 
service using WSDL
Uniform Interface for all services
Context aware Client context aware of Web 
service behaviour
Implicit Web service behaviour
Method Information Body Entity of HTTP HTTP Method
Data Information Body Entity of HTTP HTTP URI
Describing Web services WSDL WADL
Expandability Not Expandable (No 
hyperlinks)
Expandable without creating new 
Web services (using xlink)
Standards used SOAP specific standards 
(WSDL ,UDDI, WS-Security)
Web standards ( URL, HTTP 
methods, XML, MIME Types)
Security/Confidentiality WS-security standard 
specification
HTTP Security
Reliability WS-Reliable built-in 
messaging
Retry submission
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An example for a SOAP request to invoke a service is elaborated in Table 3-2. The service name 
with its two parameters is wrapped inside the body of an HTTP POST request. StringConcat is the 
name of the service and the parameters are name denoting the string to be concatenated with itself 
and number corresponding to the number of times it is coneatenated.
Table 3-2: SOAP request for stringConcat service
POST /StringConcat HTTP/1.1 
Host: example.org
Content-Type : application/soap+xml;charset=utf-8 
Content-Length: nnn
<?xml version="l.0"?>
<env: Envelope
xmlns:env="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope" 
xmlns:enc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns:s="http://www.example.org/stringConcat">
<env:Body>
<s:GetStringConcat>
<s:name xsi:type="xsd:string">AdaptiveMobileServices</s:name> 
<s: number xsi:type="xsd:int">3</s:number>
</s:GetStringConcat>
</env:Body>
</env:Envelope>
The response to the above SOAP request is shown in Table 3-3:
Table 3-3: SOAP response for stringConcat service
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/soap+xml; charset=utf-8 
Content-Length: n nn
<?xml version="l.0"?>
<env:Envelope
xmlns:env=http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope 
xmlns:enc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns:s="http://www.example.org/stringConcat">
<env:Body>
<s:stringConcatResponse>
<s: result xsi:type="xsd:string">
AdaptiveMobileServicesAdaptiveMobileServicesAdaptiveMobileServices 
</s:result>
</s:stringConcatResponse>
</env:Body>
</env:Envelope>
The corresponding REST request for stringConcat service and its associated response is depicted 
in Table 3-4 and Table 3-5, respectively.
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Table 3-4: REST request for stringConcat service
POST /stringConcat HTTP/1.1 
Host: example.org 
Accept: text/xml 
Accept-Charset: utf-8 
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<s:GetStringConcat>
<s:name>AdaptiveMobileServices</s:name>
<s:number>3</s:number>
 </s:GetStringConcat>_________________________________________________
Table 3-5: REST response for stringConcat service
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8 
Content-Length: nnn
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<s:StringConcat xmlns:s="http://example.org/stringConcatService"> 
<s:result>
AdaptiveMobileServicesAdaptiveMobileServicesAdaptiveMobileServices 
</s:result>
_______ </s:stringConcat>__________________________________________________
The reduction in the RESTful-based payload over SOAP can easily be observed from the above 
demonstration. Thus, it can be concluded from Table 3-1 and the above request/response example 
that RESTful is more suitable for mobile Web service provision than its superior SOAP 
framework in terms of:
■ Large amount of reduction in payloads.
■ Limited bandwidth.
■ Lightweight processing.
■ Scalability, where the lightweight processing demand, loose coupling and 
existence of a uniform interface for RESTful-based services lessen the 
burden on the mobile host. As a consequence, this allows the host to 
tackle a larger number of requests and increases its scalability.
■ Loose coupling between client and server. This is because there is no 
need to provide a contract between a client and a server prior to 
communication as it is the case with SOAP.
■ Support for caching and security. This is because RESTful relies on 
HTTP and makes use of its features and security standards.
On the other hand SOAP is more suitable for mobile Web services that include:
■ Complex non functional requirements such as security, transaction and 
authentication.
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■ Contract in advance between the provider and consumer as described in 
the WSDL interface.
■ Well-defined standards and well-supported development tools.
■ Transmission over non HTTP transport layer.
3.4 Definition of SOAP- and RESTful-based MHWF
This section presents researchers’ previous work and defines the basic building blocks of 
SOAP-based MHWF. Moreover, it goes further beyond the conventional SOAP-based MFIWF 
and defines the basic building blocks of RESTful-based MHWF with their respective 
characteristics.
As aforementioned, Web services are defined for services that are deployed and executed on static 
stationary servers. The current standard Web service technologies can only be applied to high end 
mobile devices that are relatively powerful and use reliable network connections and static 
addressing mechanism. However, they consume a large amount of resources and drain the 
batteries within a short period of time, which might cause interoperability. Therefore, an 
integration of alternative protocols and adaptation of standard Web service technology are needed 
to allow providing Web services on mobile devices.
Two frameworks have been developed to allow deploying, providing and executing Web 
services from mobile devices. One supports RESTful services and it is called RESTful-based 
Mobile Host Web service Framework (RESTful-based MHWF), which is developed in this 
research work and the other supports SOAP services and it is called SOAP-based Mobile Host 
Web service Framework (SOAP-based MHWF), which is reproduced from the current state of the 
art. In general, the two frameworks are identical in the main architecture. However, they differ in 
the details of handling and parsing requests and composing responses. Each framework consists 
of five main connected building blocks as depicted in Figure 3-1:
• WebService Servlet: It deploys new services into the mobile device. This is accomplished 
through calling startServices(), which instantiates a WebServiceRegister class that stores 
new services in a hashtable data structure using deployService() method. Services are 
identified and stored using three parameters, which are the service name, service URI and 
the service Object. The service Object is retrieved from the hashtable as a java object of 
the Interface type. Thus, this interface includes an unimplemented method that invokes 
the requested service. This public interface is implemented by all service methods and the 
invoked service is type-casted into WebService Object to call the service method that is 
named service. This supports the flexibility of allowing Web service developers to
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customize the particular handling of requests and responses. Furthermore, it invokes the 
requested service through getWebService() and checks the availability of it through 
isWebServiceRegisteredO public static method.
• HTTP Listener; The main functions of it include setting up socket connection for 
communication and listening to incoming requests through ServerSocketConnection 
class. It also accepts incoming client’s requests through acceptAndOpen() method, 
initiates new thread for each request to support concurrency and creates input and output 
streams for exchanging data.
• Request Handler: The main tasks for it is to read and process the request then send the 
response back to the client. Reading and sending messages is taken place by the 
CommonHttpProcessor class. However, the way the process task is carried out is different 
between the two frameworks. For example, in SOAP-based MHWF the request handler 
un-wraps the incoming HTTP POST requests to extract the hidden SOAP envelope then it 
dispatches the envelope to the message parser. However, the request handler for RESTful- 
based MHWF extracts the HTTP request directly and sends it to the message parser.
• Parser module: The main function for it is to get the needed information for invoking a 
Web service such as the name of the service, service URI and some parameters. Then the 
extracted information is sent to the WebService Servlet through the RequestHandler. 
However, the way this is performed and the location of the required information are 
different between the two frameworks. In SOAP-based MHWF, the SOAP parser 
deserializes the SOAP object and maps the data types into Java objects using kSOAP2 
and kXML2 that are open source APIs for SOAP parsing. However, in RESTful MHWF 
a new string-manipulator parser has been created. This parser will extract the needed 
information that resides explicitly in the client’s request such as the service name, URI of 
the service, method type (POST, GET, PUT and DELETE) and service parameters if 
required. This is because the existing development tools supports only HTTP client and 
lacks supporting HTTP server.
• Response Composer: It is responsible for interpreting the result based on the result’s 
format. Furthermore, for RESTful-based framework the response also depends on the 
client’s prerequisites, which are requested through Accept header and defined in the 
Content-Type header of the response message. After representing the result, the response 
is sent back to the client via the Request Handler.
So on a first claim the main building modules of the two architectures are fairly similar and 
there is no apparent difference in complexity but the major difference comes when the 
architectures’ performance, scalability and amount of resource consumption are tested. A proof of
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concept demonstration of the two framework definitions is presented in the following section. The 
next section presents a brief description of some software tools used for the implementation of 
these architectures.
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Figure 3-1: SOAP and RESTful-based MHWF basic building blocks
3.5 Implementation of SOAP- and RESTful-based MHWF
A class diagram of the framework is presented in Appendix A to describe the 
implementation details in brief.
3.5.1 Objective of the implementation
The objective of this work is to reproduce and extend researchers’ work for developing 
SOAP-based mobile Web services framework. A further objective is to explore the feasibility of 
providing RESTful Web services from mobile devices and to compare between the two 
frameworks in terms of performance, scalability, reliability and resource consumption. This 
comparison is needed to allow us to define the most suitable tool for facilitating the provision of
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continuous reliable services in a light weight processing manner in mobile network environment. 
This definition is based on the acquired testing results.
3.5.2 Software Tools used in the implementation
Java for Mobile Edition (JME) has been adapted for the implementation of both 
frameworks. In spite of the fact that the architecture of mobile devices is improved through 
advanced technologies, the amount of available resources for specific types of mobiles such as 
cell-phones remain limited. JME is used as the best language for launching applications on these 
resource limited mobile devices. Moreover, kSOAP [53] is used as parser for SOAP-based 
framework and kXML library [54] is used for both SOAP- and RESTful-based frameworks.
3.5.3 JME
The most suitable programming language for this research is JME which is a subset of the 
Java programming language. Since it was initially created for developing applications with a 
small memory footprint, it is the best language for launching applications on devices with limited 
resources such as cell-phones, wireless sensors, and other micro devices.
Standard Java has over 100 interfaces, classes and packages that support the networking 
capabilities. However, the functionality made available through these libraries is suitable for 
traditional computer systems with rich resources (CPU processing power, active memory, and 
persistent data storage) but not for resource limited mobile devices. JME defines two 
configurations: the Connected Device Configuration (CDC) and the Connected Limited Device 
Configuration (CLDC). CLDC is the smallest subset of JME configuration and it is used in the 
implementations of this research work. It compromises a smaller set of classes than other 
platforms and it is more restricted. Consequently, it requires low level specifications and is 
suitable for a wide range of devices with limited resources. Thus any application that is developed 
for CLDC can run easily for CDC and thus achieves scalability. API’s and libraries are added to 
support more features through Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP). MIDP 2.0 is used 
because it supports devices with limited network communication resources by providing more 
networking functionalities. JME provides an abstract framework for networking and file access 
called the Generic Connection Framework (GCF). Due to the wide variety of mobile devices, this 
package merely defines seven interfaces, leaving the actual implementation up to each vendor. 
This provides an optimum balance between portability and the utilisation of device specific 
features. MIDP 2.0 has also been chosen in this implementation because it supports the Server 
Socket connection that is required for implementing a mobile server.
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There is a major challenge for the REST mobile web server, which is the difficulty of providing 
an HTTP Connection from the server side. Network functionality is supported in Java 2 
Enterprise Edition (J2EE) and Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) through a java.net package that 
requires approximately 200 KB storage capacity. The resource limited mobile devices are not 
capable of storing this amount of application. Moreover the diversity of mobile devices requires 
flexible and device specific network functionality to support devices with different sizes and 
shapes, different networking capabilities, and different file I/O requirements. Thus a Generic 
Connection framework is used to define the abstractions of the networking and file I/O for mobile 
devices as Java interfaces, the implementation of these interfaces are set up by device 
manufacturers depending on the actual device capabilities.
Generic Connection framework [55] includes 1 class (Connector) and 7 connection interfaces 
(Connection, ContentConnection, DatagramConnection, InputConnection, OutputConnection, 
StreamConnection, and StreamConnectionNotifier). The 7 connection interfaces define the 
abstractions of 6 basic types of communications: basic serial input, basic serial output, datagram 
communications, sockets communications, notification mechanism in a client-server 
communication, and basic HTTP communication with a Web server. The StreamConnection is 
used because it supports the connection oriented TCP/IP.
The HttpConnection class is defined in JME MIDP and used to handle HTTP connections in their 
wireless applications. The HttpConnection class is available on all MIDP devices as client node 
however, manual HTTP parsing is used that is based on string manipulator and created by me to 
handle HTTP requests from server.
3.5.4 Parsers
XML based messages are needed to be parsed programmatically. As the document is parsed, 
the data in the document becomes available to the application using the parser, and can easily be 
manipulated. Any generic XML parser with namespace support understands SOAP messages and 
can extract information from them. But, java data objects cannot be extracted directly. The XML 
parser extracts text information from a SOAP message and then converts these text strings to Java 
data objects. This manual conversion is a burden on application programmers, thus extracting 
Java data objects directly from a SOAP message would provide a better approach. A SOAP parser 
is used for that purpose to map data-type information in SOAP messages into Java data objects. It 
is built on a generic XML parser with special type-mapping and text data-marshalling 
mechanisms. Although SOAP parsing provides programming transparency between a Java 
program and a SOAP message, it causes heavy-weight processing that cannot be tolerated on
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resource limited devices with resource-restricted wireless platforms such as JME/CLDC. The 
limitations are due to the following reasons:
1. CLDC specification has omitted many packages that are included in JEE and JSE. Those 
packages aree needed by the common XML and SOAP parsers at run time, such as 
Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT), Swing, Beans, Reflection, and most java.util and 
java.io classes.
2. The lightweight JME/CLDC platform has limited string functionality to preserve size and 
speed; this is a major problem for every wireless Java XML parser.
3. The common XML and SOAP parsers such as Xerces (XML) and Axis (SOAP) are too 
large, include many classes and are resource intensive. SOAP parsing requires the parser 
to read the whole document into memory.
4. The JME/CLDC platform lacks support for some basic data types, such as the Float type 
[56].
The kXML parser and kSOAP parser are well documented open source libraries provided by 
Enhydra [53, 54]. They are used to provide light-weight parsers for processing incoming Web 
service requests. It is based on pull based parsing that is capable of saving memory and providing 
fast processing.
3.6 Evaluation of RESTful- and SOAP-based MHWF
An evaluation of the two frameworks (SOAP/REST) using three different scenarios will be 
considered. This testing will allow critical comparison between SOAP based Web service 
framework and RESTful based Web service frameworks for the first time. The service 
implementation is fixed for both frameworks but the interface is changed to adopt the acquired 
tested implementation technology for each framework. This is done to allow a correct equal to 
equal comparison.
3.6.1 Experimental Setup
The two frameworks are tested to confirm their correct behaviour and to acquire experimental 
data that allows critical analysis of both architectures. The evaluation is conducted using a small 
test bed that consists of a mobile host developed on n80 Nokia mobile device running Symbian 
OS, MIDP 2.0 profile. It is connected in a wireless network through built in IEEE 802.11b 
interface and it provides services to a client that is simulated using Sun Wireless Toolkits 3.0 
emulator as shown in Figure 3-2.
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The evaluation o f the system is conducted using a simple service such as calculating the grade 
average. This simple service is implemented to minimise the impact o f the execution of the 
service business logic on the total response time and processing time. The tested prototype allows 
the client to define the number o f values that are encountered to be calculated thus it allows the 
client to control the size o f the requested message through increasing or decreasing the number o f  
values. The evaluation provides an analysis o f the following functional parameters:
• Performance
• Scalability
• Reliability
• Resource Consumptions
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Figure 3-2: M obile host/client test bed simulation
3.6.2 Results and Discussion
The implemented SOAP and REST mobile hosts are run and compared for different test
cases. Each test is repeated for 30 times and the average is calculated for each run. The test
involves three different scenarios. The first set o f experiments is done to test the performance of
the mobile host. Performance is analysed through measuring the effect o f varying the request
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message size on the average processing and response time. Processing time is defined as the time 
required by the mobile host for parsing and executing the request, and is manipulated by 
calculating the time difference between receiving the request and sending the response by the 
host. Results in Figure 3-3 show that the average processing time increases when the request 
message size increases. It is also obvious that the average processing time for SOAP-based 
MHWF is larger than the average processing time for RESTful-based MHWF for the same 
message request. This is because processing SOAP requests requires heavy weight parsers to un­
wrap the SOAP envelope from the incoming HTTP POST request, then de-serialize the SOAP 
object and map the data types o f the XML based message into Java objects. This is done to extract 
the hidden information needed for invoking the required Web service. However processing 
RESTful requests uses lightweight parser to extract the information required for invoking a 
specific Web services. Moreover the required information resides explicitly on the HTTP request. 
Thus RESTful-based MHWF has better performance than SOAP-based framework.
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Figure 3-3: Effect o f  message size on process time o f  SOAP/RESTful-based MHW F
The average response time is measured for different message payloads and for both 
architectures. Response time is defined as the time that a client spends waiting to receive the 
result from the MH. This is measured by calculating the difference between the time when a 
response is received by the client from the MH and the time when a request is sent by the client to 
the MH. Results presented in Figure 3-4 show that the average response time is directly 
proportional to the complexity degree of the application being processed. The proportional 
relation referrers to the two parameters that dominate the response time value: communication 
delay and the processing time. This is expected because more time is needed to transfer messages
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with larger sizes. Moreover, more time is needed to transfer SOAP requests which have larger 
payloads than the corresponding REST requests that have smaller payloads.
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Figure 3-4: Effect o f  message size on response time o f  SOAP- and RESTful-based MHW F
The second scenario evaluates reliability and scalability o f the frameworks. This test is 
accomplished through testing concurrency where a number of clients send requests to the same 
host simultaneously. This is accomplished through initiating threads and loops on the client 
emulator. Then the average process time for each concurrent request is calculated. Results in 
Figure 3-5, show that as the number o f concurrent requests increases, the average process time 
also increases. This increase is more obvious in SOAP-based framework where more time is 
consumed to parse the SOAP envelope and to manage the threads. However, it is observed that 
the increase in RESTful-based MHWE is almost steady. This is because RESTful W eb services 
support caching and demand light processes power. Hence RESTful-based MHWF is more rigid 
and robust to changes in the number o f concurrent request.
After that, the two mobile hosts are stressed by adding more concurrent requests to measure 
the threshold value. It is defined as the maximum number o f concurrent requests that can be 
handled without failure. It is observed in Table 3-6 that SOAP-based MWSE starts to reject 
requests earlier when the threshold is beyond 50 but RESTful-based MWSE starts to reject 
requests when the threshold is beyond 80. This is because processing SOAP-based requests 
requires more time. The larger number o f existing concurrent requests the more number o f  
generated threads to allow handling requests simultaneously. Thus the consumed response time is 
larger and the server queue o f the SOAP-based framework will be occupied and filled within a 
short period of time. As a result there will be no more resources to accept new connections. The 
effect of increasing the number o f concurrent requests beyond the threshold for SOAP on the
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average MH processing time is shown in Figure 3-5 to rise sharply due to the overhead caused by 
the initiated threads. Thus RESTful-based MWSE is more scalable and reliable than SOAP-based 
MWSF.
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Figure 3-5: Effect of concurrent requests on process time for SOAP-based MHWF 
Table 3-6: Comparison of rejected requests between SOAP- and RESTful-based MHWF
No of concurrent 
Requests
Avg rejected requests 
(SOAP)
Avg rejected requests 
(REST)
50 2 0
60 10 0
80 59 4
100 64 9
120 86 14
The last scenario is for testing resource consumption and measuring memory footprints.
Memory consumption is measured by running emulators on different machines and calculating
the difference between the total amount of free memory on MH before receiving the request and
the available amount of memory after sending the response back to the client. Results in Figure
3-6 illustrate that the amount of consumed memory during processing Web service requests is
increased as the message size increases. As shown in the graph the amount of consumed memory
in SOAP-based framework is much larger than the amount of consumed memory in RESTful-
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based framework for the same message size. The reason for this is that SOAP-based framework 
demands more memory footprint during processing. This consumed memory footprint is used to 
store general temporary parsed objects and to load kSOAP and kXML libraries and classes.
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Figure 3-6: Comparison of consumed amount of memory between SOAP- and RESTful- based MHWF
3.7 Related W ork
Several frameworks for deploying, providing and executing SOAP-based Web services on 
mobile devices are presented in Chapter 2. All of the proposed frameworks can be distinguished 
into three main classes: Standard Web service architecture; Intermediate mediation framework 
and modular framework. Each of these classes has a specific architecture definition in addition to 
its own adaptation techniques to make the provision of Web services from mobile devices 
feasible. For instance, the standard Web service architecture uses the standard Web service 
technologies (WSDL, SOAP, UDDI, etc) and the adaptation is done through deploying these 
standards on powerful PDA mobile devices in a stable wireless network. However, this eliminates 
the generality and scalability of these frameworks and restricts them to limited domains. The other 
type, which is the intermediate mediation framework, relies on the existence of an intermediate 
node that plays the role of a proxy to integrate the standard Web services technologies to mobile 
proprietary technologies. The adaptation is achieved using conversion tools to achieve 
compatibility between traditional Web service technologies and sophisticated mobile Web service 
technologies. However, these conversion techniques create an overhead and increase the network 
delays. Furthermore, mobile host may lose the connection with the intermediate node due to the 
unreliable wireless network and leads to a single point failure. The last framework is composed of
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extensible modules, where each component performs its own task to support the functionality of a 
mobile server. This framework overcomes the overhead and the delay caused by other 
frameworks and offers light-weight middleware that can be deployed directly on mobile devices. 
These mobile devices range from the very powerful to the least capable depending on the type of 
the modules deployed.
As can be seen, to the best of my knowledge, all of the previous research focused on investigating
the deployment of SOAP-based Web services on mobile devices and exploring the possibility of
providing these services from mobile hosts. The exposed approaches allow for providing mobile
Web services either in a client/server environment or a P2P network environment. Few
researchers have investigated consuming RESTful Web services from mobile devices, for
example [38] have investigated mobile RESTful Web services and developed a prototype for
providing RESTful photo Web service on standard devices and accessed it via different mobile
clients. However, they focused on consuming RESTful Web services from mobile devices and did
not address the provision of services from mobile host. Moreover Li et al [57] tackle the adaptive
and dynamic provisioning of Web services and they have presented RESTful-based framework
that provides Web services to mobile clients. On contrary, they did not allow for providing these
services from mobile devices while the solution of this thesis builds beyond consuming mobile
Web services as it allows providing as well as consuming Web services. The objective of this
work is to investigate researchers’ work regarding developing architectures for providing SOAP-
based mobile Web services. A further objective is to explore the feasibility of providing RESTful
Web services from mobile devices and to compare the two frameworks in terms of performance,
scalability, reliability and resource consumption. Exploring the feasibility of providing RESTful
Web services from mobile devices was done independently in [40] and was subsequently
published. However, a definition of a new framework dedicated to RESTful services is the
outcome of the work of this research. But [40] have integrated an existing Mobile Web Server
(MobWS) framework defined earlier in [33] for providing SOAP-based services. This integration
allows deploying SOAP-based as well as REST-based services for both
Synchronous/Asynchronous interactions between the client and the server by formulating the
URl's structure for the invoked services to conform the proposed framework structure. Adjusting
the URI’s structure is done at the cost of putting more constrains to the structure of the service’s
URI and extra load on the server as well as the client. However, mobile Web services are mainly
used for location-based applications, which mostly provide an instantaneous and fast response in
the real time context. Thus the asynchronous communication, which is suitable for long-lived
services, is not required. The mapping technique used in MobWS for binding the URI requests to
their associated HTTP methods is another issue that needs to be resolved. This technique
consumes more processing time and load. This is because the key factor used for mapping the
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HTTP URI to the corresponding HTTP methods relies on examining the existence of a payload or 
not. Therefore, parsing the request is done completely before performing the mapping. Moreover, 
some HTTP methods such as GET, PUT and DELETE partake for not having payloads with its 
requests. However, this work lacks the presence of some mechanisms that are supposed to 
perform the mapping techniques in a more precise way to enable distinguishing among these 
common methods. In addition, the situation with asynchronous services becomes more complex 
due to incrementing demands and the need to support more operations for handling the 
asynchronous service instance. Moreover, the proposed framework is high level and no 
experimental results are presented to support the proposed architecture but the work of this 
research presents an intensive experimental evaluation between SOAP- and REST- based 
frameworks.
3.8 Sum m ary
Two frameworks for providing Web services from resource-constrained devices are defined and 
elaborated. The first framework is implemented to provide SOAP Web services and the second 
one to provide RESTful Web services. Each of these frameworks has its own strengths and 
shortcomings. This chapter provides a comparison between the standard SOAP-based framework 
and the emerging RESTful-based framework. This comparison is carried out in order to be able to 
decide on the framework that best suits mobile environment capabilities and fulfils the 
requirement of providing mobile Web services continuously in a light-weight processing manner.
The preliminary work shows that incorporating the concept of REST design principles in defining 
RESTful-based MHWF has simplified and enhanced accessing and invoking mobile Web services 
and optimised its performance. RESTful-based MHWF has proved to be more suitable for the 
mobile environment because it is characterised with several features. First, it does not require 
heavy-weight parsers. Second, it supports caching which saves the limited network bandwidth and 
increases reliability and scalability. It also does not consume large amounts of mobile resources. 
Another feature of RESTful Web services is the loosely coupled relation between the server and 
client because of the unifonn interface that adds a balance towards using it for the mobile 
environment. Last but not least, RESTful requests are stateless, which require the client to provide 
all the needed information in the request and do not preserve any state information. Thus, this 
statelessness feature releases the mobile host from tracking the client state and storing the results. 
Hence, RESTful Web services facilitate the provision of mobile Web services. However, there are 
still some issues that need to be solved. One of them is the need for providing adaptive mobile 
Web services to allow reliable provision of location-based complex Web services from mobile 
devices with an efficient performance level. An instant response and a continuous provision are
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the two key factors for achieving reliable execution of these services. There exist some 
mechanisms that enable reliable and instant provisioning of complex services from resource 
constrained devices. The next chapter investigates how one of these mechanisms namely 
(offloading) can support adaptive mobile Web services. In addition, it presents an extensive 
evaluation of the two proposed frameworks with respect to this investigated mechanism. This 
evaluation is required to assess the framework that is more suitable for complex mobile Web 
services and assist in selecting the proper tool for applying and examining the other mechanisms.
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Chapter 4
4 Adaptive Mobile Web Services
Adaptive service provision and execution in mobile environment is a new approach in 
Mobile Web Services (MWS). Service adaptation allows mobile devices to cope with the resource 
scarcity of mobile network environment and permits them to provide reliable and complex Web 
services. This approach is explored through investigating mechanisms that are used to achieve 
mobile Web service adaptation. The main area of these mechanisms is offloading. Mobile Web 
service adaptation can be achieved through service distribution. Offloading the execution tasks of 
services is defined as a mechanism for performing service distribution. Therefore, an evaluation 
of a distribution mechanism is carried out in this chapter to demonstrate its valuable impact on 
service adaptation. The evaluation takes place in the following three contexts. The first and 
second evaluations tackle the distribution mechanism and compare it with the non-distribution 
one using analytical and experimental approaches. The third evaluation tackles the distribution 
mechanism of RESTful-based MHWF and compares it with the distribution mechanism of the 
conventional SOAP-based MHWF experimentally. In addition, a classification of mobile Web 
service distribution mechanisms into three main strategies is presented in this chapter. This 
classification is based on the type of the invoked service, the complexity level of the service and 
the mechanisms used for distributing Web services. Then, one of these classes named 
Contentment Distribution (CD) strategy is defined and evaluated.
Although offloading mobile applications is not a new concept and has been previously explored 
for application distribution and load balancing [42], it has not been used for offloading services 
that are hosted on mobile devices with limited configuration. Also, offloading the execution tasks 
of mobile Web services to run remotely on other mobile devices has not been investigated. In 
addition, offloading has not been used as a comparison parameter to distinguish the performance 
between different mobile Web service frameworks.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 defines distribution mechanism 
to allow adaptive MWS and differentiates it from application distribution. It also emphasises on 
some of the open issues in the current state-of-the-art related to mobile Web service distribution 
area. Section 4.2 introduces an analytical and experimental evaluation of the proposed offloading 
mechanism for MWS. Section 4.3 presents a classification of MWS distribution strategies and an
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intensive evaluation of the CD strategy. Finally a brief recapping on MWS adaptation and the 
conclusions drawn from the work in this chapter are highlighted in Section 4.4.
4.1 D efînition o f M echanism s for A chieving A daptive M W S
Mobile Web service distribution is a technique for achieving adaptive MWS. The main 
goal behind distribution is to lighten the weight of processing on the mobile Web servers and 
preserve its resources. This is to allow reliable and seamlessly service provisioning and prevent 
the temporary halt of MH from performing its core functionalities such as phone calls. Service 
distribution takes place through offloading. The concept of offloading here is defined as a 
mechanism that allows fragmenting and splitting the execution tasks of MWS and dispatching 
them to be executed remotely on different machines. The separation has to be based on some 
predetermined criteria. Offloading takes place when the available resources on MH become 
incapable to run a Web service such as insufficient battery power or when a need arises to provide 
heavy resource Web services from mobile hosts. Heavy resource Web services are defined as 
resource intensive services, which demand complex computation and require a relatively large 
amount of resources to execute it than the current available resources. These services consume a 
large amount of processing, bandwidth or memory during run or transfer. For instance, an image- 
based service that requires image processing can consume a significant amount of the limited 
mobile resources. The difference between the offloading of services and applications is illustrated 
in the next subsection.
4.1.1 Trends for Distribution of Web Services and Applications
Distribution of Web services and applications is taken place to achieve load balance and
preserve resources in order o enhance performance. However, the distribution of MWS has
different constraints and follows a variant approach from the standard application distribution.
MWS distribution involves the partitioning of the execution tasks of the service and distributing
these tasks among different hosts. The interoperability of services permits the offloading to
machines with different platforms or operating systems. The key objective of offloading is to
compensate for the lack of resources. On the other hand, distributing the applications focuses on
partitioning the business process and distributes it among different machines of similar platforms.
The main objective of most of the application offloading is to achieve parallel execution and
enhance performance. Although offloading mobile services is not a new concept and has been
used previously in [42, 58, 59] for load balancing, it is constrained only for distributing the run of
mobile applications on stationary servers and does not include Web services that are hosted on
mobile servers. There is a barely research existing in the area of MWS offloading. A few
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researchers [30, 35, 60] have attempted to offload the execution tasks of mobile Web services. 
Most of the mobile devices studied by these researchers are characterized with high capabilities 
and relied on CDC configuration. Furthermore, none of the previous or ongoing researches has 
investigated offloading RESTful-based MWS. They are all based on SOAP. One shortcoming of 
using SOAP is that it requires heavy-weight parsers, which in turn degrades the overall 
performance of the mobile hosts. In addition, all of the previous research attempts did not address 
the dynamicity of the mobile resources that might change over time. Partitioning the execution 
tasks of mobile Web services has been proposed in [35] to allow the compensation for the lack of 
mobile processing resources but offloading and running them remotely on other mobile devices 
have not been addressed. It also contradicts with the main concept of hosting services from 
mobile devices. This is because MWS requires sending client’s requests directly to the mobile 
host that provides the designated service. However, the proposed framework relies on sending 
requests to the mobile host via a stationary intermediate node rather than direct transmission to it. 
Furthermore, this approach does not support seamless provisioning of mobile web services. The 
Modular Hosting Web Services (MHWS) architecture described in [30] contains built-in modules 
to support continuous provisioning of mobile Web services in P2P network environments. 
However, offloading the entire Web service to a remote machine consumes a lot of resources and 
requires a large amount of bandwidth. In addition, it is not appropriate to migrate the entire code 
when the execution of the service requires dependency on local resources or current contexts of 
the mobile host. The model and the demonstrator of this thesis are based on two mobile hosts, the 
first is called the Mobile Host (MH) and the second is called the Auxiliary Mobile Host (AMH). 
The model allows distribution of processing tasks between the partaking mobile hosts. This 
distribution enhances the system efficiency and allows requests to be processed concurrently by 
more than one server. As a consequence it mainly leads to an increased throughput, where larger 
number of requests can be processed per unit of time and larger capacity (scalability), which 
means increasing the total number of requests that can be handled by the system. This 
enhancement is illustrated in the following section through introducing an analytical and 
experimental evaluation of the distribution mechanism.
4.2 Evaluation o f M W S D istribution
The examination of the MWS distribution mechanism involves three different phases that 
rely on two different approaches: The first phase produces an evaluation of the distribution 
(offloading) mechanism over the non-distributing mechanism based on analytical approach. The 
second phase offers further evaluation metrics and allows for an experimental comparison. This 
comparison takes place among the application of a distribution mechanism and non-distribution
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one for both SOAP- and RESTful-based frameworks. The third phase introduces deeper analysis 
and intensive comparison between SOAP- and RESTful-based frameworks employing an 
experimental approach.
4.2.1 Comparison between Distributing and non-Distributing MWS 
mechanisms
Offloading the execution tasks of mobile Web services is compared against non­
offloading and analysed with the assistance of the basic Queuing theory. Throughput and 
scalability are the metrics used for analysing system performance. In this work throughput is 
defined as the number of requests that have been processed by the system per unit of time. 
Scalability is defined as the maximum number of requests in the whole model. The main objective 
of this work is to provide powerful means for justifying the advantages adopted from the 
offloading technique. This proof is based on a mathematical model. The experimental approach 
applies two different service models that are resource intensive applications: processing and 
bandwidth intensive application types.
4.2.1.1 Q ueuing Theory M odelling Approach
The performance gained from distributing mobile Web service tasks is explored using queuing 
theory. Queuing theory is one of the ideal mathematical models for analysing problems that 
involve waiting [61] and it allows the mathematical analysis of processes that include arriving at 
the queue, waiting in the queue or being served from the queue. Mobile Web services are 
examples of such problems where clients send requests to a mobile host and wait for a response. 
Thus M/M/1 queuing model is used to represent the modeled system of this thesis and analyse its 
performance in offloading and non-offloading contexts. In general, queuing theory can be used to 
calculate some performance measures of the modeled system such as waiting time, probability of 
being in certain states (idle, wait, empty, etc) and the number of requests waiting to be served or 
being served. As mentioned earlier throughput and scalability are the two non-functional metrics 
that are used for analysing the performance of the modelled system. The following lists some 
basic assumptions that are used for modelling the proposed system:
• M/M/1 is the Kendall’s notation [62] used to designate the modelled system. The first 
parameter M represents the inter-arrival time distribution. The second M denotes the 
service time distribution. The last parameter represents the number of service channels 
exist in the system.
• Single server queuing model where requests received to the mobile host through a 
single queue.
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• In the modelled system it is assumed that requests arrive at random arrival time 
according to Poisson process [63] with an exponential distribution. The arrival rate is 
denoted by X.
• The service rate has an exponential distribution, p is the service rate.
• The average number of requests served (N) depends on arrival rate (A,) and the average 
service time for a request (t). Thus N =  I t .
As first case throughput and scalability of the system for non-offloading scenario are analyzed. 
Case 1: No offloading
Wi in Figure 4-1 represents the wait time or service sojourn time that a client waits for a 
response from the Mobile Host (MH). W l depends on MH processing power, the larger the 
processing power the smaller the service time and the less time clients wait for response.
W,
Figure 4-1: Queue model for non-offloading case
Assuming that
Qii Queue of the Mobile Host 
T: Throughput
: Service rate
: Traffic intensity (utilisation factor)
Pi,b: Probability of server in block state
The service sojourn time can be derived using Little’s law in [64, 65] :
S = XW1
But
V-1
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By substituting (2) in (1) results:
Hence Pi =  — (2)
P i
W U
Throughput is equal to the arrival rate multiplied by the probability of the host of not being 
blocked
T =  1 ( 1 - Pi,b) (4)
But the probabihty of the server being blocked is:
Pi,  ^ = Pi.oXp?^ (5)
(6)
Substitute (6) in (5) results:
1 - a '
Substitute (3) in (7) results:
W1ÀA  l A  \  
p ^  l  + W U  )
 ^ ( WIX \  + w ix^
 ^ U  + WlAJ
f— J — ] X 
p -  VI + W U )  * l l  + W U ^  .q.
Substitute (8) in (4), leads to a throughput:
T = Ax
^ _  (lyiA)Qi
(1 +  WU)Qi+^ -  (VPlA)'3i+i (9)
Scalability denotes the total number of requests in the system (capacity), according to Little’s law:
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S = W l x A  (10)
The non-offloading scenario has been analysed, where the client is served from the MH when it 
owns the needed resources for processing services. Next, an analysis of the MWS infrastructure 
with offloading scenario is introduced.
Case 2: Offloading
Wl in Figure 4-2 as previously represents the wait time or service time that a client waits between 
sending the request and receiving the response from MH and Wz represents the mean time a client 
waits between sending the request and outputting the response from AMH.
A Q1 ,(1
AMH
Q2 End
Wl - H «2 M B
End
Figure 4-2: Queue model for offloading case 
Assuming the following notations:
Qi: Queue size of MH 
Qz: Queue size of AMH 
T: Throughput of the system 
: Service rate at MH
: Traffic intensity of Ql (utilisation factor)
Pi,b: Probability of MH being blocked 
: Service rate at AMH
P2 : Traffic intensity of Q2 (utilisation factor)
Pz, b- Probability of AMH being blocked 
Pg: Probability of getting response directly from MH 
Tmh: Throughput from MH 
Tamh: Throughput from AMH
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Amh- output rate at which client get responses directly from MH 
A.AMH: output rate at which MH forwards requests to AMH 
Throughput of the system:
T =  Tmh +  (11)
Total throughput from MH Amh-
A„„ = A x ( l - P i ,g )  (12)
Substitute Pi, y as illustrated in (8) in non-offloading case leads to the following:
^ M H  — A X 1 -
(WlA)Qi
(13)
Throughput of the MH only is equal to the output rate that is received directly from MH 
multiplied by the probability of getting the response processed by the MH:
Tmh — ^MH X Ps (14)
where, Pg is the probability that MH’s resources are capable to invoke and execute the required 
service and client gets the response directly from the MH. However, (1-Ps) is the probability that 
request is forwarded from MH to AMH to compensate for the lack of MH’s resources.
Therefore, throughput from MH is:
T m h  — a  X
And throughput from AMH is:
(1 + lPlA)Qi+i -  (M^lA)Qi+i x A (15)
Ta MH — ^AMh {^  ~  P2,b) (16)
However, using Little’s law:
P2 =
MMH
Pz —
Pz
W2Àamh 
1 +  W2ÀAMH
^^^AMH
P2,b =
l - (
W2AA M H
1 + W2AamH
•)P2
(17)
+1
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Substitute (17) in (16) leads to the following:
_  I I t t t f
Tamh — Xamh 1 1 —
1 - 0
+  W2Aamh) x ( ï
W2AA M H
+ W2ÀAMH
W2ÀA M H
1 + W2ÀAMH
)Q2+ 1
(18)
Hence, substituting Tmh and Tamh from (15) and (18), respectively into (11) results:
(IPlA)Qi
r  =  U x 1 - (1 +  VPU)Pi+i -  (WlA)Pi+i
( 1
4- U
X 1 -
X Pc
+ AA M H
+ W2Aamh ) x ( ï
W2XA M H
+ W2ÀAMH
1 -  (■ W2AA M H1 + W2ÀAMH
)Q2+ 1
(19)
Scalability:
However;
5 =  W’1XA +VP2 ^ A^MH
^AMH — ^MhO- ~  Ps)
(20)
Thus, the total number of request that can be processed by the system is:
S = W l x  À + W 2 X Ax 1 -
(WlA)Qi
(1 +  WlA)Oi+r -  (WlA)Oi+i x ( l - ; ^ )  (21)
4.2.1.1.1 Simulation Results and Discussion
The waiting time W l and W2 are set to 3 and 5 unit times, respectively. The arrival rate A is 
assumed to be 5000 requests per unit time, Ql is 3 and Q2 is 2 [66]. These values are practical 
and reflect realistic scenario, because the waiting time should not be long to avoid blocking and 
the arrival rate is relatively large to allow the extreme usage of the system. Then throughput in 
equations 9 and 19 is simulated in Java using JFreeChart library [67] for different Ps values. The 
results are shown in Figure 4-3. Furthermore, scalability in equations 10 and 20 is tested among 
different Ps values and results are depicted in Figure 4-4. Results in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4, 
show that throughput and scalability for offloading model outperform the model with no 
offloading mechanism. This is more obvious when the mobile host runs out of its resources and is
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not capable of processing incoming requests when Ps is equal to 0, meaning that the probability of 
providing services from MH is null. This is expected because in the offloading case, when the 
MH is unable to process anymore requests, it delegates the process to another node, which 
compensates for the lack of resources, therefore the throughput is 2500 requests per unit of time 
and scalability is almost 35000, which are gained from processing requests by the AMH. 
However, when offloading mechanism is not available, the main host fails to compensate for the 
lack of resources and it drops down the overloaded requests, hence the throughput and scalability 
are reduced to 0. Moreover, it is noticed that the throughput of the offloading mechanism 
increases when resources of the MH increases because increasing ?s results in increase of Tmh- 
This is expected because the more available resources, the more requests can be processed per 
unit of time. On the other hand, scalability decreases with increasing the resources of the MH. 
This is because increasing ?s results in decreasing the arrival rate to AMH Xamh- Consequently, 
increasing the amount of resources on the MH implies the decrease of requests to be processed by 
the offloaded device. This is expected, since less number of requests that spread over two 
machines rather than one. Hence, the number of requests that are processed simultaneously 
decreases.
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Figure 4-3: Throughput comparison between offloading/non-offloading Queue models for MH with varying
resources
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Throughput and scalability are investigated further to allow an accurate and extensive comparison 
among the offloading and non-offloading techniques with respect to other parameters such as the 
buffer size of the MH as shown in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. The test is run for Ps= 0.4. Results 
have also shown an improvement in the performance (throughput and scalability) of the 
offloading model system over its corresponding non-offloading system. The improvement in the 
performance is more for mobile hosts with a larger buffer size. This is because the increase in the 
buffer size leads to an increase in the storage capacity and allows for more requests. It is observed 
in Figure 4-5 that the throughput increases drastically for small buffer size then it slows down and 
saturates for larger buffer size for both models (offloading and non-offloading). This is because 
for small Ql, increasing Ql leads to less number of possible rejected requests and more ones 
waiting in the queue to be processed and larger throughput. However, A,mh and service time are 
constant and not changing with increasing the buffer size. Therefore, increasing Ql has less effect 
on the throughput and results in having a constant number of requests waiting in the queue. The 
same thing applies for the scalability of the offloading model but the scalability of non-offloading 
model is almost steady stable and does not change with increasing Ql because it depends on the 
product of the arrival rate times the total sojourn time as shown in equation 10.
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After that, the amount of throughput improvement is compared between the two models for 
different buffer size values of Ql and Q2. Results illustrated in Figure 4-7 have shown that 
offloading mechanism increases the performance gained when buffer sizes enlarged. This is 
expected since offloading supplies more resources (Ql and Q2) but non-offloading model does 
supply only Ql resource and increases with increasing Ql but remains constant with respect to 
varying Q2 because it is not included as a parameter in its model design, hence, it is not involved 
when calculating its throughput.
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Then some parameters are explored further to test their impact on the performance of the 
offloading system model. These parameters include arrival rate of requests, buffer size and 
waiting time. Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 illustrate that throughput and scalability increase when 
arrival rate or buffer size increases because the more arriving requests during a fixed amount of
time or the larger number of requests that can be waiting in the queue, the larger amount of
requests that can be processed . Figure 4-10 depicts that throughput decreases as the wait time 
increases, which is natural since increasing the wait time means delaying execution time of 
processed requests.
It can be conclude from the above investigations that offloading Web services enhances 
scalability and throughput but it depends on some factors such as:
• Processing power of MH and designated secondary host, which dominates the service 
time Wl and W2
• Queue length of main server and the auxiliary server Ql and Q2
• Arrival rate of incoming request X.
Providing distributed mobile Web services can be achieved through extending the functionality 
of the basic proposed MHWF. The next section illustrates the architecture used for providing 
distributed mobile Web services and provides a proof of concept demonstration for the feasibility 
of the distribution mechanism in mobile network environment. Moreover, it emphasises on the 
improvements that can be gained from distributing mobile Web services.
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4.2.1.2 Experim ental A pproach
The functionality of the distribution mechanism can be applied in MWS by introducing a 
definition for a specific framework. The basic architecture of this proposed framework is an 
extended version of the conventional MHWF that has been defined in the previous chapter. 
Offloading the execution tasks of mobile Web services is compared against non-offloading and 
analysed with the assistance of the implementation for two frameworks (SOAP- and RESTful- 
based). The main objective of this experimental test is to investigate the offloading mechanisms 
and to examine the achievability and validity of distributing SOAP and RESTful based-Web 
services in mobile environments. Another objective is to present a comparison between 
distributed mobile Web services versus non-distributed mobile Web services.
4.2.1,2.1 Mobile Web Service Distribution Architecture
The MHWFs architecture that has been implemented previously [68] for providing, 
deploying and executing SOAP and RESTful-based mobile Web services is extended to represent 
Extended M obile H ost Web service Framework (EMHWF). This extension is done to allow the 
distribution functionality using offloading technique. This is accomplished using the previously 
implemented architecture for representing the Auxiliary Mobile Host (AMH). The AMH will take 
the role of a mobile host temporary when MH is unable to accomplish its own tasks and performs 
its typical tasks such as handling the forwarded requests, invoking the required service, executing 
it and sending the result back to the MH. However, the architecture of the mobile host is an
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augmentation of the basic built MHWFs. The augmentation is taken place through adding an 
offloading module as shown in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11.- Architecture of Extended Mobile Host Web service Framework (EMHWF) with offloading
The main task of the offloading module is to transform the role acted by the MH from server to 
client when MH is insufficient to process the incoming request. This is carried out through 
invoking transferRequestToServer() method with the following parameters; The URI of the new 
auxiliary host (AMH), the AMH’s port address, the request and the HttpServiceResponse object. 
This is carried out to allow MH to forward incoming requests to AMH. MH partially processes 
incoming requests to extract the name of the requested Web Service and its associated parameters. 
Another important task for MH is to select the appropriate AMH that satisfies some predefined 
conditions. AMH election unit in the MH is responsible for selecting the AMH as follows:
• MH sends a probe request to nearby mobiles enquiring a designated amount of 
computational resources
• Mobiles that own the required resources respond to the probe and send XML file to 
the MH containing the followings: location, CPU processing power, battery, memory 
capacity
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•  The election of the AMH is based on the maximum available resources or the one 
who responds first.
All previous research focus on selecting surrogate node based on using suitability equations that 
are computed on the main host [29, 69]. However, the approach for selecting another AMH that is 
proposed in this thesis avoids computations on the MH and compensates for it with a light-weight 
probe requests.
The following section introduces the prototype that is used for testing and examining the validity 
of distributing SOAP and RESTful- based Web services in mobile environments. It also presents 
the outcomes of the investigation of this work.
4.2.1.2.2 Experimental Prototypes and Evaluation
The experimental approach that is followed in this thesis evaluates the distribution 
functionality and compares it against the non-distribution mechanism for two different 
architectural styles: SOAP- and RESTful- based services. A small prototype is developed to carry 
out the experiments needed to address the validity of offloading mobile Web services and 
distributing the execution tasks of a large complex Web service between different mobile hosts. 
The two architectures (SOAP and RESTful) have been extended for the main MH by adding an 
offloading module and using the same previous MHWF architectures for the AMH. The 
experiment runs on a small test bed, which consists of three mobile nodes. The first node is the 
client; the second one is the AMH, which interprets the architecture of the conventional MHWF 
and acts as a MH; and the last node is the MH that represents the EMHWF. This experimental test 
aims to investigate the offloading mechanisms and to examine the feasibility and validity of 
distributing SOAP and RESTful based-Web services in mobile environments. The service model 
consists of a simple mathematical application and the examined metrics are: the memory 
consumption, the processing time of the MH and the overall response time. Offloading the 
execution tasks of mobile Web services is compared against non-offloading and analysed with the 
assistance of the implementation for two frameworks (SOAP- and RESTful-based). The 
experimental tests examined the aforementioned metrics in a cyclic manner and repeated for 50 
times to assure the consistency of the results. These performance parameters are measured for the 
two architectural styles in the two different environments and among different processing loads. 
The amount of computational process is controlled and can be varied by the client through setting 
a specific integer parameter. The processing time on the MH increases exponentially with 
increasing the computational amount for non offloading environment, while it remains almost 
constant in the offloading system as illustrated in Figure 4-12. This is because the role of the 
mobile host in the offloading case is restricted to only parsing request and response payloads and
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does not involve any processing of the service logic. The message payloads do not change with 
changing the computational cost. Hence, the time consumed on the MH for processing services is 
almost constant. This is also obvious with the amount of memory consumed on the MH as shown 
in Figure 4-13. Results depicted in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 show that the gains attained by 
applying the distributing mechanism such as preserving internal resources on the MH (processing 
power and memory consumption) are being traded off against additional communieation 
overheads and delays as shown in Figure 4-14. This overhead is caused to coordinate, transfer and 
manage the offloaded tasks. Furthermore, it is observed that with larger computational amount, 
the response time of all frameworks reach to almost same value. This is because the large amount 
of processing time eliminates the impact of the difference payloads and effect of the 
communication delay on the response time of the four different frameworks.
Non-Distributed SOAP 
Distributed SOAP 
Non Distributed REST 
Distributed REST
100
O)
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Computational amount
Figure 4-12: Mobile host processing time comparison
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The outcome of this experimental has emphasised and justified the results obtained from 
the previous analytical approach. This is because an increase in throughput and scalability is a 
result of saving resources. These resources are preserved as seen here by utilizing an offloading 
approach.
The goal of this work is to minimise resource consumption as much as possible during service 
distribution. This goal can be achieved through a coherent study of the signalling and processing 
overheads for both extended SOAP- and REST-based frameworks. The next section presents an
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experimental analysis between them to select the framework that is more suitable for applying 
offloading mechanism.
4.2.1.3 Comparison among SOAP- and RESTful-based Frameworks in 
Distributing and non-Distributing MWS
As aforementioned, the main objective is to investigate the offloading mechanisms and to 
examine the feasibility and validity of distributing SOAP and RESTful based-Web services in 
mobile environments. Another objective is to test and compare two different architectures to assist 
in selecting an architecture that is most suitable for distributing mobile Web services with fewer 
overheads and less resource consumption.
The parameters that are examined include the level of internal resource consumption (memory 
and processor resources), the level of external resource consumption, the overall performance, the 
offloading overhead and the performance improvement.
The followed approach evaluates functional and non functional properties in two different 
environments: offloading and non-offloading environments. It also applies two different resource 
intensive applications for each environment: processing and bandwidth intensive application 
types. Tests for non-offloading environment have been carried out in the previous chapter. 
Following is a description of the test taken for offloading environments.
4.2.1.3.1 Experimental Prototypes and Evaluation
A small proof of concept demonstration is implemented to address the validity of 
offloading mobile Web services and distributing the execution tasks of a large complex Web 
service between different mobile hosts and to evaluate the non-functional requirements of the 
system. The evaluation was conducted using a prototype compromising three mobile devices as 
shown in Figure 4-15: The MH, AMH and client are executed on mobile device simulators 
running MIDP 2.1 over Symbian OS using the Sun Wireless Toolkit [70]. In this experiment, the 
MH is assumed to be overloaded; it processes part of the incoming requests and forwards it to 
AMH. The MH elects an AMH.
The election is carried out using probe requests sent to all mobile devices that satisfy set of 
predefined criteria. However, this is beyond the scope of this implementation and a predetermined 
node is assigned as an AMH. The evaluation has been accomplished for two different services. 
The first Web service represents processing intensive application. The example used for this type 
of applications is a simple PI calculation service. In this service the accuracy for calculating PI 
depends on the number of terms that are added together. The number of terms is controlled by a
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Figure 4-15; Prototype for offloading mobile Web services
client using an integer parameter. The other type of services represents bandwidth intensive 
application. The service used for bandwidth intensive applications is a simple Echo. In this 
service, the number of times a word is echoed back depends on a parameter (i.e., an integer value) 
set by the client.
The evaluation for both services is carried out using three different scenarios. In the first set of 
experiments the level of internal resource consumption is examined including both memory and 
processor resources. In the second set of experiments the level of external resource consumption 
is estimated by calculating the total amount of interactions between the three connected mobile 
devices. In the third set of experiments the overall performance is evaluated by measuring total 
elapsed response time for execution of each request. After that, the offloading overhead is 
analysed. Finally, the performance improvement is evaluated for both (SOAP and REST) 
architectures in the last set of experiments.
4.2.1.3.1.1 Results for Offloading Process Intensive Web Service
The first application scenario demands intensive processing power. The application represents 
a simple mathematical service called PI Web service used to calculate the constant TT whose value 
can be approximated using Gregory-Leibniz series [71]:
7T
k=0
(-1 )' 
2^ + 1
Different values of k have been used in these experiments to vary the computational intensity of 
the Web service sample. PI is a suitable service for accomplishing the required tests. This is 
because it represents intensive power applications, where the amount of consumed power can be
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controlled via k parameter, which determines the number of accumulated terms. First, the amount 
of internal resources’ consumption is examined for different values of k to investigate the effect of 
varying application process complexity level on the MH resources. These internal resources 
include both MH memory and MH processing power that are required during executing and 
offloading incoming Web service requests. Tests run for both architectures RFSTfiil and SOAP- 
based FMHWF. The memory consumption is averaged for 50 requests for different values of k. 
Memory is estimated by calculating the difference between the total available amount of memory 
on MH before processing incoming requests and the available memory after processing requests 
before sending them to clients. However, since the heap memory size of mobile devices is 
variable, consequently a technique for controlling the variation of mobile host memory is applied. 
This is done by releasing the unused objects then freeing the memory heap by running garbage 
collection before measuring the total available memory amount. Results presented in Figure 4-16 
show that with offloading, changing the application processing complexity has no effect on the 
memory consumption amount for the main mobile host. This is because the real processing and 
memory allocation are delegated to another auxiliary mobile host. Moreover, RFSTful-based 
architecture saves more memory resoiuces than the conventional SOAP-based architecture. As a 
result the main mobile host preserves more resources to generate larger number of threads and 
handle more requests simultaneously. Consequently, the throughput and scalability of the mobile 
hosts are enhanced. The average amount of CPU processing power is also tested for different 
values of k. In general the amount of CPU processing power can be estimated by measuring the 
processing time required to execute a predefined task by the CPU. In the offloading process the 
MH processing time includes two parameters they are: the time required to process incoming 
requests from clients and the time required to process incoming responses from the AMH. Thus, 
the average processing time is the summation of the average time spent for client requests in MH 
before they are forwarded to the AMH plus the average time spent for responses that are delivered 
from AMH to MH before they are forwarded to designated client. This average processing time is 
measured for different k values that range from 10 to 20000 in a logarithmic pattern.
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Figure 4-16: Memory consumption of SOAP/ REST mobile hosts during Web service distribution
Figure 4-17 illustrates that the average processing time required by MH is constant since it 
consists of the process of parsing requests and responses that have invariable payload length. On 
the other hand, invoking and executing the required service that has variable complexity takes 
place remotely on AMH. Moreover, SOAP-based MHWF demands larger processing power than 
its corresponding RESTful-based MHWF. This is because processing SOAP requests requires 
heavy-weight parsers to un-wrap the SOAP envelope from the incoming HTTP POST request and 
to map the data types into corresponding Java objects. However, processing RESTful requests 
uses a light-weight parser to extract the information, which resides explicitly on the HTTP 
request. Thus, RFSTful-based MHWF consumes fewer amounts of internal resources than SOAP- 
based framework. This preserves more resources for the MH to allow it to handle more requests 
and deploy more active Web services and saves its energy to allow for a longer duration run. 
Consequently, RFSTful-based MHWF increases scalability and throughput in distributed mobile 
Web service environments.
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Figure 4-17: Processing time for SOAP and REST mobile hosts during Web service distribution
Second, the level of external resource consumption is tested for different values of k. Bandwidth 
consumption is one of the most critical external resources in mobile wireless environment. This 
resource is predicted through computing the total amount of data transferred in a predetermined 
amount of time, whieh mainly depends on the size of both request and its corresponding response.
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Figure 4-18: Bandwidth consumption for SOAP and REST-based MHWF during Web service distribution
For simplicity the average total amount of interactions between the three mobile nodes (client, 
MH and AMH) has been used. With respect to Figure 4-18, it is shown that RESTful-based 
MHWF outperforms the standard SOAP-based MHWF and contains approximately 50% less 
amount of data exchanged. This result is expected because SOAP messages are verbose XML and
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they require an envelope to hide the service name and parameters in the body of the HTTP 
request. However, RESTful-based messages are based on the standard HTTP. Furthermore, the 
service name and its associated parameters are explicitly resided in the HTTP URI. Hence, 
RESTful-based MHWF requires less bandwidth than SOAP-based MHWF.
Finally the average response time is measured for different k values and for both architectures. 
Response time is defined as the time that a client spends waiting to receive the result from the 
MH. This is measured by calculating the difference between the time when a response is received 
by the client from the MH and the time when a request is sent by the client to the MH. Results 
presented in Figure 4-19 show that the average response time is directly proportional to the 
complexity degree of the application being processed. The proportional relation refers to the two 
parameters that dominate the response time value: communication delay and the processing time 
on both MH and AMH. Although the processing time on MH is constant and does not change 
with different k values, the processing time on AMH as shown in Figure 4-20 is variable and it 
increases for larger values of k. Moreover, SOAP-based MHWF requires more response time than 
RESTful MHWF for the same k value. This is because SOAP-based MHWF requires more 
communication delay to transfer the larger verbose message payload through two distinct links: 
one from the AMH to the MH and the other is from the MH to the client. It also requires more 
processing time on MH and AMH than RFSTful-based MHWF to parse and process the messages 
using heavy load kSOAP parsers and to maintain the socket connections for a longer period of 
time.
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Figure 4-19: Total response time for SOAP and RESTful-based W eb services during offloading Web
services
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service distribution
4.2.1.3.1.2 Results for Offloading Bandwidth Intensive Web Service
The second application scenario is aimed to carry out tests for applications requiring intensive 
bandwidth. The Echo service used to evaluate the architectures consumes network bandwidth and 
demands CPU processing power depending on the size of the echoed string. The request contains 
an integer parameter value 1. I determines the number of times of repeating a specific string, 
which is “OFFLOADING” in this case. The output of this service (an echoed string) is then 
returned to the client. The size of the returned string is controlled by varying the value of /. 
Consequently, the size of response message payload is increased by increasing the input value I.
The first set of experiments was conducted to examine the amount of internal resources’
consumption for different values of I. These resources included both MH memory and MH
processing power that were required during executing and offloading incoming Web service
requests. Tests were run for both architectures. The memory consumption was averaged over 50
requests. Memory is estimated by calculating the difference between the total available amount of
memory on MH before processing incoming requests and the available memory after processing
requests before sending them to clients. However, since the heap memory size of mobile devices
is variable, therefore a technique for controlling the variation of mobile host memory is applied.
This is done by releasing the unused objects freeing the memory heap before measuring the total
available memory. Results presented in Figure 4-21 show that with offloading, the memory
consumed on the MH increases as the response message size increases. MH allocates more
memory for storing the increased response before it is forwarded to the corresponding client.
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Another observation is that the REST implementation uses less memory than the SOAP based 
architecture. This is due to the smaller overhead of REST messages compared to the 
corresponding SOAP messages.
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Figure 4-21: Memory consumption of SOAP/REST mobile hosts for Echo service during Web service
distribution
Then, the second examined resource is the CPU load consumed by the MH. This is determined by 
measuring the average processing time on MH (averaged over 50 requests). Figure 4-22 presents 
the effect of varying response message lengths on the average processing time for the SOAP- and 
REST implementations. The results show that the MH spends more time receiving and reading 
responses with larger payloads than those with smaller payloads. Moreover, the average 
processing time needed by the SOAP implementation to run a service is larger than the average 
processing time needed by the REST implementation. SOAP requests require comparatively 
heavy weight parsers to un-wrap the SOAP envelope from the incoming HTTP POST request 
while requests in REST use light weight string-based parsers. Thus, the REST implementation 
consumes overall fewer resources than the SOAP implementation.
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Figure 4-22: Processing time of SOAP/REST mobile hosts for Echo service during Web service distribution
The second set of experiments designed to evaluate the bandwidth required to offload and 
distribute the execution of mobile Web services between several mobile nodes. This was 
accomplished through measuring the total amount of information that is transferred between 
client, MH and AMH. Echo service was used again, and as the input value I increased, the size of 
the returned string increased as well, which resulted in an increase of the response message size. 
This is clearly shown in Figure 4-23. In this case SOAP needs more information than REST by 
approximately 482 bytes to store the Web service parameters and method names inside the body 
of the HTTP request. Therefore, SOAP messages require more wireless bandwidth than REST 
messages.
The third set of experiments measured the average response time for different input values of I 
for both architectures. Response time includes the processing time spent on both MH and AMH 
for handling client request, invoking the required Web service, executing it, composing the result 
and sending it back to the client. In addition, it involves the transmission delay for messages to 
transfer between the designated mobile nodes through socket connections.
The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 4-24. As the size of the response message 
increases, the average response time increases. This is expected because for this experiment, the 
response time is composed of the MH processing time, which increases with increasing message 
size as shown in Figure 4-22. AMH processing time is another component for the response time 
that also increases with increasing message size as shown in Figure 4-25.
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Figure 4-23; Bandwidth consumption of SOAP/REST mobile hosts for Echo service during Web service
distribution
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distribution
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Figure 4-25: Process time for SOAP/RESTful-based AMH during Echo Web service distribution
4.2.1.3.1.3 Offloading overhead Experimental Results
The overhead of distributing the execution of conventional SOAP-based MHWF and the new 
RESTful- based MHWF is examined in this section. The overhead is caused by the coordination 
and management of the task partitioning. The overheads include memory, processing, response 
time and signalling/messaging. Moreover, this is measured for both implementations (SOAP and 
Restful). In this set of experiments prototypes for both architectures based on the typical original 
MHWF have been implemented. Each of these prototypes consists of a client simulated using Sun 
Wireless Toolkits 3.0 emulator and n97 Nokia mobile host. The mobile host and client are 
connected in a wireless network. The test is carried out using the two aforementioned resource 
intensive applications (i.e., PI and Echo).
In all experiments only one parameter is measured at a time. Each client operates cyclically and 
sends one request, waits until it receives the response back then repeats the cycle and sends the 
same request again. This cycle is repeated 50 times for each experiment and the average of these 
50 measurements is calculated. Then the measured parameters are compared with its 
corresponding parameters that are measured during applying offloading mechanism. As 
mentioned above these parameters include memory and processing consumption on the MH and 
AMH that indicate the amount of resource consumption overheads. Other metrics are the 
interaction magnitude and response time that indicate the amount of communication/signalling 
overheads. RESTful-based EMHWF framework shows a superior performance in comparison to 
SOAP-based EMHWF framework regarding distribution of mobile Web services. Figure 4-26 and 
Figure 4-27 emphasize this fact and prove that RESTful-EMHWF shows smaller resource
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consumption and signalling overheads than SOAP-based EMHWF. RESTful-EMHWF also 
preserves approximately 42% more amount of memory than SOAP-EMHWF for k=lO in PI 
application. Moreover, the difference in overhead is more obvious for applications with more 
processing and bandwidth intensity. For example, in Echo test case REST-based implementation 
requires approximately 45% less processing cycles, 83% reduced delay and 44.5% fewer 
messages to provide the same service in SOAP-based implementation.
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Figure 4-26: Offloading overhead for SOAP/RESTful-based EMHWE (Â.-10) for PI Web service
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Figure 4-27: Offloading overhead for SOAP and RESTful-based EMHWF (/=10) for Echo Web service
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4.2.1.3.1.4 Performance Improvement Experimental Results
The performance of distributing the execution of conventional SOAP-based EMHWF and the 
new RESTful- based EMHWF has been further analysed and examined in this section. This 
analysis is carried out to critically measure the amount of REST over SOAP performance 
improvement gained from offloading. The parameters that are used for measuring performance 
improvement include amount of memory, processing cycles, response time and total message 
length enhancement. These parameters are evaluated for the two different resource intensive 
services: processing and bandwidth intensive services (PI and Echo). This evaluation takes 
place for small computational amount as depicted in Figure 4-28 and for small bandwidth 
amount as shown in Figure 4-29. This test also examines the amount of performance 
enhancement for large computational intensive amount as in Figure 4-30 and for large 
bandwidth amount that is elaborated in Figure 4-31. Results in Figure 4-28, Figure 4-29, Figure 
4-30 and Figure 4-31 show that offloading and distributing RESTful Web services can achieve 
more performance improvement over its corresponding SOAP Web services compared to the 
improvement that can be achieved in non distributed environments. This performance 
improvement involves the amount of memory space consumption, CPU processing time and 
response time. The enhancement in memory space amount is due to the existence of more 
libraries and temporary parsed objects in SOAP than RESTful. The processing time improvement 
occurs because SOAP requires maintaining the data socket connections for a longer period of time 
than RESTful in offloading environment to allow for the interaction to take place and more time 
is spent to parse the larger payloads with bandwidth intensive services, hi addition, the amount of 
processing power enhancement is slightly more for computational intensive. This is because the 
process amount consumed on the MH is almost steady in the offloading environment and 
delegated to an AMH for execution. Consequently, the processing time of the MH has no relation 
with the increase of computational size. However, the amount of processing power consumed on 
the MH in the non-offloading environment increases when the computational quantity increases. 
On the other hand, the amount of communication delay enhancement is more for bandwidth 
intensive applications. This is due to the increase of the message payload that has to traverse 
through the MH.
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Table 4-1 shows the messages with their approximate payloads that are exchanged between the 
interacted nodes in the four different scenarios. There are some notations used in the table and 
represented as follows:
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X : request message 
y : response message
a : size of extended bytes for SOAP response
b ; size of extended bytes for SOAP request
c : size of the increased payload of SOAP response message
c’: size of the increased payload of RESTful response message
It is noticed that c and c’ are variables and increase with increasing the payload.
Table 4-1: Amount of messages exchanged in the MHWF/EMHWF for different service types in
RESTful/SOAP environments
Service Type Distribution Environment Non- Distribution Environment
Computation
Intensive
RESTful-based
CInt MH
services
CInt MH
AH
SOAP-based x + b
CInt MH
services y + a x + b
CInt MH
y + a
AH
Communication RESTful-based
CInt MH
Intensive services y  + c ’
CInt MH
y + c’
AH
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SOAP-based x + b
CInt MH
services y + a + c’ x + b
MH
y + a  + c ‘
AH
The investigations have shown that the extended RESTful-based MHWF is more suitable for 
distributed services in the scarce mobile environment. Therefore, RESTful-based EMHF is 
adopted to explore different distribution schemes in the next section.
4.3 Classification of MWS Distribution Strategies
Mobile Web service distribution is categorised into three main classes as shown in Figure 4-32: 
Contentment Distribution (CD), Simple Partial Distribution (SPD) and Complex Partial 
Distribution (CPD). These three classes differ by the following parameters:
1. Type of the acquired service. There are two types of services: context-dependent services and 
context-independent services. Processing context-dependent services requires invoking some 
parameters that are tightly coupled with the current situation or environment of the MH such 
as its location, time zone, user preferences, etc. [72].The distribution strategy for these 
services involves SPD and CPD. On the other hand, the execution of context-independent 
services does not rely on any parameters that are extracted from the current surrounding 
environment. CD is an example of a strategy that distributes context-independent services.
2. Complexity level of the service. The complexity level of the service denotes the capability of 
producing the service by combining more than one function. For example, some services 
consist of a single heavy-weight long process that cannot be fragmented; such as requesting a 
service to do rescaling of a photo and send it to the client. This includes the CD and SPD 
schemes. Contrary, some heavy-weight services includes multiple functions that can be split 
and executed on different hosts such as requesting a service to perform an image processing 
of an image and translation of the text written on it using an optical character recognition 
tool. This includes CPD strategy.
3. Mechanisms used for distributing Web services. It is common that different types of services 
and levels of service complexity demand different types of mechanisms for handling service 
distribution. For instance, CD adopts offloading mechanism while SPD involves offloading
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and migration mechanisms and CPD includes offloading, migration, decomposing, 
orchestration and federation techniques
The remainder of this section focuses on the CD scheme and outlines the different types of it.
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Figure 4-32; Classification o f  mobile W eb service distribution schem es
4.3.1 Definition of MWS Distribution Strategies
The CD is used for eon text-independent services. The execution of services in 
Contentment Distribution (CD) scheme is independent and does not require any context-based 
parameters. CD is based on offloading mechanism, which assorts the CD distribution scheme into 
two groups; bounce- and forward-based CD schemes. Each of the CD schemes is defined and 
categorised.
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4.4 Evaluation of Contentment Distribution Mechanisms
Different schemes for applying the offloading mechanism in mobile network environment 
have been defined in this work. The main difference between these schemes is the methodology 
used by the mobile host for handling requests and responses. The first scheme is called 
Contentment Distribution Forward-O jfload  (CD-FO) and shown in Figure 4-33. In Forward- 
Offload a client sends a request to the MH, which forwards this request to an AMH for 
processing. After that, the AMH sends its response to the MH, which forwards the response to the 
client. This type of communication relies on the MH to partially process the request, select the 
AMH and to maintain communication subsystem. However, it supports ubiquitous computing 
through distributing the execution autonomously without the client being aware.
The second case is called Contentment Distribution Bounce-Ojfload (CD-BO). Figure 4-34 
illustrates Bounce-Offload, where the client sends a request to the MH, which then bounces the 
request back to the client and sends also the URI of the designated AMH to allow the client to 
redirect the request to AMH for processing. This type of communication lessens the load on MH, 
preserves its resources and reduces the signaling exchanges (compared to Forward-Offloading). 
Thus, it increases the capability for the mobile host to handle more requests concurrently and 
increases scalability. However, these benefits are gained at the expense of putting a greater burden 
on the client to tackle the task of contacting another host. The critical analysis between the two 
offloading strategies is described in the following section.
MHClient
AMH
Client MH
AMH
Figure 4-33: Forward-Offload
Figure 4-34: Bounce-Offload
4.4.1 Implementation of EMHWF for Contentment Distribution Strategies
The analytical and experimental approaches have shown that RESTful-based mobile Web
service framework outperforms its corresponding SOAP-based mobile Web service framework in
offloading and non-offloading mobile network environments. Hence, RESTful-based MHWFs are
more suitable for deploying, providing and executing distributed Web services from resource
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constrained mobile devices. In this section, the previous RESTful-based MHWF has been 
extended to allow distribution and offloading functionality.
This is accomplished by adding offloading module to the basic architecture. The Offloading 
module is based on the existence of ServerSocketConnection, InputStream and OutputStream. 
The main task of it is to select an appropriate Auxiliary Mobile Host (AMH) that fulfills some 
predefined policies. Another task is to offload the incoming requests to the selected AMH to be 
executed remotely using either transferRequestServer() or doRedirect() methods. The way this is 
accomplished depends on the strategy used for offloading. For example transferRequestServer() 
method implements CD-FO and doRedirect() is associated with CD-BO. In general, the model 
consists of six main building blocks as described earlier:
• WebService Servlet
• HTTP Listener
• Request Handler
• Offloading module
• Parser module
• Response Composer
The functions of HTTP Listener and Response Composer are identical to those described 
previously in the conventional RESTful-based MHWF. WebService Servlet module’s main 
function is similar to the previous conventional MHWF architecture but its service table includes 
an additional field for defining the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for the elected AMH that 
will execute the acquired service. However, in this implementation it is assumed to be known in 
advance for simplicity. Request Handler is the unit used for processing requests and for activating 
offloading module when MH is overloaded. Parser module parses the request to get the needed 
information for invoking a Web service such as the name of the service, service URI and some 
parameters. The parser module extracts the required data with the aid of three constructors: 
XMLutilO, CommonHttpProcessorO and Tools(). However, it parses only the service name, when 
offloading is required. Then the extracted information is sent to the RequestHandler for further 
processing. The main architecture is implemented and analysed for the two distributing strategies 
through the following described experimental approach.
4.4.2 Experimental Setup and Results for CD Strategies
An experimental test has been carried out and an analysis of the performance of the two 
offloading strategies (Bouncing and Forwarding) in a real world scenario has taken place. This 
test bed is composed of two servers that are implemented and deployed on real mobile device of
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Nokia type and N97 model. Symbian 9.4 is running as an operating system on the servers. The 
chosen N97 device has ARM 11 434 MHz processor and 128 MB RAM. The prototype consists 
of three mobile devices: MH, which is executed on a mobile device (Nokia N97m) running MIDP 
2.1 over Symbian OS. The other device, implementing the AMH that acts as mobile host when the 
original MH is overloaded, is executed also on an N97m. The client is simulated using SDK 3.0 
wireless toolkit emulator running on HP laptop with 1.83GHz Intel Centrino Duo processor and 
2GB memory. Services can be deployed and registered on a Servlet that is stored on the MH. The 
evaluation of the system is conducted using simple string concatenation service. The tested 
prototype allows the client to define the length of the returned concatenated string using an integer 
parameter N. Hence, it allows the client to control the size of the response message through 
increasing or decreasing N. System performance is analysed by measuring response time. 
Response time is defined as the time difference between receiving a response by the client and 
sending a request to the mobile host. The first set of experiments tests the impact of varying 
response message size on the response time for both offloading schemes. Each of the experiment 
sets is conducted and results are averaged for 20 times to have statically valid results. Results 
presented in Figure 4-35 show that as the response message size increases, the mean response 
time also increases. This is because the larger the message size the more time spent by AMH for 
request processing and more time consumed for transferring response. Moreover, the response 
time for FO scheme is larger than its corresponding BO scheme for the same message size. This is 
because response time in FO includes processing and transferring of the request and response at 
an intermediate stage. Processing time of the response message increases with increasing its size 
because it involves reading and parsing the response by the MH, which depends on the size of the 
parsed message. Moreover, communication time of the response message is more in FO than BO. 
This is due to the fact that the response message in FO traverses two links: the first link is from 
AMH to MH and the second link is from MH to client. However, in BO the response message 
traverses only from AMH to client.
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Figure 4-35: Effect of different mobile Web services strategies on response time
The second scenario examines the amount of MH resource consumption. The impact of varying 
message size on the MH processing power is studied. The illustrated results in Figure 4-36 show 
that BO scheme consumes less processing power and it maintains less TCP/IP socket connections. 
Moreover, the processing power is at an almost steady state and is not affected by changing 
message size because it supports caching and the parsing of the response message is eliminated. 
Hence, the core functionality of the MH is not affected in BO by varying the message size. 
Consequently, MH of BO scheme is more scalable than the corresponding FO and can handle 
more requests concurrently.
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Figure 4-36: Effect of different mobile Web services strategies on mobile host processing power
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The last set of experiments investigates the effect of varying message payload sizes on MH’s 
memory consumption. As expected, it can be seen that in Figure 4-37 the average memory 
amount required for processing requests using BO scheme is less than the one using FO scheme. 
In addition, the amount of memory consumption does not depend on the message size in BO and 
it is at an almost steady state because BO process does not include parsing requests or responses 
on MH. However, memory capacity required during FO process is highly dependent on the 
message size. This is because the larger the payload, the more memory needed to parse and read 
the response. Offloading Web services through bouncing requests increases throughput, increases 
overall service provision by mobile hosts, and lessens resource consumption.
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Figure 4-37: Effect of different mobile Web service offloading strategies on memory consumption
4.5 Summary
This chapter has described the outcomes of an investigation into simple offloading 
mechanisms that facilitate provision of adaptive and distributed RESTful mobile Web services 
from resource constrained mobile devices. Offloading considers the distributed hosts processing 
as well as communication capabilities. Using queuing theory, the performance gained from 
distributing mobile Web service tasks has been explored. In addition, the theoretical boundaries of 
different flavours of offloading mechanisms have been presented. The analytical, as well as the 
experimental results show the differences in performance between these mechanisms.
This has been accomplished by extending the two frameworks, SOAP-based MHWF and 
RESTful-based MHWE. The novelty of this work to the best of my knowledge is that it is the first
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work that investigates provisioning of RESTful-based distributed Web services from mobile 
devices.
The two frameworks were extensively tested and analysed using two types of applications, 
process intensive application and bandwidth intensive one. This analysis was needed to select the 
most appropriate implementation technology that suited adaptive and distributive mobile Web 
services.
This preliminary work has showed that extended RESTful-based MHWF outperforms 
SOAP-based MHWF. Moreover, RESTful-based MHWF has less offloading and interaction 
overhead. In addition, it has more performance improvement over SOAP-based MHWF and less 
resource consumption in offloading environments in terms of CPU time, memory consumption 
and communication delay than in non-offloading environments. The level of resources 
consumption improvement depends on the type of application. Performance enhancement is 
obvious for resource intensive applications. In addition, RESTful-based MHWF supports caching 
that preserves the limited network bandwidth and increases reliability and scalability. It also 
reduces consumption of mobile resources. Another feature of RESTful Web services is the 
loosely coupled relation between the server and client because of the uniform interface that adds a 
balance towards using it for distributed mobile Web services.
However, MWSs are designated for context-based applications, where the execution of these 
services relies on information that is tightly coupled with the current situation of the service 
provider. Therefore, the first area of interest is to investigate other schemes for distributing 
context-based Web services and define frameworks for applying the other two context-dependent 
strategies: Simple Partial Distribution (SPD) and Complex Partial Distribution (CPD). Moreover, 
distributing and offloading Web services in a dynamic mobile environment must consider 
multiple, possibly contradictory, issues. For example, executing a code component on a remote 
AMH might reduce MH energy usage at the cost of increasing execution time. Moreover, due to 
the variable nature of the ubiquitous environment, it is not feasible to use static policies to 
determine when and how to remotely offload services as the current resource situation may make 
any statically chosen policy obsolete.
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5 Simple Partial Mobile Web Service 
Distribution Mechanisms
The functionalities of mobile devices have been expanded through adding some built-in 
peripherals and adapters that allow aggregating useful context-aware information. As a result, 
these expanded functionalities facilitate the arising of some resource intensive mobile services 
that have dependencies on the current context of these devices. For instance most of mobile 
devices are equipped with built-in cameras that are used by MHs to take snapshots and save 
pictures. These capabilities facilitate the emergence of some massive services provided by MH 
that consume a huge amount of the constrained mobile resources. Image processing- and video 
stream- based services are examples of these services. Therefore, distributing Web services takes 
place to reduce the processing load on mobile Web servers with limited resources. Furthermore, 
the existence of built-in Global Positioning System (GPS) of MHs results in the emanation of 
location-based services, which depends on the current location of the MH. Thus, it is inefficient to 
offload the entire execution tasks of these location-based services to different surrogate nodes as it 
is the case for CD scheme, which may degrade the performance. Hence, exploring more 
mechanisms is needed to attain the distribution of context-based services.
Simple Partial Distribution (SPD) scheme for mobile Web services is one of the classified 
schemes that supports the context-based services on MHs. The concept of SPD is therefore 
introduced and two interrelated mechanisms are associated with the SPD mobile Web services 
provision scheme and investigated in this chapter: Offloading and Migration. These two 
mechanisms are used to achieve mobile Web service adaptation. These mechanisms tend to 
classify SPD into four different strategies. Consequently, an extensive study of these strategies 
and a comparison among them is presented in this chapter. On the other hand, a simple and 
optimum selection methodology that determines the system behaviour in terms of the proper 
strategy to act based on the Fuzzy logic theory is elaborated. To the best of my knowledge, basing 
the strategy selection tool on Fuzzy set is investigated for the first time in mobile Web services 
and it has proved the compatibility to mobile resources’ criteria. The main features of these 
criteria are dynamicity and limitation. Towards the end, one of these strategies, which is called
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Simple Partial Distribution Backend Bounce scheme (SPD- BB) is modelled to verify the safety 
properties of the built system.
5.1 Definition of Mechanisms for Achieving Adaptive MWS
Mobile Web service distribution is done to resolve the clear limitation in terms of 
complexity and size of the services that may be executed on MHs. In spite of the fact that these 
constraints may be eliminated in the future and the resource capabilities might advance, the ideal 
performance and the minimum latency will always be the dominant requirements. In addition 
resource limitation will still exist when the user demands increase. For example, the memory 
capacity of mobile devices will continue to increase but memory limitation occurs when a mobile 
host runs multiple services or multiple instances of the same service. Furthermore, battery life will 
always be a bottleneck. Hence, the distribution of Web services results in preserving energy 
resources, scalability increase and an overall processing power performance enhancement. It 
should also be noted that running complex large Web services on an overloaded MH requires 
large processing power and might affect its core functionalities.
As described in the previous chapter, mobile Web service distribution can be classified into three 
main types: Contentment Distribution (CD), Simple Partial Distribution (SPD) and Complex 
Partial Distribution (CPD). This classification is based on the type of the acquired service, 
complexity level of the service and the mechanisms used for distribution.
Simple Partial Distribution scheme is the strategy that is specially used for resource intensive 
context-based services. SPD strategies are distinguished by offloading (bounce or forward) and 
migration (frontend or backend) mechanisms that are used to achieve mobile Web service 
adaptation and allow continuous and reliable provision of mobile services. Offloading is 
concerned with fragmenting and distributing the execution tasks of mobile Web services while 
migration addresses the modelling the transfer of required context-dependent information. Service 
offloading determines the request/response processing method and the way they are handled by 
the MH and the AMH, while the data migration defines the data transfer mode and the invocation 
scheme used for extracting the parameters needed to process the requested service. In this study 
offloading is classified into two main types as aforementioned: Bounce Offloading (BO) and 
Forward Offloading (FO). The classification is based on the methodology used by the MH and 
the AMH for handling requests and responses. For instance, in bounce-based scheme the MH 
redirects the request back to the client associated with the AMH’s Uniform Resource Identifier 
(URI), and then the client forwards the request to the designated AMH. The AMH processes the 
request and sends the result directly to the client. In contrast, for the forward offloading scheme,
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the MH forwards the request to the AMH and the response to the client. Migration is categorised 
into backend and frontend depending on the process used for data extraction. The backend 
migration scheme relies on the AMH for acquiring the data from the MH, while in the frontend 
migration scheme; the MH autonomously forwards the required data with the forwarded request. 
Hence, these two classifications lead to four different distribution strategies: Backend-Bounce 
(BB), Frontend-Bounce (FB), Backend-Forward (BF) and Frontend-Forward (FF). The sequence 
flow of messages and control transitions for a POST request between client, MH and AMH for the 
four different strategies is presented in Figure 5-1 for BB, Figure 5-2 for FB, Figure 5-3 for BF 
and Figure 5-4 for FF. For instance, in BB the client starts an active open request to establish a 
socket stream connection with the MH; the MH accepts the connection and sends back a signal 
denoting the success of connection setup. Then the client sends an acknowledgment and sends the 
request to the MH, who checks the availability of the service. If the service is not deployed, an 
error message is sent to the client followed by a request to terminate the connection. However, if 
the service is registered, the request is sent back to the client with an address of an AMH for 
redirecting the request to it. This is followed by a request to terminate the connection. The AMH 
performs the service availability check similar to the one carried by the MH but it processes the 
request, when the service is available. During the execution of the service, AMH initiates a 
communication with the MH and inquires some context-based information then closes the 
communication. After that, AMH continues service process and sends the response back to the 
client. Since the response to a POST request is a location address for the created resource, 
therefore, the client might require attaining the contents of that request. This is achieved by 
permitting the client to induce the location address from the current response and use it in the 
following GET request. In FB (Figure 5-2) the client also establishes a socket connection with the 
MH but MH sends the request back to the client associated with the AMH URI address, port 
number (bounce offload) and the required parameters are also sent in advance with the bounced 
request (frontend migration). Then the client sets a connection with the AMH and submits the 
request to it for processing it. This is accompanied with the data required during service 
processing.
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Figure 5-1: Message sequence diagram for Simple Partial Distribution-Backend Bounce (SPD-BB) scheme
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Figure 5-2: Message sequence diagram for Simple Partial Distribution-Frontend Bounce (SPD-FB)
In BF scheme (Figure 5-3), the MH delegates the request to the selected AMH (forward offload) 
which enquiries the required parameters from the MH (backend migration). However, in FF 
(Figure 5-4), the MH traverses the request to the AMH (forward offload) associated with the 
required parameters (frontend migration). The next section defines the difference between the 
building structures of these strategies experimentally and presents the framework used for 
implementing mobile Web service distribution of SPD classes.
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5.2 Definition and Evaluation of MWS Distribution Strategies for 
Simple Mobile Host Web Services
Offloading and migration techniques split the SPD scheme into four main classes. The 
main difference between these classes is the method used by the mobile host and the auxiliary 
mobile host for processing requests and responses. They are also distinguished by (transfer 
model) the invocation scheme used for extracting the parameters needed to process the requested 
service.
The boundaries between these strategies can be distinguished by the functionality of the 
building blocks of the EMHWF for each of the MH and AMH, which are elaborated in the 
following section.
5.2.1 Implementation of EMHWF for Providing Simple Partial Distribution 
Strategies
The general architecture of EMHWF for SPD scheme consists of seven main building 
blocks with respect to Figure 5-5: WebService Servlet, HttpListener, Request Handler, Fuzzy 
Logic, Offloading module. Message Parser and Response Composer.
1. Web ServiceServlet: The main task is identical to the previous conventional MHWF 
architecture; it deploys new services into the mobile device and invokes the requested 
service. It also supports the flexibility of allowing Web service developers to customise the 
particular handling of requests and responses through defining an interface for implementing 
it. But its service hash table includes an additional field for defining the URI address and port 
number for the AMH that will execute the acquired service.
2. HTTP Listener: The main functions of it include listening to incoming requests through 
ServerSocket class, accepting incoming client’s requests, initiating a new thread for each 
request to support concurrency and creating input and output stream for communication.
3. Request Handler: Request Handler is the unit used for processing requests and for activating 
offloading module when MH is overloaded. It extracts the HTTP request directly and sends it 
to the message parser. It is implemented using RequestHandler class and uses the methods of 
CommonHttpProcessor class for reading and writing data streams.
4. Decision making module: It is the unit that monitors internal and external resources using 
Fuzzy logic, activates the Offloading module when MH is overloaded. It also decides on the 
offloading strategy to be applied based on defuzzification of the Fuzzy set rules as illustrated 
later in this chapter.
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Figure 5-5: Basic building blocks of RESTful-based extended mobile host Web service framework
(EMWF) for MH
Offloading module: The main task of the offloading module is to distribute the execution
tasks of a mobile Web service among AMH and model the transfer of the required data
resources. The methodology used for applying these mechanisms (offloading and migration)
depends on the applied distributing strategy. The functionality of the offloading module of
the MH depends on the offloading scheme that is decided by the FuzzyLogic module. For
example, in bounce-based SPD, offloading module forwards requests back to client. This is
accomplished using doRedirect that opens a SocketConnection with client and creates
DataOutput and Datalnput streams for communication. But in Forward-based SPD, it
transforms the MH temporarily from server to client and passes the requests to AMH.
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Another important task is to select the appropriate AMH that fulfills some predefined 
policies and sends the location address and port number of the designated AMH to the client. 
The functionality of the offloading module in AMH relies on the migration scheme. For 
example, the offloading module in frontend-based SPD sends an acknowledgment signal to 
the connected peer after receiving the request message to indicate that it is ready for 
accepting any context-dependent parameter and stores it in a resource object for further 
processing. However, the offloading module in backend-based SPD is performed through 
doGetRequestO method that extracts the required parameters, which reside in the delegated 
request such as the resource’s URI and name, creates query to invoke the context-dependent 
data of the required parameters using createRequestOetQ. In addition, for the bounce-based 
SPD, it opens a SocketConnection with MH and an InputStream and OutputStream for 
exchanging the data.
6. Parser module: It parses the request to get the needed information for invoking a Web service 
such as the name of the service, service URI and some parameters. This parser extracts the 
needed information that resides explicitly in the client’s request using string-based 
manipulator called parseQ and XML parser called XMLUtilQ. Also, it creates an 
HttpRequest object and stores the extracted information as its properties. This is carried with 
assistance of Parameter and Tools classes. Then, the extracted information is sent to the 
ServiceServlet. However, in MH it parses only the service name, when offloading is 
required.
7. Response Composer: It is responsible for interpreting the result. Response object is created at 
the initial stages, when request is read. Therefore, result is stored as HttpServiceResponse 
object and the Response Composer’ task is to convert HttpServiceResponse object into 
String or data bytes depending on the required result through calling the getResponseXML(). 
After that, it composes XML representation of the result then sends it back to the client using 
the methods that are included in the CommonHttpProcessor class. It can also interpret the 
result using different representations such as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) XML has 
been used in this work as an example.
In the next section an investigation and analysis of the different schemes and strategies for 
implementing SPD are elaborated.
5.2.2 Experimental Setup and Results for SPD Strategies
This section presents four different prototypes for providing, executing and deploying 
distributed Web services from mobile devices. The main objective of the experimental approach
1 1 2
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is to investigate offloading and migration mechanisms. Another objective is to examine and 
compare between the four different SPD schemes. The architectures are fairly similar and there is 
no apparent difference in complexity. However, the main difference is in the offloading module, 
which determines the strategy used for handling requests and extracting context-dependent 
parameters. This difference causes distinctions in their response time, performance and the 
amount of internal and external resource consumption between these four architectures. The 
service used is a simple Image-Processing service. This service allows processing an image taken 
at a specific geographical location. This location-based service is one of the most common 
resource intensive applications that can be provided from mobile hosts, where clients send 
requests to the MH to process an image and adjust its dimensions to be compatible with the 
client’s screen size. These dimensions could be either all or a combination of: the height, width or 
bit depth of the picture. In this experiment, only the image height has been modified. This is done 
to control the variation of the transferred message payloads using a parameter that is set by the 
client. The bandwidth and processing demands can be easily controlled through this parameter, 
thus the application is suitable for testing the performance of all the implementations. Each 
prototype consists of three mobile devices: MH, which is executed on a mobile device (Nokia 
N97m) running MIDP 2.1 over Symbian OS. The other device, implementing the AMH that acts 
as mobile host when the original MH is overloaded, was also executed on an N97m. The client 
was executed on Nokia nSO. However, for simplicity the evaluation was conducted using Sun 
Wireless Toolkit in Figure 5-6. The test is carried out for each of the four offloading strategies 
using three different scenarios. In the first set of experiments, the level of internal resource 
consumption is examined including both memory and processing resources. In the second set of 
experiments, the level of external resource consumption is calculated through computing the total 
amount of signalling exchanged between the three connected mobile devices during the 
processing of Web service requests. The last test set is to analyse response time.
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Figure 5-6: Prototype for Simple Partial Distribution (SPD) of mobile Web services
The Image-Processing service used for testing consumes amount of computational resources 
depending on the acquired image height. The request contains an integer parameter value h, which 
determines image height. The request is processed by the MH and AMH and the output of this 
process, which represents a photo, is then returned to the client. The size of the returned photo is 
controlled by varying the value of h.
The first set of experiments examines the amount of internal resources consumption for different 
values of h. These resources include both MH memory and MH processing power that are 
required during executing and offloading incoming Web service requests. Tests were run for all 
four architectures. Amount of memory consumption was computed by calculating the difference 
in available memory capacity on MH before processing the incoming request and after processing 
it. This is averaged over 50 requests. Furthermore, the frequent size change of the MH's heap 
memory necessitates the application of a technique to control the variation of MH's memory. This 
is accomplished by freeing the unused objects and running a garbage collection as described 
previously. Results presented in Figure 5-7 show that in BF and FF schemes, memory increases 
with increasing payload, but in BB and FB, it remains almost steady state. This is expected, since 
Forward Offload allocates more memory for storing the increased response size before it is 
forwarded to the corresponding client. In addition, Backend scheme consumes more memory 
than its corresponding Frontend scheme. The larger memory is needed to open new socket 
connection with AMH and maintain input/output data streams.
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Figure 5-7: Memory consumption of the four SPD strategies for different response message size
The second examined internal resource is the CPU processing load on MH. This is calculated by 
measuring the average process time on MH (averaged over 50 requests). Figure 5-8 presents the 
effect of varying response message lengths on the average processing time for the four different 
implementations. Results show that the MH using Forward Offload- based implementations such 
as FF and BF spend more time receiving and reading responses with larger payloads than those 
with smaller payloads. However, the average processing needed by the MH for Bounce Offload- 
based frameworks, such as FB and BB to execute a service run is almost stable and not affected 
with different response message size. Another observation is that the Backend implementation 
consumes more processing time than its corresponding Frontend architecture. This is due to the 
larger processing overhead needed by MH to process AMH requests that enquiry for location- 
based data.
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Figure 5-8: Mobile host processing time of the four SPD schemes for different response message size
The second set of experiments is conducted to measure the average response time. Response time 
is estimated by subtracting the time when a client sends a request from the time when it receives 
the response back. It includes processing time spent by MH and AMH for handling client request, 
invoking the required service, distribute the execution of it, composing the result and sending it 
back to the client. In addition, it involves the transmission delay for messages to transfer between 
the designated mobile nodes through socket connections. The results of this experiment are 
presented in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10. As the response message size increases, the average 
response time also increases. It is observed that for small payloads FF outperforms its 
corresponding offloading strategies as illustrated in Figure 5-9. It is also noticed that the response 
time for FB becomes the smallest, when h almost exceeds 500. This is due to the larger 
communication delay needed for transferring the increased response message size from the AMH 
to the MH, then from MH to the client. However, for small response message, response time is 
small and its effect on the communication latency is almost neglected compared to the amount of 
signalling processing overhead required by the client and AMH to confirm the recipient of 
location-based information. In addition to the more processing required by the client to extract the 
URI of the designated AMH from the incoming bounced message and to create a new request. 
Results also show that BB has the largest response time over the other three schemes, since BB 
mechanism requires creating and maintaining the largest number of socket connections to provide 
distributed mobile Web services. In all tests carried out the FB implementation outperformed 
Forward-based and Backend-based implementations. This is more observable for resource 
intensive services. Thus, in terms of performance FB is more suited for distribute resource 
intensive mobile hosted Web services. Consequently, Bounce-based strategies enhance 
performance by lessening the load on MH, preserving its resources.
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Figure 5-10: Total response time for different SPD strategies with large message payloads
Finally, the amount of external interaction is interpreted by computing the total number of 
signalling messages that are used by MH and by the whole system. Results presented in Table 5-1 
show that FB has the largest amount of total signalling. Hence, FB consumes largest amount of 
external resources.
Table 5-1: Signalling amount for the four SPD strategies
Distribution strategy Amount of signalling on MH Total amount of signalling
BB 4 6
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FB 4 8
BF 6 6
FF 6 6
The experimental analysis of the four distribution strategies has shown that each of these 
strategies has its own features that make it suitable for specific circumstances. Therefore, an 
intelligent decision-making module to adapt to the dynamic changes in the ubiquitous computing 
environment is needed. Fuzzy logic module is used for the aforementioned purpose and triggers 
the proper offloading action. The functionality and methodology used in the augmented 
FuzzyLogic module are explained in the following section. Furthermore, Fuzzy logic rule sets that 
are used to determine the suitable offloading strategy based on the current available resources and 
the payloads of the transferred messages are defined in the next section.
5.3 Application of Fuzzy Logic on Distribution Mechanisms
This section describes the theory that is used as control logic for timely triggering the 
distribution of mobile Web services and analysing the selection of the proper distribution 
strategy.The evaluation results of the preceding experiments can be interpreted as Fuzzy logic 
rules. These rule sets are used to trigger and control offloading schemes. In order to get a better 
understanding of the reasons that give rise to the application of Fuzzy logic in distributed mobile 
Web services, a brief overview of related work and a presentation of the background of Fuzzy 
logic are introduced in the following subsection.
5.3.1 Introduction to Fuzzy Systems
Fuzzy systems are used to model and describe vague and imprecise data sets using 
mathematical approach. Fuzzy set was first conceived by Lotfi A. Zadeh [73]. It is an alternative 
to traditional crisp set. They both use functions to map a Universal set {Uj : Uj e l /}  to certain 
numbers in the range [0, 1]. However, the crisp set allows the binary mapping using a 
characteristic (indicator) function from U to (0, 1}, while the fuzzy set on a domain U is defined 
by its membership function piuf) to [0, 1]. Consequently, each element has a degree of 
confidence that determines the degree amount of its belonging to a set. On the other hand, 
elements in the crisp set has a binary value, which can either be 1 to indicate that the element 
belongs to the set or 0 to indicate that the element does not belong to the set. The theory of Fuzzy 
logic provides statements with a certain confidence level in contrast to the conventional Boolean
1 1 8
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logic, which has only binary values, which is based on either true or false statements. For 
example, it can be said that a confidence value of 1.0 means true and a car speed is fast where a 
value of 0.0 means false and a car speed is slow. There is no intermediate value in the discrete 
Boolean logic. However, for Fuzzy logic there is a case where the car speed is moderate. This can 
be as a result of having confidence level of 0.6 as an example. The confidence level can be 
determined by the membership degree. Some of the characteristics of Fuzzy logic are as follows 
[74]:
^  In Fuzzy logic, eveiything is a matter of degree.
-C In Fuzzy logic, knowledge is interpreted as a collection of elastic or, equivalently. Fuzzy 
constraint on a collection of variables.
Inference is viewed as a process of propagation of elastic constraints. Any logical system 
can be fuzzified.
Fuzzy logic has several features that make it suitable for mobile environment.
• One of the most significant features is the flexible constraint of the knowledge 
interpretation, which supports adaptation and variation of inputs without affecting the 
decision result. This characteristic is useful for the variable mobile environment and does 
not consume large amount of resources (CPU and Memory).
• Fuzzy logic is not limited to computing precise and complete input values in order for it 
to be implemented. Any input data that provides some indication of a system's actions and 
reactions is sufficient. This allows inexpensive and imprecise measurement tools thus 
keeping the overall system cost and complexity low.
• Fuzzy logic is also used in complex system control and analysis design, because it 
shortens the time for engineering development and sometimes, in the case of highly 
complex systems it is difficult to provide a precise statement about its behaviour and 
Fuzzy logic becomes the only way to solve the problem.
• In addition, it is extensible since the user-defined rules governing the output can be 
extended by adding more inputs and generating appropriate rule sets. It can also be 
adapted by modifying the rules and updating the inputs.
• Furthermore, any system based on the Fuzzy logic is inherently robust. This is because it 
can accept imprecise, noisy inputs and can be programmed to detect and handle errors.
Application of Fuzzy logic concept has been extensively explored in various fields by researchers 
[75, 76]. However, there are rare studies of applying it in the area of adaptive mobile offloading 
applications [77]. Moreover, to the best of my knowledge, utilising Fuzzy logic concept for 
triggering the time and the mechanisms’ schemes for mobile Web service distribution is explored 
for the first time in this research.
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5.3.2 Fuzzy Inference Control Engine
A Fuzzy system is a static nonlinear mapping between its crisp inputs and outputs that are 
real numbers, not Fuzzy sets [78]. Creating a Fuzzy control engine is comprised of the following 
three basic steps as shown in Figure 5-11:
1) Fuzzification: Determine degree of truth for the Fuzzy sets (elements) using membership 
functions. A Fuzzy set includes elements, which can belong to various degrees 
(confidence level) of memberships over the interval [0, 1]. The membership function is a 
graphical representation of the confidence level of each input and it defines a mapping 
between the Fuzzy input set and the corresponding membership value between 0 and 1. 
Fuzzification process associates a weighting (confidence level) with each of the inputs 
and defines functional overlap between inputs. Though, the fuzzification block converts 
the crisp inputs to Fuzzy sets.
2) Rule evaluation: Define and apply the Fuzzy rules. The Fuzzy rules are a series of if-then 
statements. These rules use the membership values of the inputs to determine the Fuzzy 
output sets. Then, the Fuzzy output sets that represent the outputs of each rule are 
aggregated and combined into a single Fuzzy set. Therefore, the inference mechanism 
uses the Fuzzy rules in the rule-base to produce Fuzzy conclusions (e.g., the implied 
Fuzzy sets).
3) Defuzzifieation: Evaluate the crisp or actual results from the set of outputs using one of 
the defuzzification transformation methods such as center of gravity, center of singleton, 
adaptive integration, etc. Hence, defuzzification block converts these Fuzzy conclusions 
into the crisp output.
Membership
function
Crisp input
values
Fuzzification
Fuzzy Input Sets
Defuzzification 
method
y  Crisp output
values
Defuzzification
Inference 
(Evaluation Rule) Fuzzy Output Sets
Figure 5-11; Fuzzy Inference Control Engine implementation stages [791
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The Fuzzy inference control system is described briefly in this subsection and an analysis of 
the four previously addressed distribution strategies is taken place. Then an employment of Fuzzy 
inference model is illustrated, which controls the system behaviour and assesses triggering the 
appropriate distributing strategy. This decision making model is based on some imprecise and 
dynamic information about the available and required resources in the next section.
5.3.3 Fuzzy Control Model Implementation and Results
FuzzyLogic module is the unit that triggers offloading time and action. This is based on 
using Fuzzy logic and examining amount of required and available mobile host resources. A 
decision is taken on the reaction and amount of resources required to be free up through applying 
the appropriate distribution strategy.
This model is based on the control logic and control theory that have been proposed in [77]. The 
FuzzyLogic module includes the following components:
• Linguistic decision making rules
• Linguistic variables and membership functions
• Generic Fuzzy inference control engine
jFuzzyLogic tool package [80] is an open source written in Java. It is used in this research to 
implement Fuzzy Control Language (FCL). Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is created using the 
FCL, which is defined by lEC 1331 part 7 specifications [81]. This FIS file defines the following 
input and output parameters of the FuzzyLogic module:
Available memory capacity (AvaiMem)
Available processing power (AvailCPU)
Available battery power (AvailBat)
Available network bandwidth (AvailBW)
Request message payload (Reqpayld)
Response message payload (RspPayld)
The output parameter (OffloadAction) represents the action to be taken by the system for 
distributing Web service execution. The triggered action relies on both: offloading strategy and 
data modelling transfer.
FIS contains three parts: Inputs fuzzification, the rule-base application to obtain the output sets 
and the defuzzification of the outputs.
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In this experiment, input parameters can be measured using any of the available third party 
application tools such as Nokia Energy Profiler that consumes small amount of resources, for 
example memory usage is 286Kb. The triangular shape is used in this study as a member function 
for its mathematical simplicity. Input fuzzification describes membership functions for the input 
parameters as shown in Listing 5-1. Each input parameter is represented by three (x,y) values to 
simulate a triangle shape.
// Fuzzify input variable
'AvailMem'
FUZZIFY AvailMem
TERM small : = (0,0) (6400,1)
(12800,0);
TERM large : = (6400,0)
(65536,1) (124672,0);
END_FUZZIFY
// Fuzzify input variable
'AvailCPU'
FUZZIFY AvailCPU
TERM low := (0,0) (33,1)
(66,0) ;
TERM high := (12,0) (116,1)
(2 2 0 , 0 ) ;
END_FUZZ1FY
// Fuzzify input variable
'AvailBat'
FUZZIFY AvailBat
TERM poor := (0,0) (2,1) (4,0);
TERM moderate (3,0) (5.5,1)
(8 , 0 ) ;
TERM excellent := (6,0) (9,1)
(12,0);
END_FUZZ1FY
// Fuzzify input variable
'AvailBW
FUZZIFY AvailBW
TERM weak := (0,0) (26,1)
( 5 2 , 0 ) ;
TERM strong := (24,0) (62,1)
(100,0);
END_FUZZ1FY
// Fuzzify input variable
'ReqPayld'
FUZZIFY ReqPayld
TERM short := (16,0) (64,1)
(256, 0) ;
TERM long := (128,0) (1024,1)
(2048,0);
END_FUZZ1FY
// Fuzzify input variable
'RspPayld'
FUZZIFY RspPayld
TERM short := (16,0) (64,1)
(256,0);
TERM long := (128,0) (1024,1)
(2048,0);
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END FUZZIFY
Listing 5-1: Membership functions for input parameters
The jFuzzyLogic can implement several defuzzification methods for computing the output value 
such as: Center Of Gravity (COG), Right Most Max (RMM), Center Of Area (COA), Left Most 
Max (LMM) and Mean Max (MM). These defuzzification methods differ in the precision and 
speed. As it has been proved in literature that COG is the best and most popular defuzzifier due to 
its high accuracy [82]. This technique was developed by Mamadani [83, 84].
The only disadvantage of this method is that it is computationally difficult for complex 
membership functions. However, it is used in this research as a defuzzifier in conjunction with the 
simple triangular membership function. The default value of this defuzzifier is 0, which is 
returned as an output, when none of the inference rules is fired.
// Use 'Center Of Gravity' 
defuzzification method 
METHOD : COG;
// Default value is 0 (if no 
rule activates defuzzifier) 
DEFAULT := 0;
Listing 5-2: Defuzzification method definition 
The OffloadAction output parameter is defuzzified in the FIS as follows:
// Defuzzify output variable
'OffloadAction'
DEFUZZIFY OffloadAction
TERM NoF := (0 , 0 ) (5,1)
(10,0);
TERM FFO := (10,0) (15,1)
(2 0 , 0 ) ;
TERM BFO := (2 0 , 0 ) (2 5 , 1 )
(30,0);
TERM FBO := (3 0 , 0 ) (35,1)
(40,0);
TERM BBO := (40,0) (4 5 , 1 )
(50,0);
END_DEFUZZIFY
Listing 5-3: Defuzzification of the output parameter
The rule-base application is implemented with a six-input and one-output system. The outputs can 
be either NoF representing no offloading action or it can be one of the four distribution strategies 
(FF, BF, FB or BB) depending on the fired rule. Four rules were established and outputs were 
chosen based on the desired linguistic decision making rules as demonstrated in Listing 5-4.
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RULE 1: IF AvailMem IS large AND 
AvailCPU IS high AND AvailBat IS 
exclent AND AvailBW IS strong
THEN OffloadAction IS
NoF;
RULE 2: IF AvailMem IS large AND 
AvailCPU IS high AND AvailBat IS poor 
AND AvailBW IS weak AND ReqPayld IS 
long AND RspPayld IS short
THEN OffloadAction IS
FFO;
RULE 3: IF AvailMem IS large AND 
AvailCPU IS high AND AvailBat IS 
moderate AND AvailBW IS weak AND 
ReqPayld IS long AND RspPayld IS short 
THEN OffloadAction IS
BFO;
RULE 4: IF (AvailMem IS small OR 
AvailCPU IS low) AND AvailBat IS poor 
AND AvailBW IS weak AND ReqPayld IS 
short AND RspPayld IS long
THEN OffloadAction IS
FBO;
RULE 5: IF (AvailMem IS small OR 
AvailCPU IS low) AND AvailBat IS 
moderate AND AvailBW IS weak AND 
ReqPayld IS short AND RspPayld IS long 
THEN OffloadAction IS
BBO;
Listing 5-4: Definition of the linguistic rules
The above rules represent the relation between the amounts of available resources, 
transferred payload, offloading strategy together with the data transfer model. Outputs of these 
logical rules determine one of the previously aforementioned four offloading actions. Setting up 
the decision making rules is a very critical stage and should be chosen carefully to obtain 
optimisation. Furthermore, it should be able to simultaneously meet multiple requirements for 
offloading. For example, if the MH has the required amount of internal resources (AvailMem and 
AvailCPU) then forward-based offloading is the most suitable decision to accomplish autonomy 
in pervasive computing environment. In contrast, if the available amount of resources (AvailMem 
or AvailCPU) is not sufficient for seamless service provision, then bounce-based offloading is 
more suitable. This is more obvious when the payload size of the response is large to avoid 
traversing it longer round trips. Furthermore, backend-based schemes potentially offer most recent 
spatio-based information at the cost of consuming larger amount of resources. At this point, the 
battery life status becomes the dominant factor that enables backend schemes when possible. 
After developing the FIS file, it is loaded and parsed using jFuzzy API. Then the crisp value of
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each input parameter is set up using setVariable(input, value) method. After that, the system is 
tested by calling evaluate() function.
Figure 5-12 through Figure 5-18 demonstrate the membership function plots and linguistic term 
values for each input and output parameters. Triangular membership function has been used due 
to its simplicity and other membership functions can be further explored in the future work. 
Besides, the output run for one test has been only shown. This is because of space limitation. 
Figure 5-19 shows the output when the input values for AvailMem, AvailCPU, AvailBat, 
AvailBW, ReqPayld and RspPayload are 6400 KB, 100 MHz, 3.5hrs, 10 Mbps, 64KB and 
1024KB, respectively. This is expected because of the limited resources on MH: membership rate 
for AvailMem to be small is 1.0 and membership rate for it to be large is 0, AvailCPU has 0.84 
large membership rate value. The overlapping area in Figure 5-14 is tackled using all the possible 
linguistic values with the corresponding confident level that it belongs. Thus AvailBat has 0.25 
low membership level and 0.20 moderate membership, AvailBW is weak with 0.36 rate value and 
the ReqPayld has 1.0 short membership degree while the RspPayld has 1.0 long membership 
degree. Therefore, Rule4 and Rule5 are fired at 0.25 and 0.2 as shown in Figure 5-19 and the crisp 
output value is calculated from the following equation using COG:
^  _  XlLi strengthjxcentrej 
Yli=iStrengthi
_  (0 .25 X 35+0.2 X45) _
“  (0 .25+ 0 .2 ) ~
Where O is the crisp deffuzzified output, n is the number of fired rules, centre is the centre of the 
output fuzzy set and strength is the weight of the fired rule. This crisp value allows executing 
Bounce Offloading action. It is observed that BO is suitable when the available internal resources 
of the MH are limited and the available external resources are moderate. The precedent designed 
and implemented framework that is used for providing distributed mobile Web services is verified 
in the following section to validate its safety properties.
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5.4 Formal Verification of SPD-BB
Formal verification methods are used as complement to simulation techniques for 
validating the implemented framework. Formal verification is the process of constructing a proof 
that the developed system behaves in accordance with its specification. This proof is based on the 
use of mathematical reasoning and providing a complete verification for partial descriptive model. 
Formal methods rely on mathematically-defined languages, syntax, semantics, techniques, and 
tools for specifying and verifying system’s correctness. On the other hand, the simulation 
techniques require an extensive and complete implementation of the model in real environment 
but can only provide partial verification. Thus, model verification is needed to give additional 
justifications for the correctness of the model regardless of input values.
Two requirements are needed to perform a formal verification of the model: A formal
specification of the properties and a formal description of the implementation. Most of the 
verification methods accredit to one of the following techniques [85]: theorem proving or model 
checking. Theorem proving is a process for deriving a proof of the desired property from the 
system’s axioms. On the other hand, model checking is the process that relies on constructing a 
finite model of the system and checking that the required property is valid for that model. 
Temporal model checking and automaton are two common techniques for model checking. This 
research adopts automaton model checking approach due to its rich semantics and the absence of 
asynchronous interactions[86]. This is taken place through the use of Failure Divergence 
Refinement (FDR2) tool because it is entirely automatic and allows correctness checking of partial 
system specification. Thus it provides a high speed verification process. Also, it allows the 
verification of a wide range of correctness conditions (e.g. deadlock, divergence, livelock, etc). 
Besides, it provides reasoning when these conditions are not applicable. Moreover, it provides a
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friendly graphical user interface tool and a counter example that ease using and debugging it. 
Above all it is public free software for academic usage. There exist several formal model 
languages for describing system specification and implementation. In spite of the fact that they are 
all based on mathematical approach, some formal methods are sophisticated for describing the 
behaviour of sequential systems such as Vienna Development Method (VDM) and Z notation and 
others are dedicated for defining the behaviour of concurrent systems such as Calculus of 
Communicating Systems (CCS) or Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [87]. The verified 
system is based on the concurrent communication between multi entities via message passing. 
Hence, a process algebra method for parallel systems such as CSP is an appropriate formal 
language for the modelled system, which is used by the powerful model checking FDR2 tool. The 
next subsection demonstrates the steps followed in this study to verify the correctness of SPD-BB 
framework.
5.4.1 Model Verification Steps
Model verification is an essential part of the model development process. The main 
objective of model verification is to ensure the correct behaviour of the system. This is 
accomplished through verifying the safety properties of the tested system such as deadlock and 
livelock free. In addition to that, model verification can provide an evidence of the determinism 
and stability of the offloading and migration mechanisms. Model verification of this approach is 
carried out through two main steps: first, formalise the system then verify its correctness. System 
formalisation provides definition for both: the model to be verified and the specifications to be 
checked against. One important use of specifications is to serve as a reference against which the 
model can be verified. As an example Backend-Bounce distribution strategy system has been 
chosen as the implemented model. This is because it has been proven that bounce-based strategies 
consume fewer resources on the MH and backend-based strategies encounter more types of 
signalling (i.e. client interacts with MH and AMH). Therefore, Backend-Bounce distribution 
strategy is a suitable and general example to investigate. The specifications to be checked are the 
safety properties of the system such as: determinism, absence of deadlock and livelock. Next, the 
model and the specifications are described formally through the use of mathematical notations and 
rules. Using mathematical expressions other than natural languages has some features [88] 
because the notation used in mathematical expressions have precise syntax and semantics. 
Moreover, they can be represented and tested by automatic tools and formal operational models.
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5.4.1.1 System  Form alisation
The approach applied in this study to formalize the tested system consists of four main tasks;
• Generating Unified Modeling Language State Machine Diagrams (UML-SD)
• Formalising UML State Machine Diagrams in CSP
• Building CSP-M Model
• Testing the Safety Properties of the CSP-M Model
5.4.1.1.1 Generating UML State Machine Diagrams
The implemented system is described using object oriented language and the UML is a 
standardised general-purpose modeling language in the field of object-oriented software 
engineering [89]. UML can be represented visually through the use of diagrams. This description 
provides a model that can be expressed intuitively and read easily. Consequently, UML is the 
most suitable language to describe the tested model. There are two types of diagrams: static 
(structural) and dynamic (behavioural). Structural UML diagrams describe the static structure of 
the system such as objects, attributes, etc. They include class diagrams and composite structure. 
On the contrary, behavioural UML diagrams demonstrate the dynamic behaviours of the system 
such as the interactions between the objects and changes of their states. It includes sequence 
diagrams, activity diagrams and state machine diagrams. This work is concerned with the system 
behavior, though UML state machine diagrams with the aid of IBM Rational Software Modeler 
tool [90] have been created. The state machine diagrams of the MH, AMH and client are designed 
separately and Figure 5-20 shows the state machine diagram for the mobile host node where the 
state diagrams for AMH and client are shown in Appendix B.
Although UML state machine diagrams mainly describe the system behaviour, they lack the 
semantic description of it. Therefore, after generating the state machine diagram for each 
corresponding entity, the entire system is described using CSP to allow describing the semantic 
behaviour of the system and verifying its correctness. This is presented in the next subsection.
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Figure 5-20: Flowchart for mobile host
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5,4.1.1.2 Formalising UML State Machine Diagrams in CSP
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is a formal language based on process algebra 
and used for describing concurrent systems that communicate through message passing [91]. It is 
well-supported by model checking tools such as Failures-Divergence Refinement (FDR) model 
checker tool for state.machines. UML state diagrams do not have a standard formal semantic 
behavioural definition. Thus [92, 93] provide a formalisation method to translate the UML state 
diagrams into CSP notation that can he checked by FDR2. The approach is summarised as 
follows:
• Each state machine H is transformed into CSP process 
H: State Machine > CSP
• Each event on the transition is mapped into a CSP event
• Multiple outgoing transitions departing from the same state and triggered by the same
event are mapped to CSP external choice:
H{M,A) =  Df-^-pA^ventit) -> H(M, tar g  e t {t'y) , where M is the set of states, A is the
starting state and TA represents the external events.
• Multiple implicit transitions originating from a single state are translated to CSP internal
choice:
H{M,A) = |-| f-^j^event{t) H{M,target{t))  , where M is the set of states, A is the
starting state and TA represents the internal events.
• Actions of all types (entry, internal and exit) are expressed as a sequence of CSP events
• Guarded transition are represented by if condition
For example the five states shown in Figure 5-21 are translated to the following processes: 
“STARTED”, “REQUESTMHCONNECTION”, “SENDINGREQUEST”,
“WAITINGRESPONSE” and “REQUESTAMHCONNECTION”. In addition, the events 
connectCommand, reqConrejected and reqConaccepted are mapped to CSP events. Moreover, the 
two transitions emanating from the common RequestMH Connection state are represented as 
external events. The guarded transition originating from Waiting Response state are interpreted by 
conditional if statement. Listing 5-5 presents the corresponding CSP formalisation of the client 
state diagram sample that is shown in Figure 5-21.
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Figure 5-21: Mapping UML state diagram into CSP notation
STARTED = connectCommand ->
REQUESTMHCONNECTION 
REQUESTMHCONNECTION = connectorOpen ->
(reqCon_accepted ->
SENDINGREQUEST [] reqCon_rejected ->
STARTED)
SENDINGREQUEST = out!Ack ->
out !reqMessage ->
WAITINGRESPONSE 
WAITINGRESPONSE =in?x ->
if ( X == respMessage) then 
REQUESTAMHCONNECTION else WAITINGRESPONSE
Listing 5-5: CSP formalisation of the UML state diagram
5.4.1.1.3 Building CSP-M Model
CSP-M is the CSP machine readable language [94] that is used to model this system. 
Although CSP language is a powerful formal language for describing parallel systems with 
concurrent interacting processes, it is a succinct notation that is suitable for humans only. 
Therefore, an expanded and standard version of it, which is called CSP-M, is used to provide a 
concrete language support for the idioms of CSP and a generalisation of the denotational and 
operational semantics. CSP-M extends the programming functionality of CSP through the use of
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Haskell’s notations. Moreover, the operators in CSP-M are designed to look like the mathematical 
operators. For instance, the internal choice operator |—| is written as l~l. Thus, CSP-M is more 
convenient and expressive specification language for machines and more extensive and suitable 
for use with tools [95]. This model in Figure 5-22, represents four distinct entities (Initial, MH, 
AMH and Client) interacting with each other through message passing. An Initial process is also 
initiated to communicate with these entities. The initial process defines the initial boot process of 
the system. The set up sequence for the booting process starts first with enabling MH to listen to 
any incoming requests from AMH or client. Then, it boots the AMH to allow it to receive any 
incoming client requests. Finally, it runs the client to send service requests.
startApp_clnt startApp_MH
CLNT_MH
CLNT_AMH AMH_MH
Client
initial
MH
AM H
Figure 5-22: Interface between processes of the system’s CSP model
The messages transferred between these entities are passed through a set of predefined channels. 
However, common messages are not allowed to traverse different channels in FDR2. As a result, 
a common data type is defined and called “events”. It consists of all the shared events between 
different channels and includes them in different sets to overcome this limitation that CSP-M 
compiler has, as follows:
datatype events =
reqCon_dnt_mh I ack_clnt_mh / accepted_clnt_mh / rejected_clnt_mh I rdrctl\/lessage / 
errorMessage IerrorMessage_clnt_amh j errorMessage_amh_mh I reqM essage j 
reqCon_clnt_amh I ack_clnt_amh I accepted_clnt_amh j rejected_clnt_amh  / respM essage / 
reqCon_amh_mh I ack_amh_mh I accepted_amh_mh I rejected_amh_mh IdataReq I dataM essage
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event_clnt_mh =
{reqCon_clnt_mh, ack_clnt_mh, accepted_clnt_mh, rejected_clnt_mh, rdrctMessage, 
errorMessage, reqMessage} 
event_clnt_amh =
{reqCon_clnt_amh, ack_clnt_amh, accepted_clnt_amh, 
rejected_clnt_amh,respMessage,reqMessage,errorMessage_clnt_amh} 
event_amh_mh =
{reqCon_amh_mh,ack_amh_mh,accepted_amh_mh,errorMessage_clnt_amh 
, errorMessage_amh_mh, rejected_amh_mh, dataReq, dataM essage)
Then the interfaces between the entities are defined as channels are capable of sending and 
receiving events. The above created sets represent the types of these channels and their associated 
messages as follows:
channel dn tjm h : event_clnt_mh
channel clnt_omh : even tjdn tjam h
channel amh mh .-event amh mh
All the other events and alphabets are defined as simple channels as demonstrated below:
channel isWebServiceRegistered_TRUE,isWebServiceRegistered_FALSE
channel lsWebServiceRegistered_AMH_TRUE,isWebServiceRegistered_AMH_FALSE
channel executeWebService,resultDlsplayed
channel startApp_mh,startApp_amh,startApp_clnt
channel deploySen/ice_mh, deployService_amh
channel closeDataStream_mh_clnt,closeDataStream_mh_amh,closeDataStream_amh_clnt
The definition of the four interacting entities is made local to each of these processes by enclosing 
them in a “let-within” CSP command. A mutual recursion technique is used to allow the dynamic 
deployment of services. The definition of the four processes is shown in Listing 5-6 below.
All of the three entities, MH, AMH and client are initially in the StartApplication state and are 
activated through startAppjnh, startApp_amh and startApp_clnt events, respectively. The fourth 
process, which is named Initial, synchronises the activation order of the other three processes by 
starting the MH first followed by the AMH then the CLIENT. This is logical because mobile 
servers need to be on to receive the incoming requests. When a mobile host (MH or AMH) starts, 
it enters the initialization state to deploy services then goes into WaitingAndListening state
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waiting for any connection’s requests. MH has two channels: clnt_mh and amh_mh for receiving 
requests from CLIENT or AMH, respectively. After request is received, the MH either sends an 
acceptance message indicating that the request connection is accepted and it is waiting for the 
acknowledgment signal to open a data stream connection with the requester or it sends back a 
rejection indicating that the request connection is refused and it goes back to the 
WaitingAndListening state to avoid deadlocks and guarantee continuous service provisioning. 
When CLIENT sends acknowledgment signal ack_clnt_mh, it proceeds with the service execution 
request reqMessage. MH starts processing the request in REQUESTHANDLING state by checking 
the availability of the requested service. If the service is not registered then a technique for 
handling this fault rises through WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERRORJCLNT state, which sends an 
error message to the client, closes the data stream connection and goes back to 
WaitingAndListening state. On the other hand, when requested service is registered, MH enters 
the WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONjCLNT state, sends the request back to the client through 
rdrctMessage then closes the data connection that is used to exchange data streams with the 
client, to preserve resources using closeDataStream_mh_clnt event and goes back to 
WAITINGANDLISTENING state. But when the acknowledgment is received from the AMH, MH 
waits for the dataReq to be sent by the AMH through the amh_mh channel. MH enters 
WEBSERVICEEXECUTION_AMH upon receiving the data request message, it sends the 
dataMessage, closes the data stream with the AMH through the use of closeDataStream_mh_amh 
event then it goes back to WAITINGANDLISTENING state. Otherwise it sends an error message 
errorMessage_amh_mh in the WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR_AMH and 
closeDataStream_mh_amh then goes back to WAITINGANDLISTENING state.
The same steps exist for AMH but it only waits for request from the CLIENT via clnt_amh 
channel. After that CLIENT sends acknowledgment signal ack_clnt_amh, and delegates the actual 
request reqMessage to AMH and enters REQUESTCONNECTION state. In 
REQUESTCONNECTION the AMH acts as a client and requests a connection with the MH. This 
takes place by sending reqCon_amh_mh message to MH and goes back to 
WAITINGANDLISTENING_AMH. While the AMH is waiting for the response from the MH, it 
may receive rejected_amh_mh then corresponds and handles the failure through 
WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR state or it may receive accepted_amh_mh and proceeds 
for acquiring the needed data in GETTINGDATA state and sends ack_amh_mh and dataReq 
messages to MH.
M H = /e t
START= STARTAPPLICATION
STARTAPPLICATION =startApp_mh ->INITIALIZIN6
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INITIALIZING = INITIALIZATION(l)
INITIALIZATION(O) = deployServlce_mh -> WAITINGANDLISTENING
INITIALIZATIONO) = deployService_mh -> INITIALIZATION (j-1 )
WAITINGANDLISTENING =(clnt_mh?x->if(x==reqCon_clnt_mh ) then WAITINGANDLISTENING_CLIENT 
else WAITINGANDLISTENING)
[](amh_mh ?x->if(x==reqCon_amh_mh)then WAITINGANDLISTENING_AMH 
else WAITINGANDLISTENING)
WAITINGANDLISTENING_CLIENT= (clnt_mhlaccepted_clnt_mh -> WAITINGACK)
[] (clnt_mhlrejected_clnt_mh > WAITINGANDLISTENING) 
WAITINGANDLISTENING_AMH= (amh_mh!accepted_amh_mh -> WAITINGACK)
[] (amh_mh!rejected_amh_mh > WAITINGANDLISTENING)
WAITINGACK = (clnt_mh?x-> If (x==ack_clnt_mh) then REQUESTHANDLING
else WAITINGACK)
[] (amh_mh?x -> if (x==ack_amh_mh)then REQUESTHANDLING 
else WAITINGACK)
REQUESTHANDLING = (clnt_mh?x -> if (x==reqMessage)then CHECKINGSERVICEAVAIL_CLNT 
else REQUESTHANDLING)
[] (amh_mh?x -> If (x==dataReq) then WEBSERVICEEXECUTION_AMH 
elseWEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR_AMH) 
CHECKINGSERVICEAVAIL_CLNT=isWebServiceRegistered_TRUE->WEBSERVICEEXECUTION_CLNT 
[] isWebServiceRegistered_FALSE -> WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR_CLNT 
WEBSERVICEEXECUTION_CLNT = clnt_mhlrdrctMessage->
closeDataStream_mh_clnt->WAITINGANDLISTENING 
WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR_CLNT=clnt_mhlerrorMessage ->
closeDataStream_mh_clnt->WAITINGANDLISTENING 
WEBSERVICEEXECUTION_AMH = amh_mh!dataMessage->
closeDataStream_mh_amh->WAITINGANDLISTENING 
WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR_AMH = amh_mh!errorMessage_amh_mh->
closeDataStream_mh_amh-> WAITINGANDLISTENING
within START 
CLIENT = let
START= STARTAPPLICATION
STARTAPPLICATION = startApp_clnt->REQUESTMHCONNECTION 
REQUESTMHCONNECTION = clnt_mh!reqCon_clnt_mh ->clnt_mh?x->
((x==rejected_clnt_mh)& REQUESTMHCONNECTION 
[] (x==accepted_clnt_mh)& SENDINGREQUEST)
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SENDINGREQUEST = clnt_mh!ack_clnt_mh -> clnt_mh!reqMessage-> WAITINGRESPONSE
WAITINGRESPONSE = clnt_mh ?x -> if (x==rdrctMessage)
then REQUESTAMHCONNECTION
else (if (x==errorMessage) then DISPLAYERROR else WAITINGRESPONSE) 
REQUESTAMHCONNECTION = clnt_amh!reqCon_clnt_amh->clnt_amh?x->
((x ==rejected_clnt_amh)& REQUESTAMHCONNECTION 
[] (x==accepted_clnt_amh) & WAITINGRESPONSEAMH) 
WAITINGRESPONSEAMH = clnt_amh!ack_clnt_amh -> clnt_amhlreqMessage-> clnt_amh?x -> 
((x==respMessage)& DISPLAYRESULT 
[] (x==errorMessage_clnt_amh)& DISPLAYERROR
[](xl=respMessage and x!=errorMessage_clnt_amh)& WAITINGRESPONSEAMH) 
DISPLAYERROR = resultDisplayed ->REQUESTMHCONNECTION
DISPLA YRESULT = resultDisplayed -> REQUESTMHCONNECTION
within START
AMH = let
START = STARTAPPLICATION
STARTAPPLICATION = startApp_amh->INITIALIZING 
INITIALIZING = INITIALIZATION(l)
INITIALIZATION(O) = deployService_amh-> WAITINGANDLISTENING 
INITIALIZATIONO) = deploySeivice_amh -> INITIALIZATION Q-l)
WAITINGANDLISTENING = clnt_amh?x-> if (x==reqCon_clnt_amh )
then (clnt_amh!accepted_clnt_amh -> WAITINGACK 
[]clnt_amhlrejected_clnt_amh -> WAITINGANDLISTENING) 
else WAITINGANDLISTENING 
WAITINGACK = clnt_amh?x ->if (x==ack_clnt_amh ) then WAITING REQUESTS
else WAITINGACK
WAITINGREQUESTS = clnt_amh?x-> if(x== reqMessage) then REQUESTCONNECTION 
else WAITINGREQUESTS 
REQUESTCONNECTION = amh_mh!reqCon_amh_mh -> WAITINGANDLISTENING_AMH 
WAITINGANDLISTENING_AMH =amh_mh?x-> ((x==rejected_amh_mh)& WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR 
[] (x==accepted_amh_mh)&GETTINGDATA)
GETTINGDATA = amh_mh!ack_amh_mh ->amh_mhldataReq->ACTI0N5
ACTIONS -  amh_mh?x-> ((x == dataMessage)& CHECKAVAILABILITY
[] (x == errorMessage_amh_mh)& WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR) 
CHECKAVAILABILITY = lsWebSen/iceRegistered_AMH_TRUE->
WEBSERVICEEXECUTION[]isWebServiceReglstered_AMH_FALSE->
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WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR 
WEBSERVICEEXECUTION= executeWebService -> SENDRESPONSETOCLIENT 
WEBSERVICEEXECUTIONERROR = clnt_amhlerrorMessage_clnt_amh->
closeDataStream_amh_clnt->WAITINGANDLISTENING 
SENDRESPONSETOCLIENT = clnt_amhlrespMessage ->
closeDataStream_amh_clnt->WAITINGANDLISTENING
within START 
Initial = let
START= startAppjfnh -> startApp_amh -> s ta rtA pp jdn t -> START 
within START
Listing 5-6: CSP implementation of SPD-BB
The final step is to combine the above standalone definitions of the four processes and make these 
independent processes interact with each other. The interaction between these processes takes the 
form of a parallel composition to allow concurrency behaviour and simultaneous events 
execution. The communication has to synchronise among common events. In this step, the 
alphabetised parallel operation II has been used and provided a definition of all the events 
(interfaces) of each process. The messages of each channel can be excluded through listing their 
channel name as sets between these symbols II. This is declared as follows:
alnitial = {startApp_mh, startApp_amh, startApp_clnt}
aMH ={ I startApp_mh, closeDataStream_mh_clnt, deployService_mh,
isWebServiceRegistered_FALSE,isWebServiceRegistered_TRUE,clnt_mh,amh_mh, 
closeDataStream_mh_amhl} 
a AMH ={l startApp_amh, closeDataStream_amh_clnt, deployService_amh,
executeWebService,clnt_amh,amh_mh,isWebServiceRegistered_AMH_TRUE, 
isWebServiceRegistered_AMH_FALSE /}  
aCLIENT ={lstartApp_clnt,resultDisplayed,clnt_mh,clnt_amh /}
SYSTEM = (((Initial [alnitial/ /  aAMH]AMH)
[union(alnitiaiaAMH) / / aMH] MH)
[ Union({alnitial,aAMH,aMH}) / / aCLIENT] CLIENT)
After creating the CSP model, CSP TypeChecker tool has been applied to test the syntax and 
typos of the code. This tool is available for UNIX-type platforms; Linux, Solaris, OS X and 
FreeBSD. Linux is adopted as the operating system used for running it in this study.
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5.4.1.2 Testing the Safety Properties of the CSP Model
The main purpose of creating the CSP model is to verify its correctness and test the safety 
properties of it. Proving these properties assures the stability of the developed system. These 
properties include deadlock, livelock and determinism.
Deadlock
It is defined as a state reached by the system in which no further action is possible. It might occur 
when each of the interacting entities is unable to proceed or act because of waiting each other to 
release some resource or event.
Livelock
It is defined as a series of states reached by the system in which the system is unable to proceed. 
This is because loop of internal actions is possible without any external events taking place.
Deterministic
It is defined as a predetermined and unique set of actions that is taking place and defined by the 
previous history of visible actions.
These properties can be tested and debugged using FDR2.91 and ProBEl.3 tools. These two tools 
are commercially provided and supported by Formal Systems [96]. An academic licensing is also 
available by ordering it through email. Refinement approach is a technique used by FDR2 for 
model checking. A refinement technique defines a relation between two processes based on their 
behaviours such that if the behaviour of a process System is a subset of the behaviour of a process 
Spec then Spec is a refinement of System and it is written as Specc^^System, where a 
specification “Spec” and an implementation of the system “System” are captured as a program 
written in CSP-M specification language. The specification enables 
the range of allowable behaviours and a model checker tests whether the behaviours of the system 
are a subset of those of the specification [97]. FDR2.91 incorporates seven CSP refinement 
models, Failures-divergence, Failures, Traces, Refusals, Refusals-divergence, Revivals and 
Revivals-divergence model.
The First step is to run FDR2 tool then load the CSP-M model by selecting load option from the 
File menu and requesting the name of a file to load from the popped-up dialogue box as shown in 
Figure 5-23.
When a file is loaded, the assertion list contains any refinement properties stated in the script CSP 
file. Assertions displayed in this list can be tested.
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FDR2 main window allows the user to assemble and check properties of processes defined by the 
model without adding explicit assertions to the file. The Tab bar shows five types of tests; 
Refinement, Deadlock, Livelock, Determinism and Evaluate. Deadlock is chosen and the System 
process is selected from the specification menu then clicked on check.
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Figure 5-23: Load CSP file into FDR for testing
Test results that are illustrated in Figure 5-24 show that there is no deadlock in the system. If a 
deadlock occurs, FDR2 invokes a built-in process debugger on the generated counterexample and 
then it can be debugged and traced with an aid of the Process Behaviour Explorer (ProBE) tool. 
ProBE allows the user to explore the CSP process through investigating all the possible execution 
paths in a hierarchal view. This is shown in Figure 5-25.
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The second selected property is livelock (divergence). Test shown in Figure 5-26 assures that the 
implemented system is free from livelock. However, when the tested process reaches a divergence 
then it can be accessible through the debugger, which examines the details of the endless internal 
actions involved.
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Figure 5-26: Livelock test
The last test was against determinism. The determinism command is selected to test if the process 
is deterministic. The debugger presents two behaviours of the same process as a counterexample 
when the tested system fails against determinism. One of these behaviours lead to the possible 
event and the other one leads to its refusal. The modeled system has ensured determinism as 
shown in Figure 5-27.
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Figure 5-27: Determinism test
5.5 Summary
Distributing the execution of services that are marked as resource-intensive and context- 
dependent applications has been presented in this chapter. This distribution has been utilised to 
compensate for the paucity of internal and external mobile resources and to instantly provide the 
latest version of the acquired context-based information before it becomes obsolete. 
Consequently, the main goal that is supporting adaptive mobile Web services has been achieved. 
As part of the solution, a comprehensive and extensive investigation of different strategies for 
performing SPD has been carried out. These strategies arise from applying the two distribution 
mechanisms (offloading and migration) that are distinguished by the tactics used for handling 
requests and responses and approach followed for invoking parameters. This has led to the 
emergence of four different strategies (SPD-BB, SPD-FF, SPD-FB and SPD-BF). Each of these 
strategies has its own pros and cons that depend on the current specific circumstances. These
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circumstances have been determined by the amount of needed resources and the present existing 
amount of these resources. However, mobile environment is characterised by quick and frequent 
changes. This dynamic environment makes it difficult to draw sharp boundaries for choosing a 
strategy that intends to be strictly reliable and accurate for a specific application scenario. 
Besides, the apphcation of these strategies might overlap with each other. Therefore, there is no 
rule of thumb for choosing the strategy that is suitable for certain circumstances. Moreover, 
mobile’s resource consumption has to be maintained at the lowest level. Preserving these 
resources requires inexpensive and imprecise sensing and processing capabilities. Consequently, 
selecting the most suitable scheme for the current situation can be accomplished through Fuzzy 
logic, which gives accurate outputs in spite of the incomplete and imprecise input information. In 
this chapter, the framework for SPD mechanisms has been developed and analysed 
experimentally. Furthermore, the implemented SPD framework has been validated using formal 
methods that are based on process algebra. Formal methods are mathematically defined language 
that allows a complete verification of the system implementation according to its specification 
without the need for a complete implementation. Hence, it is a sufficient verification method. 
FDR2 with ProBE tools are used to verify the safety properties of SPD model. In spite of the 
success that has been achieved through distributing resource-intensive and context-based services 
in order to facilitate continuous provision of services with good performance level. However, the 
execution tasks were offloaded to be processed remotely on AMH that is also a mobile device, 
which has constrained resources that need to be conserved. In addition to that, there exist some 
more complex services that needed to be provided from mobile devices. These composite services 
consist of multiple and decomposable functions that are too complex to be processed without 
partitioning and offloading these segments on several hosts. The next chapter addresses the 
mechanisms that are used to distribute these types of services.
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Chapter 6
6 Complex Partial Mobile Web Service 
Distribution Mechanisms
As presented earlier in this thesis, Mobile Web Service distribution is categorised into three 
main classes: Contentment Distribution (CD), Simple Partial Distribution (SPD) and Complex 
Partial Distribution (CPD). These three classes depend on the type of the acquired service, 
complexity level of the service and the mechanisms used for distributing Web services.
CPD is mainly associated with context-dependent complex services. The execution of these 
services depends on the current environment of the mobile host. Moreover, complex services 
consume a significant amount of computational resources and involve multi-function resource­
intensive services because they are composed of more than one heavy-weight process. The 
identity of the composed sub-services is used to group a CPD scheme into heterogeneous (HT) 
and homogeneous (HM) -CPD. In HT-CPD, the involved processes are composed of serial and 
parallel ones. However, HM-CPD can be classified based on the dependency factor of distributed 
services into sequential (S) shown in Figure 6-1 and parallel (P) HM-CPD, which is illustrated in 
Figure 6-2. Dependency factor determines whether there is a correlation and information 
exchanged between the composite sub-services or there is no interaction. In PHM-CPD, the 
composite service consists of independent sub-services, which can be executed simultaneously in 
parallel and independently of each other. On the other hand, in SHM-CPD, the composite service 
consists of dependent sub-services, which cannot be executed simultaneously. This is because the 
execution of one service might require some information or resources that are provided by another 
service. Thus, services are executed sequentially (one after the other).
The current state-of-art allows providing complex Web services from mobile devices. This can 
be done by distributing the execution tasks of the mobile host to stationary devices and force 
clients to send requests to that static host. Hence, contradicting the main characteristic of mobile 
Web services, which is providing services directly from mobile devices. In addition, it studies 
only SOAP-based services, which has shown that it is not the most suitable technology for mobile 
environment because of its verbose payloads and heavy parsers. Besides, the distribution only for 
the execution tasks of the server. Thus, this distribution is coarse grain and does not involve the
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distribution of the service logic itself. Moreover, the adaptation approaches that are taking place 
in the literature review focus on partial compensation for the mobile host’s resources such as its 
process power or battery while other significant resources are neglected. This research approach 
goes beyond that and allows running more complex services through applying a multilevel 
distribution of the execution tasks and the service logic to other mobile hosts. Furthermore, it 
allows the migration of context-dependent information to other mobile servers. This is 
accomplished by defining a system that allows the collaboration of a cluster of several mobile 
devices in a distributed scheme to provide complex services in a manner that does not deplete the 
devices limited resources too much. The functionality of this framework is based on distributed 
management and task distribution mechanisms. These mechanisms are service decomposition, 
service offloading, data migration, service orchestration and data federation. The technology of 
this distributed service implementation relies on a RESTful-based approach. The naming structure 
used for the URI of RESTful-based services and the usage of HTTP uniform methods are used to 
facilitate the application of the distribution mechanisms. The next sections describe these 
mechanisms in detail and present the framework for the MH, AMH and Secondary Auxiliary 
Mobile Hosts (SAMH) that are hosting and executing complex services. Furthermore, an 
approach for applying each of these mechanisms in the system is defined, analysed and verified. 
Then, the basic building blocks of the system and the functionality of each of these blocks are 
described. Furthermore, a proof of concept demonstration is introduced and analyzed. In addition, 
a model of the system is represented and verified using one of the process algebra formal 
methods.
MH
AMH
AMH1 AMH3
AMH2
Figure 6-1; Signalling message of Serial
Homogeneous-Complex Partial Distribution
(SHM-CPD) scheme
MH
AMH
AMH1 AMH3
AMH2
Figure 6-2:Signalling message of Parallel
Homogeneous-Complex Partial Distribution
(PHM-CPD) scheme
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6.1 Definition of Mechanisms for Achieving Adaptive MWS
Complex Partial Distribution scheme is the strategy associated for complex resource intensive 
and context-based services, which consist of compound processes. The study of CPD integrates 
two diverse areas of research that complement each other. The first area is Web service 
decomposition and the second is Web service composition. In spite of the fact the decompositions 
and compositions of services have been studied by many researchers [98, 99], the integration of 
decomposition and composition of mobile Web services is a new area of recent research to the 
best of my knowledge. Decomposition is a common technique in the context of applications that 
is used to partition the execution tasks of these applications to achieve load balancing and lessen 
the load on processes [100, 101]. Most of the algorithms that are used for segmenting the 
applications are based on graph theory [102]. These graph based algorithms are either very 
complex or they intend to partition the application at design time to only achieve minimum 
communication cost. In contrast, the decomposition of MWS has different constraints and 
objectives that make achieving it more challenging than its peer, which is application partitioning. 
Some of these challenges are:
• Web services are provided and executed on machines with heterogeneous platforms while 
applications are partitioned to run on machines with similar platforms.
• Web services are accessed and interacted by machines but applications are accessed by users, 
thus anonymous distribution is a must.
• The trade off between the frequent changes in the amount of resources available in mobile 
network environment and the key objective of decomposing MWS, which is to preserve the 
scarce resources of the mobile host, requires adaptive decomposition algorithms.
• Handhng Web service requests requires a series of uniform and well-defined events that can 
be predicted.
The functionality of CPD is established on five basic mechanisms: decomposing, offloading, 
migration, orchestration and data federation mechanisms that are used to achieve mobile Web 
service adaptation and allow continuous and reliable provision of mobile services. Decomposing 
is a mechanism that allows partitioning a complex Web service into fragments that can be 
wrapped and converted into simple Web services. Then the execution tasks of each of these 
partitioned services is distributed and offloaded to be executed remotely on other mobile hosts. 
Since these services are context-dependent services, modelling the transfer of the required 
context-based data is fundamental and can be achieved through migration. Moreover, the 
orchestration scheme provides a technique for coordinating the execution workflow among the
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fragments. Finally, federation is the mechanism that is guardian for data retrieval and error 
handling.
6.2 Developing a methodology for decomposing, dispatching, 
coordinating, migration and federating complex services
The mechanisms that are used to achieve reliable and hght-weight provisioning of complex 
mobile Web services are explored in this section. Furthermore, a suite of algorithms for 
facihtating the application of the distribution mechanisms using the naming structure of RESTful 
services and the uniform HTTP method interface is also defined and developed.
6.2.1 Service Decomposing and Offloading
An approach for decomposing and partitioning a complex Web service is described. In 
this section a model for the logic of the developed service is proposed. This model eases 
fragmenting and distributing a Web service. The work built regarding CPD is assumed for closed 
world system that rehes on using RESTful Web services. This assumption is claimed to allow the 
speculation of partitions and to facilitate the functionality of the other distribution mechanisms. 
This approach ehminates the application of heavy-weight partitioning procedures, which mostly 
rely on the graph theory algorithms and which are known to be resources and time consuming. 
Therefore, the closed world takes into consideration the constraints of mobile resources. The 
restriction of the closed world system comes from two basic fundamentals. The first relies on the 
fact that REST has a well-defined hierarchal URI scheme for representing the acquired resources, 
and the second predicates the use of a set of standard HTTP unified methods for invoking Web 
services. These two fundamentals lead to the need to define a unified pattern used by the service 
provider for developing MWS. The main objective of the well-defined service pattern is to allow 
trivial and autonomous partitioning mechanism of the service logic and to lessen the burden on 
the service developer by unifying the service model and masking the implementation details. The 
outcome of these two essentials is a skeleton for the service pattern that matches the naming 
structure of the invoked service URI.
The interface of RESTful Web services consists of a set of resources that are defined by URIs. 
REST has a conventional style for representing resources that are acquired by the services. Since 
the services are hosted on a Web, then the Web’s URI syntax [103] will be used for identifying 
these resources. For example, the address of the hosted Web is used as the base address of the 
service such as: “http://uk.olympic.com/london”. Path variables are used to separate elements of a 
hierarchy [14]. For instance, suppose a snapshot of all the games played in the Olympics is
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required to be retrieved, then they are represented as a collection URI such as; 
“http://uk.olympic.com/london/games”. On the other hand, if a specific game is required, then it 
can be tagged as an element URI as follows: “http://uk.olympic.com/london/games/ 
{gamename}”_and so on.
Business/service logic is defined as a set of processes. Each process consists of a sequence of 
related tasks that produce a particular sub-service to the client [104]. These processes are 
structured in a specific pattern that conform modularity and consistency and the collection of 
these processes composes the main service. The business logic for implementing this service has 
to be consistent with the naming structure that has been described above. The modular structure 
facilitates fragmenting these tasks into finer-grained subtasks that are likely to appear as sub­
service modules. This takes place to allow execution tasks of these sub-services and expose them 
as Web services to be executed on different mobile devices called Secondary Auxiliary Mobile 
Hosts (SAMH). Therefore, the structure of the developed Web service S consists of a set of 
atomic modules (processes) PI, P2...P1 that can be decomposed by a decomposer. Then each Pi 
can be wrapped and translated into a single service Si through projecting a transformation 
function f (PI), f (P2)...f (Pi). Each of the created sub-services Si is dispatched and executed on 
different secondary auxiliary mobile hosts SAMHl, SAMH2...SAMHi through the distributor. 
Some of these dispatched services are dependent on each other and some are self dependent. Thus 
an orchestrator is obligatory to coordinate the execution of these modules and integrate the results 
into a single output response. Proving the correctness of decomposing and composing 
methodology is an essential step towards applying this approach. Formal methods are used for 
verification purposes. Model verification is a technique used to determine that a model 
implementation accurately represents its developer’s conceptual description using formal 
methods. It has been declared previously in the literature [105] that Web services are best 
described using process algebra formal languages such as Communication Sequential Processes 
(CSP). The valid behaviour of the partitioning scheme is carried out through applying the 
following theorem, which exists in [91] and states that:
A process Q2 is a trace refinement o f a process Q1 if  and only i f  every trace communication that 
Q2 perform is also a trace o f Q1
And it is expressed as:
Q1 Gr Q2
Assuming that a service is composed of four well known processes: PI, P2, P3 and P4 that can be 
translated into four Web services: SI, 82, S3 and S4, where S2 and S3 can be executed in parallel 
but the execution of S4 depends on the output of S2 and S3. First the un-partitioned complex
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system is built as a CSP specification (Spec) as shown in Figure 6-3. Then the system with 
fragmented sub-services is built as CSP implementation (Impl) as shown in Figure 6-4. The CSP- 
M code of the model is listed in
Table 6-1. After that the implementation is verified, that it is a trace refinement of the 
specification using FDR2 tool as shown in Figure 6-5.
Spec
P1 amhS P2 amh6 P3 amh7-t> P4
Figure 6-3: CSP specification for the decomposed services
Imp)
amh2
a r tih l
amh3
amh4 Output
Figure 6-4: CSP implementation for the service with no partitioning
Table 6-1: CSP model of decomposed and composed complex service
datatype msgs = input|outputl|ou tput]|a l|a2 |a3 |a4 |a5 |a6 |a7
eventsjn = {Input}
events_out = {outputl,output2}
events_al = {al}
events_a2 = [106]
eventsaS = {a3}
events_a4 = {a4}
events_a5 = (aS)
events_a6 = {aS}
eventsa? = {a7}
channel aAl : events a l 
channel aA2 : events_a2 
channel aA3 : events a3
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channel aA4 : events_a4 
channel aA5 : events_a5 
channel aA6 : events_a6 
channel aA7 : events_a7 
channel ainput: eventsjn  
channel aoutput: events_out
aaA2={|aA2|}
aaAl={|aAl|}
aaA3={|aA3|}
aaA4={|aA4|}
-The Implementation of the composite services 
Impl = let 
START = SYSTEM 1 
SYSTEM1=EQUATI0N
EQUATION = Sl;S2[Union({aaAl,aaA2})| I Union({aaA3,aaA4})]S3;S4
Sl= ainput?input->aAllal->aA31a3->SKIP
S2= aAl?al->aA2!a2->SKIP
S3= aA3?a3->aA4!a4->SKIP
S4= aA2?a2->aA4?a4->aoutput!outputl->SKIP
within START
-  The Specification of the composite services 
Spec = let
START = SYSTEM
SYSTEM: P1;P2;P3;P4
Pl= ainput?input->aA5la5->SKIP
P2=aAS?a5->aA6la6->SKIP
P3=aA6?a6->aA7la7->SKIP
P4=aA7?a7->aoutputloutput2->SKIP
within START
-  The implementation with hiding events that do not exist in the specification code 
Impl2 = Impl \{aAl.al,aA2.a2,aA3.a3,aA4.a4,aoutput.outputl}
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Figure 6-5: Refinement check of the decomposed and composed services
After confirming the correctness of the service’s new distributed version using process algebra, a 
formal definition for its syntax needs to be defined to assist the service providers in building 
compatible services. The general structure of these compatible services is tightly coupled and 
consistent with the hierarchal naming of their resources. The following section describes the basic 
structure that should be followed by developers to build complex services.
6.2.1.1 Development overview of General Business Logic Structure for 
the Complex Web Service
A general grammar has been developed in this study, which consists of a set of structural 
rules that govern the layout pattern of the implemented service and provides a formal definition of 
the syntax of its business logic. The grammar is defined using the GOLD Meta-Language 1107]. 
The main goal of specifying a general grammar for building services as mentioned above is to 
ease the partitioning process as well as the management tasks and to reduce the load on the 
service developer. The syntax used by GOLD Meta-Language follows the standards used in 
language theory [108]. In this language, rules are defined using Backus-Naur Form (BNF), 
terminals are designed using regular expressions and identifiers are denoted using character sets.
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This allows researchers familiar with language theory to be able to write grammars without a 
large learning curve.
The general structure of the developed Web service model is built of decomposable modules that 
are capable of performing an atomic action and creating a single resource. This is because Web 
services are a means for implementing SOA, and one of the main characteristics of SOA is the 
reuse mechanisms to build services. These services are defined from finer grained subtasks that 
can be made available as services again. In fact, the developed structure is tightly coupled and 
consistent with the hierarchal naming structure of resources. For instance, if URI of the invoked 
service is www.service.com\miniMethodl\iteml\miniMethod2\item2\miniMethod3\item3, which 
reflects the general architecture of the business logic that consists of three building modules: 
miniMethodl, miniMethod2 and miniMethod3 that can be partitioned and wrapped as Web 
services, which are executed remotely. Then three resources can be created using POST and 
invoked with the following URIs: “/miniMethodl/iteml/”, ‘VminiMethod2/item2/” and 
“/miniMethod3/item3”. Consequently, all the developed services that will be deployed and 
executed by the mobile host must comply with the model described in the remainder of this 
section.
There is a variety of competitive available tools that can be used for building the proposed service 
model. Among of this Gold Parser Builder tool has been adopted because it has the features that 
are shown in Table 6-2:
Table 6-2: Features of Gold Parser tool
Simplicity Based on language theory standards, which 
make grammars easy for developers to write 
and read.
Accessibility Free and well-documented
Compatibility Imports grammars written for other tools such 
as Yet Another Compiler-Compiler (YACC)
Generality Supports multiple programming languages and 
platforms
Ease of use Based on Look Ahead Left Right (LALR) 
parsing algorithm, which allows easy error 
recovery and Provides an interactive interface 
and integrated testing for the grammar.
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Building the grammar for the mobile Web service, which will be used as a skeleton for 
developing Web services and will also be used to generate a validation tool to verify the correct 
structure of these services, is composed of the following steps:
• Stepl: The first step is to build a BNF grammar for the Web service based on the syntax 
of a specific programming language. The description of the grammar is written using the 
built-in editor of the GOLD Builder.
• Step2: Once the grammar of the Web service model is defined, it is analysed and checked 
by the GOLD Builder. During this process. Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) is 
used for lexical analysis and Look Ahead Left Right (LALR) is used for constructing parse 
tables. Syntax or logical errors with the grammar are reported. Once the grammar is 
analysed, the tables are saved to a compiled grammar table file to be used later by the 
actual parsing engine.
• Step3: Finally, the conformity of the logic of any Web service can be verified and tested 
by the GOLD Builder. The tested Web service can be coded in any programming 
language because the parse tables that have been created in the previous step are read by 
the parsing engine. The parsing engine can be used in any programming language. The 
output of the analysis and parsing is a parse tree with notations of whether or not the 
validation process has been successful.
These steps are described in the following section.
6.2.1.1.1 Define a Grammar for Web Service Model
The basic structure of the Web service model is built using a well-defined BNF notation 
technique. Its structure is tightly coupled with the syntax used for naming resources. The 
developed BNF grammar is based on the Java syntax as the most popular object oriented 
language.
It is known that invoking a complex service using the POST operation leads to creating a 
new resource. Furthermore, as described before, a complex service involves multiple computing 
intensive processes where each performs a single function. Thus, the created resource, which 
represents the final response, results from performing a series of functions that may generate 
intermediate results. As an example, suppose invoking a complex RESTful Web service that 
captures an image, which has some text on it, translate the text, convert the photo into black and 
white colour then combine the translated text with its associated transformed photo and rescale it 
using a single request as shown in Listing 6-1.
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POST imageProcess/items HTTP/1.1
Host: uk.gallery.com 
Content-Type: application/xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<parameters>
< imageNum>Image1</imageNum> 
<Lang>Arabic</Lang> 
<width>200</width>
<height>400</height>
</parameters>
</xml>
Listing 6-1 : An example of RESTful POST request
The body of the above POST request includes the required parameters for executing the invoked 
complex service. This information is described by Web Application Description Language 
(WADL). A new resource results from processing the above request and a response including the 
URI of the created resource is returned to the client. Processing the above complex service 
involves the execution of four functions: Optical character recognition (OCR) to convert the 
captured image into machine encoded text. Translation of the embedded text from English to 
Arabic, GrayColor conversion of the photo attached in the image and Rescale the size of the 
image by increasing or decreasing its width and height. Consequently, the processing of these four 
functions produces four intermediate results: the converted image into text or PDF file, the 
translated text, the converted picture and the rescaled image. These results can be mapped into 
four distinct resources and named based on the criterion that is used for naming resources in 
RESTful- Web services. For instance, the four aforementioned functions can be decomposed into 
four distinct services and invoking these services can generate four resources: OCR/ocrltem, 
Translate/traslateltem, GrayScale/grayscaleltem and Rescale/rescaleltem. Therefore, the basic 
skeleton of the Web service model consists of four basic modules that can be decomposed and 
partitioned into four corresponding processes to generate four simple Web services. The 
generation of these atomic services provides an execution environment that can be offloaded 
remotely into four distinct servers.
Respectively, the existing coupling between the tree-based convention, which is used for naming 
URI RESTful resources and the contents of the complex service of variant modular services, are 
the keystones for building the structure of the service logic. The grammar that is used for building 
the model of mobile RESTful-based services is defined. In this grammar the service logic is 
composed of three sub-services: miniMethodl, miniMethodl and miniMethodS. This presumption 
is assumed as an illustrative purposes but the number of sub-services can be expanded. The first 
part of the developed Web service model provides information about the file name, author name, 
code version, some comments and the name of the first non terminal in the code, which is
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<Statements>, where the DFA starts analysing from it (Listing 6-2). It also declares some 
character sets, literals and constants to be used in the code context.
Name" = 'WebServiceGeneraldeclaration'
Author" = 'Feda AlShahwan'
Version" = '1.0'
About" = 'This is grammar designed for use in developing web services'
Start Symbol" = <Statements> 
Identifier = {Letter}{AlphaNumeric}*
Listing 6-2: Declaration part of the grammar of Web service model
After that, some sets of rules in BNF notations are used to define the syntax of the Web service 
structure in Listing 6-3.
<Statements> ::=<Package_statementxlmport_statement><Type_declaration>
|<lmport_statementxType_declaration>
<Type_declaration> ::= <CommentxClass_start> | <CIass_start>
<Comment> ::= '/**'<String>'*/’ 1 '/'<String>
<String> ::= Identifier | <String>ldentifier
<Expresslon_rep> ::=<ExpressionxExpression_elements>
<Expression_elements> ::=';'<ExpressionxExpression_elements> | ';'<Expression> | ';'
<lf_statement> ::= if'{'<Expression>')'<Statement_block> else <Statement_block> 
1 if'('<Expression> ')' <Statement_block>
<Do_statement> ::= do <St> while'C <Expression> ')' ';'
<Special_Expression> ::=<Package_name>'( )' |<Package_name>'('<Parameter_list>')'
<Parsing_Expression> ::= <Type_specifier>'.parselnt(httpRequest.'<getParameterl>')'
<getParameterl> ::= getParameterl
<Parameter_list> ::= <Para>|<ParaxPara_elements>
<Para_elements> ::= ','<ParaxPara_elements>| ','<Para>
<Para> ::= <Expression>
Listing 6-3: Samples of rule sets
The flowchart of the service building blocks are displayed in Figure 6-6. It is noted that the main 
structure is based on a set of alternative actions that are selected by the mobile host. Each of these 
actions performs a sequence of operations. This sequence depends on some factors such as the
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acquired resource, invoked method name, requested host and the triggered distribution scheme.
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s ta r t
End
to k en s[co u n t]=
(True]
C ount = coun t +1
tokens[coun t]-
miniM ethodOne,
Split
S erv ices
-key=key-i-7’+tokens[count]
doM iniM ethodTwo_lntem al
doM iniM ethodO ne_lntem al
-URL =getURL
-Split URL pa th  string into
fragm ents
-tokensQ = fragm ents 
-size = num ber of fragm ents 
-key = tokens[0]+7’+tokens[1]
Figure 6-6: Flow chart of the service model
6,2.1.1.2 Analysing Web Service Grammar
After defining the grammar for the Web service model, it is loaded into the GOLD Parser Builder 
to analyse it, create a parser engine from it and allow testing any service logic. Figure 6-7 
demonstrates the stages for generating the parse tree of the service logic. The parsed tree is 
injected into the built-in parse engine with the service that is to be verified against the created 
grammar using the Gold parser tool.
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Figure 6-7: Testing the service logic using Gold parser tool
The first step is to verify, check the grammar syntax and alert in case any error exist as shown in 
Figure 6-8.
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The file was cessfully loaded
Figure 6-8: Checking the grammar o f  the W eb service model
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Grammar is checked and analyzed using DFA and Figure 6-9 shows that the defined grammar is 
correct.
B  GOLD Parser Builder 4.1.1 • Webser\riceStructure_Final_clean.grni - [Grammar]
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Figure 6-9: Grammar is validated
After that, a parser is created using LALR algorithm. The DFA and LALR parsing tables are 
created and saved as a structure. This allows parsers to be implemented in different programming 
languages while maintaining the same grammars and development process. This is illustrated by 
Figure 6-10.
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Figure 6-10: Creating LALR tables
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6.2.1.1.3 Testing the Developed Services
Now the structure of any developed service based on the created general skeleton model 
can be verified. The first step is to save the service as a test file and open it from the Test menu as 
shown in Figure 6-11.
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Figure 6-11: Testing the structure of any service 
The tested service has been verified and accepted as shown in Figure 6-12.
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Figure 6-12: The structure of the tested file is accepted
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As proposed earlier, the execution of the complex Web service is partitioned to its corresponding 
sub-services and each partition is executed remotely on different mobile hosts called Secondary 
Auxiliary Mobile Host (SAMH). A conversation between the offloaded execution tasks is required 
in this de-centralised system to provide an integrated service. As a result, mechanisms are needed 
to define policies that link between these distributed services, managing the execution workflow 
among these services and coordinating the exchange of data between them. This is illustrated in 
the following subsection.
6.2.2 Orchestration and Coordination of Decomposed Services
Some of the execution tasks of the complex service are partitioned and executed remotely 
on different hosts called Auxiliary Mobile Host (AMH) such as invoking the service and 
processing its logic. In addition, the execution of the complex service logic is fragmented and 
each fragment is wrapped as a simple service and transferred to another mobile host called 
Secondary Auxiliary Mobile Host (SAMH) for further processing. Consequently, there is a 
fundamental need for an orchestration mechanism to specify the involved services, manage the 
execution workflow among these services and coordinate the traverse of data between them. 
There are two factors that ease the coordination of the distributed tasks: first, the distributed 
services have emerged from splitting a single common source, which is the complex Web service 
logic. Second, the structure of this service logic is predefined. On the other hand, orchestration in 
a mobile environment is challenging because of the intermittent network connections that cause 
an interaction failure between the communicating composite services. Therefore, a technique for 
handling such failures is needed to achieve reliability. Moreover, the constrained resources on 
mobile devices obstruct the processing of the conventional heavy-weight Business Process 
Execution Language (BPEL) workflow. Hence, a light-weight orchestrator is required to preserve 
the restricted resources. Above all, the execution of some services requires input parameters or 
resources that are outputted from other services at run time. Accordingly, a mechanism for 
manipulating and assigning data and resources dynamically is needed. The decomposed execution 
tasks of the distributed services are orchestrated and coordinated by the AMH: It starts the 
orchestration by mapping the incoming URI to a predefined URI that has a structure sequence that 
is compatible with the structure of the invoked complex services. AMH also generates a workflow 
that coordinates the distribution and execution of the decomposed services based on the 
dependency and homogeneity properties of these services.
The orchestration workflow that coordinates the distribution and execution of the decomposed 
services is generated using Reduced-Business Process Execution Language for RESTful services 
(R-BPEL4REST) language and the properties are extracted from a small xml descriptive file,
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which is called “property.xml”. The property file is provided at the instance of deploying the 
associated Web service. The presence of the property file liberates the workflow language from 
the restriction of the existence of a particular process-based description language and allows the 
dynamic generation of the workflow. Each decomposed service is described by three main 
elements in the property file. These elements are denoted with the following tags:
<name> : Determines the name of the service
<parallel> : Determines the dependency and homogeneity properties. The element’s content 
can take either a true or a false value. A value corresponding to true means that the service can be 
executed independent of other decomposed services and in parallel. However, false, means that 
processing this service depends on some results of the execution of other services.
<params> : Determines the parameters or the URI of parameters’ resources.
As an example, suppose a complex service to compute the simple following equation:
[a + b ) x { c - d )
The service involves three basic operations add, subtract and multiply. The sequence order of 
operations based math rules is to do any calculations that are inside parentheses which are add and 
subtract. Next, perform all multiplications. Since Multiplication is an associative operation and 
the two add and subtract operations have independent parameters (operands), therefore, add and 
subtract can be executed in parallel. However, multiply is performed after extracting the 
parameters (operands) from the two add and subtract functions. Thus it is a serial operation. A 
sample of a property file is shown in Table 6-3, which describes the property of the above 
described simple equation service. The R-BPEL4REST generates atomic requests and sends them 
to the appropriate SAMHs.
Table 6-3: Sample of “property.xml” file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<Services>
<Service>
<name> addition</name>
<parallel>true</parallel>
<params>
<param>a</param>
<param>b</param>
</params>
</Service>
<Service>
<name> subtraction </name>
<paraliei>true</parallel>
<params>
_______________________ <param>c</param>_____________________________________________________
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<param>d</param>
</params>
</Service>
<Service>
<name> multiplication </name>
<parallel>false</parallel>
<params>
<param>addition/addition_result</param>
<param>subtraction/subtraction_result</param>
</params>
</Service>
</Services>
6.2.2.1 Generating R-BPEL4REST
Decomposing the execution tasks of the main service into fragments and distributing the 
run process on different hosts, results in complex cross domain processes. The de-centralized 
system is not able to provide an integrated service without organising a conversation between the 
offloaded execution tasks. Thus, mechanisms are needed to orchestrate the execution of these 
decomposed services, verse the processing sequence of these fragments and coordinate the 
exchange of messages and the flow of information among these offloaded processes through 
defining some policies and protocols to link between these distributed processes. These policies 
can be defined in an orchestration workflow that is created anonymously. The workflow in the 
context of this work manages the execution phase and the composition of context-based services 
through orchestration. Orchestration workflows are generally modelled using one of the various 
process execution languages such as BPEL. However, a lightweight workflow named Reduced- 
BPEL4REST (R-BPEL4REST) is proposed. It is based on the BPEL4REST. BPEL4REST has 
been defined in [109], it originally supports the composition of RESTful Web services using 
business processes.
There are several issues to be addressed regarding the significance of applying R-BPEL4REST
language with mobile Web services. The suitability of RESTful Web services to mobile
environments is one of these issues because it raises the demand for a general and formal
description language to support the composition of RESTful services. There are several existing
block-structured or graph-based languages for supporting Web service composition such as WS-
BPEL, BPML, WSCI, BPSS and WSFL [110]. However, there are some restrictions that hinder
the usage of these languages. One of these restrictions is the inflexible communication model that
acts against deploying it on mobile environment. This is because the communication link is
represented as partner links in BPEL. The partner link has one sender and at most one recipient,
which is bounded to a static endpoint at design time. On the contrary, these endpoints in RESTful
services designate the resources’ URIs, which are generated at run time. Additionally, RESTful
Web services allow the client to negotiate for the representation method of the response through
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the usage of “Accept” in the request’s header, but current languages do not support access to 
request’s header. Similarly, the dynamic set up of the representation of the resources is not 
supported. Moreover, they all rely on the existence of the Web Service Description Language 
(WSDL), which is not the case for RESTful-based services. Although the emerged WSDL 2.0 
version includes other HTTP binding that can be used to describe the interfaces of RESTful Web 
services, it has not been practically deployed yet and is given only a weak support by the existing 
software tools that are mainly arise to support WSDL 1.1. Besides, the approach of building 
BPEL on top of WSDL 2.0 creates an unnecessary burden on the BPEL developer to generate 
interface description for each RESTful service involved and map BPEL through the heavy-weight 
created WSDL interface. Further, it becomes more complex and cumbersome to maintain WSDL 
when changes are made to the corresponding service.
The design of the R-BPEL4REST implementation is based on the following REST principles:
• RESTful Web services can be invoked and interacted with each other through one 
of the four fixed HTTP methods (POST, PUT, GET and DELETE) using a 
synchronous request-response interaction. Therefore, the activities in R- 
BPEL4REST are monopolised to one of these HTTP Create, Read, Update and 
Delete (CRUD) methods.
• The interface of RESTful Web services is a set of resources that are accessed by 
the client. The URI of these resources and their parameters are dynamic and may 
not be known at design time. Thus, there is no apparent demand for an explicit 
description of them using WSDL.
• The HTTP header requests and responses provide some important information 
about the format of the resource representation, access control, caching, content 
length etc. Thus, they should be accessed and managed within the R- 
BPEL4REST using header syntax.
• Statelessness is one of the features of RESTful services that require having 
connectedness links to allow the hypermedia to act as the engine of application 
state. Therefore, a mechanism is needed to extract the URI from the response 
message at run time.
• Services might be invoked from R-BPEL4REST process using one of the CRUD 
methods. Consequently, R-BPEL4REST provides some of event handlers for the 
incoming requests that allow the R-BPEL4REST process to perform a set of tasks 
and to send the proper response.
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• POST requests are unsafe and repeated calls to the same resource for this type of 
requests have to be carried out carefully and isolated to avoid side effects.
The structure of the R-BPEL4REST is an extension of the existing BPEL4REST and it is briefly 
described as follows:
• The <invoke> activity existing in the standard BPEL is replaced by the four 
activity elements that are used to invoke RESTful services 
<get><postxput><delete>.
• The four fixed activities are associated with four attributes:
o “uri” to specify the address of the invoked resource. Since the host that 
manages and executes R-BPEL4REST is a constrained mobile device, the 
load on the resources of this device that are required to process R- 
BPEL4REST should be kept at minimum level. The uri value is extracted 
from the path directory of resources that is defined in the property file for 
each associated service. Thus, the value of “uri” is a static value.
o “host” to specify the server IP address that is responsible for executing 
the designated service. The existence of this attribute emancipates the R- 
BPEL4REST from the inflexible communication model of the BPEL. 
Subsequently, the generated workflow is capable of modelling the 
interaction with endpoints at deployment time and not only at design time 
as is the case for BPEL. In fact, splitting the resource into host and uri 
results in isolating the logical (virtual) address from its physical location 
and supports mobility.
o “request” to denote the data or parameters that are appended to the body 
of the request payload. It is required only by <post> and <put> activities;
o “response” to denote the data or parameters that are attached to the body 
of the response message. It resides only on <post> and <get> activities.
• The <header> element is optional and is used to denote the values of the header 
requests and responses.
o The attribute assigned with the <header> child element is “name”, which 
can take any of the values of the headers’ names such as “cache-control”, 
“content-type” etc.
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• R-BPEL4REST is equipped to catch failures using a <catch> element and deal 
with the failure by resending the request or redirecting it to another pre-defined 
host. R-PEL4REST can also deal with invocation failures but it does not provide 
a systematic approach for handling the failure.
• The <resource> element identifies a published or existing resource, where it can 
be invoked, accessed and manipulated by requests within its scope. It has “uri” 
attribute that contains the address of the designated resource.
• The <onMessage> and <onAlarm> handlers that exist in the standard BPEL are 
replaced with four handlers <onPost>, <onPut>, <onGet> and <onDelete> to tune 
with the four HTTP methods used to invoke RESTful-based services.
• The <variable> element is used to allow dynamic binding of data associated with 
requests and responses. There are three predefined variables $ProcesslD, $request 
and $response that denotes different data information. For instance, $ProcessID is 
used to store the ID of the currently running instance of the process to allow safe 
and isolated functioning of POST requests. In contrary $request and $response 
are associated with the input/output payload of the request/response, respectively. 
Also uii, response and request attributes may have variable values.
• The <assign> element sets up the values of the variables.
Unlike BPEL4REST that includes pubhshing resources to the clients, in R-BPEL4REST 
processes are generated from partitioning the invoked service. Thus, they are known and there is 
no demand for publishing them as resources for clients. Furthermore R-BPEL4REST does not 
include data-dependent behaviour, hence, the conditional elements such as <while> and <if> are 
omitted because the flow sequence of execution is predetermined from the service’s properties 
that are deployed in advance. A major difference between BPEL4REST and R-BPEL4REST is 
the separation of the logical and physical addresses of resources to reflect the frequent changes of 
the service provider’s location. Last but not least, the R-BPEL4REST is generated anonymously 
based on the existence of a simple property file, but the corresponding BPEL4REST is 
implemented by the BPEL developer and does not rely on any file description. R-BPEL4REST 
specification defines a brief set of constructors as shown in Table 6-4 that are used to describe the 
workflow of the complex service:
Table 6-4: Constructors used in R-BPEL4REST
Constructor Type Constructor Name Brief Description
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Definition
activities
variable Define the set of variables whose values are decided upon 
processing
process Defines the top level process (name of complex service)
Invoke activities Post Invokes a service using POST method
Get Invokes a service using GET method
Put Invokes a service using PUT method
Delete Invokes a service using DELETE method
Control activities Flow Allows concurrent execution of activities
Sequence Allows sequential process of activities
Request Handler 
activities
onPost Determines the actions occur on receiving POST request
onGet Determines the actions occur on receiving GET request
onPut Determines the actions occur on receiving PUT request
onDelete Determines the actions occur on receiving DELETE request
Assignment
activities
assign Assigns data values to the variables
Table 6-5, presents the R-BPEL4REST workflow that is generated from the above described 
simple equation service.
Table 6-5: Example of generated R-BPEL4REST for the Equation process service
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
< bpehprocess name="Equation" targetNamespace="http://www.adaptlveWS.com " 
xmins:bpel="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/03/business-process/" 
xmlns: mrest="http;//www.adaptiveWS.com /examples" >
<process name="Equatlonl" />
<mrest:resource uri="http://equation/" host-'amh"/>
<!“The workflow specify two request handlers for the above resource <onGet> and --> 
<!—<onPost > —>
<mrest:onGet>
<mrest:response code = '200'>
<mrest:header name = 'Content-Type'> $request.header.Accept 
</header>
<p:Data xmlns:p="http:// equation/data " 
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
<a>10 </a>
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<b>20 </b>
<c>40 </c>
<d>20 </d>
</p:Data>
</mrest:response>
</mrest:onGet>
<mrest:onPost>
<!—Variable declarations of the resource store the parameters values or locations that are -->
<l--needed for processing-->
<bpel:variable name="addition_request" />
< bpehvariable name="addition_response" />
< bpehvariable name="uri_addition" />
< bpehvariable name="subtraction_request" />
< bpehvariable name="subtraction_response"/>
< bpehvariable name="url_subtraction" />
< bpehvariable name="multiplication_request" />
< bpehvariable name="multiplication_response" />
< bpehvariable name="finaI request" />
<!-- Assign values to the parameters defined above from the incoming requests -->
<bpei:sequence>
< bpehflow>
< bpehsequence>
< mrest: assign>
<1 -Initialize the request payload by assigning values to its parameters->
$addition_request_paral = a 
$addition_request_para2 = b
< mrest: /assign>
<mrest: post uri="http://addition" host-'amhl" 
request="addition_request " 
response="addition_response" />
< mrest: assign>
$uri_addition =
$addition_response
< mrest: /assign>
< mrest:get uri="uri_addition" host-'amhl" 
response="addition_result_response" />
< bpeh/sequence>
< bpei:/sequence>
< mrest: assign>
$subtraction_request_paral = c 
$subtraction_request_para2 = d
< mrest: /assign>
< mrest:post uri="http://subtraction" 
host="amh2"
request="subtraction_request " 
response="subtraction_response" />
< mrest: assign>
$uri_subtraction =
$subtraction_response
< mrest: /assign>
______________________________________________ < mrest:get uri="uri_subtraction" host="amh2"______
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< mrest:/onPost> 
<bpel:/process>__________
response:" subtraction_result_response" />
< bpel;/sequence>
< bpel:/flow>
< mrest:assign>
$multiplication_request_paral =
Saddition_result_response 
$multiplication_request_para2 =
$subtraction_result_response
< mrest:/assign>
< mrest:post uri="http://multiplication" host="amh3" 
request="multiplication _request " 
response="multiplication_response" />
< mrest;assign>
$uri_muItiplication=
$multiplication_response
< mrest:/assign>
< mrestiget
uri=" uri multiplication " 
host="amh3"
response:" muItiplication_result_response" />
< mrest:assign>
$final_request :  
Smultiplication_result_response 
$final_uri :
"http://equation/" +$ProcesslD
< mrest:/assign>
< mrest:put uri:"final_uri" host:"amh" request:" 
final_request " />
< bpel;/sequence>
< mrest:response code:"201">
<header name:"Location">
http;//equation/$ProcesslD
</header>
< mrest:/response>
A formal model is defined to represent the composite Web service that is generated from the 
above workflow. This model is needed to validate the correctness of concurrency, synchronization 
and behaviour of the workflow. Thus, the R-BPEL4REST description language can be justified 
and validated through a model-based approach using process algebra. Formal verification of 
workflow languages is not new and has been used in the literature. Examples of these approaches 
exist in [111] and [112]. The validation approach allows verifying the implementation R- 
BPEL4REST using model verification tools of process algebra, and is carried out through the 
following three steps, which are applied to describe, check and verify the correctness of the 
composite services:
Model the complex Web service Specification using CSP
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Set up conceptual rules for mapping R-BPEL4REST notations into CSP
Translate the workflow to CSP model using mapping rules
Verify the CSP model
In the next section, the generated orchestration workflow is modelled using CSP. Then simulated 
and verified using the FDR2 tool. This model verification is achieved through the application of a 
systematic algorithm and illustrated through an example.
6.2.2.2 Validation of the developed R-BPEL4REST
6.2.2.2.1 CSP Model o f the complex Web service Specification
The proposed CSP model-based approach provides verification of the properties created from 
design specifications and implementation models to confirm the correct behaviour of the 
developed system. This approach provides a description of the design criteria of a simple service 
example and its corresponding workflow implementation. The design goals for this example are 
generality and simplicity. Although the example is for a specific mathematical equation service, 
it can be generic. This is because the semantics of the composed sub-services do not affect the 
functionality of the workflow, which only controls the sequence of interactions. In addition it is a 
small and easily understood example. It also provides scope for using concurrency, sequential, 
assigning and different other activities. Besides, the composed services can be replaced by any 
other ones because they provide abstract representation for their corresponding concrete 
implementation. The first step is to model the composite services using CSP. In the illustrated 
example shown in Figure 6-13, a client sends a request message to the server AMH along with the 
parameters that are needed to perform the service, which are “a”, “b”, “c” and “d” through “amh” 
channel. This request invokes the equation service, which is composed of the following three sub­
services: Addition, Subtraction and Multiplication. Addition service is invoked with “a” and “b” 
parameters. Subtraction is called with c and d parameters and Multiplication is executed with 
results obtained from performing the two previous services: Addition and Subtraction. On 
receiving the client’s request, the equation service initiates two parallel requests to invoke 
Addition and Subtraction services concurrently. The requests are sent with their associated 
parameters through amhl and amh2 channels to Addition and Subtraction sub-services, 
respectively. The output of these services is forwarded to the third composite service through 
amh3 channel. The final result is sent back to the client through amh channel. Each of these 
composite services are modelled as CSP process and described as follows:
ADDITION = amhl?a->amhl?b->amh3laddltion_result_response->SKIP
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SUBTRACTION = amh2?c->amh2?d->amh3!subtraction_resuIt_response->SKIP
MULTIPLICATION = (amh3?addltlon_resuIt_response->amh3?subtraction_result_response 
amh3?subtraction_result_response-> amh3?addltion_result_response)- 
>amh3lmultipl[cation_result_response ->SKIP
EQUATION = amh?a->amh?b->amh?c->amh?d->amh!respMsg2 > EQUATION
The composite service can be modelled as a parallel combination of the ADDITION, 
SUBTRACTION, MULTIPLICATION and EQUATION processes as follows:
respMsg
arih
ADDITION
SUBTRACTION
CLIENT
MULTIPLICATION
SYSTEM=
((ADDITIONlaADDITION 11aSUBTRACTION]SUBTRAaiON)[Union({aADDITION,aSUBTRACTION}) 11aMULTIP
LICATION]MULTIPLICATION)[Union({aADDITION,aSUBTRACTION,aMULTIPLICATION})||aEQUATION]EQUAT
ION.
EQUATION
i imh2 : c, d
amh1: a,b
subtraction_response_rersult
addition_response_result
amhS
multiplication_result jesponse
Figure 6-13: CSP model of an example of complex Web service
6.2.2.2.2 Set up Conceptual Mapping Rules
An algorithm to map between the R-BPEL4REST constructors and CSP notations is 
needed to translate the R-BPEL4REST into CSP model. A translation of BPEL4WS into Finite 
State Process notation (ESP) process has been proposed in [113] and verified using Labelled
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Transition System Analyzer (LTSA) tool. [114] provides a conception mapping between the 
BPEL4WS and CSP that is based on the semantic of the notations. The mapping approach 
followed in this thesis relies on grouping the constructors based on their types and mapping R- 
BPEL4REST and CSP expressions of similar semantics together as shown below.
- Invoke activities
For example, each of the invoked activities is translated into a process that has the name 
of the uri. Moreover, the host of the methods that require input parameters, output parameters or 
both is mapped to a conununication channel. The request and response attributes are translated to 
input and output parameters, respectively.
R-BPEL4REST notation:
<post uri="urlname" host="hostname" request-'inputl"  response= "outputl"/>
Corresponding CSP notation:
URINAME = hostnam e?inputl-> hostname!outputl->SKIP 
-Assignment activities
Assign expression is used as a function to set up events’ values.
R-BPEL4REST notation: 
<assign>$request.par=inputl</assign>
Corresponding CSP notation: 
$request.par <- Inputl
-Request Handler activities
The request handlers are mapped into processes that are separated using deterministic choice.
R-BPEL4REST notation:
<onGET>Processl</onGET>
<onPOST>Process2</OnPOST>
Corresponding CSP notation:
PR0CESS1[]PR0CESS2
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-Control activities
The flow control activity corresponds to the parallel “II” notation.
R-BPEL4REST notation:
<flow>
Processl
Process2
</flow>
Corresponding CSP notation: 
PROCESSIIIPR0CESS2
The sequence activity is mapped to the sequential notation.
R-BPEL4REST notation:
<sequence>
Processl
Process2
</sequence>
Corresponding CSP notation: 
PR0CESS1;PR0CESS2
After defining the conceptual mapping of R-BPEL4REST to the CSP, a mapping algorithm to 
translate the workflow into CSP model is applied in this thesis.
6.2.2.2.3 Translation o f R_BPEL4REST workflow to CSP
A  systematic approach is followed to convert the workflow of the complex service into 
CSP model. The conversion is necessary for the verification process of the system behaviour. The 
channels are declared in the host attribute of each process, variables are not translated and they are 
used for declaration purposes only, and any response is represented by a single event respMsgi, 
where i >0. The approach adopts a set of translation rules for mapping the R-BPEL4REST 
description into CSP expression and starts by converting the xml-based workflow into a hierarchal 
tree as follows:
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Posts 1
OnPost
OnGet
Post11
Flow11
Assign11
Assign 12
Getll
Put11
Assign 13
Equation
Sequence22
Sequence21
GetSI
Get32
Response02
AssignSS
Post32
AssignSI
Assign32
Assign34
SequenceOI
ResponseOI
Figure 6-14: Hierarchal representation of the R-BPEL4REST for the Equation service
The algorithm traverses the R-BPEL4REST workflow starting from the root and ending with a 
primitive. It is noticed that each of the activities is represented as a node symbolized with two 
dimensional indices (nodenamexy). The first dimension x denotes the level of the node with 
respect to the hierarchal tree and the second dimension y denotes the occurrence of the node in the 
same level. The primitives include the assigning operations and also sending and receiving 
messages. The method used for designating nodes is done to allow the unique naming of nodes 
and avoid the naming conflicts of the nodes with similar activities. Now each node is exploited as 
a combination of its child nodes maintaining mapping rules described above and the index order, 
for example:
EQUATION = (ONGET) [] (ONPOST)
ONGET = (RESPONSEOI)
RESPONSEOI = amh!respMsgl->EQUATION 
ONPOST= (SEQUENCEOI) 11 (RESPONSEOI)
SEQUENCEOI = (FLOWll) ;( ASSIGNll) (POSTll) ;( ASSIGN12) (GETll) ;( ASSIGN13) (PU Tll) 
FLOWll = (SEQUENCE21) 11 (SEQUENCE22)
SEQUENCE21 = (ASSIGN31) (P0ST31) ;( ASSIGN32) (GET31)
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SEQUENCE22 = (ASSIGN33) (POST32) ;( ASSIGN34) (GET32)
ASSIGN31 = $addition_request_paral < a; $addition_request_para2 <-b
P0ST31 = ADDITION = am hl?addltlon_request_paral ->amhl?addltion_request_para2 - 
>am hlladdition_response
Since:
$addition_request_paral < a and $addition_request_para2<- b
Then;
ADDITION = amhlPa ->am hl?b ->am hl!addition_response 
ASSIGN32 = $uri_addition <- $addition_response 
GET31 = URI_ADDITION = am hl! additlon_result_response
Since
$uri_addition <-$addition_response
Thus; it can substitute as follows:
am hlladdition_response->(am hl?addition_response->am hl! addition_result_response)
Therefore:
ADDITION = amhlPa ->am hl?b ->am hlladdition_response-> am hl?addition_response->am hl! 
addition_result_response->SKIP
Same procedure can be applied to the SEQUENCE22 
Resulting to the SUBTRACTION process:
SUBTRACTION = amh2?c ->amh2?d ->amhl!subtraction_response->  
amh2?subtraction_response->amh2! subtraction_result_response->SKIP
ASSIGNll = $multiplication_request_paral <-$addition_result_response; 
$multiplication_request_para2 <-$subtraction_result_response
P0ST11=MULTIPLICATI0N = amh3?multiplication _request_paral > amh3?multiplication 
_request_para2 ->mh3 lmultiplication_response
ASSIGN12 = $uri_multiplication<-$multiplication_response
GET11= $URI_MULTIPLICATI0N=amh31 multiplication_result_response
Since
$uri_ multiplication<-$multiplication_response 
Thus; it can be substituted as follows:
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amh3!multiplication_response->(amh3?multiplication_response->amh3! multiplication 
_result_response)
Therefore:
MULTIPLICATION = amh3?multiplication _request_paral -> amh3?multiplication _request_para2  
->mh3!multiplication_response > amh3?multiplication_response->amh3! multiplication ->SKIP
ASSIGN13 =$final_request < $multiplication_result_response
PUT11= EQUATION=amh? final_request
Since:
final_request < $multiplication_result_response
Therefore;
EQUATION=amh? $multiplication_result_response 
RESPONSE01=amh!respMsg2->EQUATION
6.2.2.2A Verify the translated CSP model
The output of the previous step is a CSP formal model of the complex composite Web 
service, which represents the implementation. The next step is to verify the consistent behaviour 
between the implementation and the specification of the implemented system. The verification is 
based on the notion of traces refinement of CSP. The behaviour of a CSP process Spec is 
consistent with the behaviour of a process Impl if and only if any trace of events existing in Impl 
are included in Spec, meaning that Spec i=  ^Impl, where a trace of a process is a sequence of 
visible events that the process can execute. Consequently, the above specification and 
implementation models are translated into machine-readable CSP (CSP-M) as shown in Table 
6-6, and then it is loaded by FDR2 and run the FDR2 check tool using trace refinement method. 
Result in Figure 6-15 shows that SpeccJmplZ, where Impl2 is the Impl with hided respl, 
addition_response and subtraction_response events. The refine process has checked 61 states as 
stated by the FDR status window.
Table 6-6: CSP-M code for the specification and implementation of the composite Web service example
datatype msgs =
respMsgl | respMsg21 a | b | c | d | addltion_response | subtraction_response | addition_result_response | subtr 
action_result_response | multiplication_result_response 
events_amh =
{respMsgl,respMsg2} 
events_amhl =
{a,b,addition_response,additlon_result_response}
events_amh2 =________________________________________________________________________________
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{c,d,subtraction_response,subtraction_result_response}
events_amh3 = {addition_result_response,subtraction_result_response,multipIication_result_response}
channel amh : events_amh 
channel amhl : events_amhl 
channel amh2 : events_amh2 
channel amhS : events_amh3
aEQUATION ={|amh|} 
aADDITION = {|am h l|}  
aSUBTRACTI0N={|amh2|} 
aMULTIPLICATION={ | amh31} 
aRESPONSE ={amh.respMsg2}
-The Implementation of the composite services
Impl = let
START = SYSTEMl
SYSTEMl = EQUATIONl
EQUATION! = ONGET [] ONPOST
ONGET = amh!respMsgl->EQUATION
ONPOST = ADDITION [aADDITION | |aSUBTRACTION]SUBTRACTION ; MULTIPLICATION; PUTRESULT ;
RESPONSE
ADDITION = amhl?a->amhl?b->amhl!addition_response->
amhl?addition_response->amhlladdition_result_response->SKIP 
SUBTRACTION= amh2?c->amh2?d->amh2!subtraction_response->
amh2?subtraction_response->amh2!subtraction_result_response->SKIP 
MULTIPLICATION = amh3?addition_result_response->
amh3?subtraction_result_response->amh3!multiplication_result_response->SKIP 
PUTRESULT = amh?multiplication_result_response -> SKIP 
RESPONSE = amh!respMsg2->EQUATI0N 
within START
-  The Specification of the composite services 
Spec = let
START = SYSTEM
ADDITION = amhl?a->amhl?b->amhlladdition_result_response->SKIP
SUBTRACTION = amh2?c->amh2?d->amh2!subtraction_result_response->SKIP 
MULTIPLICATION = amh3?addition_result_response->
amh3?subtraction_result_response->amh3!multiplication_result_response->SKIP 
EQUATION = amh?a->amh?b->amh?c->amh?d->amhirespMsg2 -> EQUATION 
SYSTEM
((ADDITION[aADDITION 11 aSUBTRACTION]SUBTRACTION)[Union{{aADDITION,aSUBTRACTION}) 11 aMULTIP
LICATION]MULTIPLICATION)[Union{{aADDITION,aSUBTRACTION,aMULTIPLICATION})||aEQUATION]EQUAT
ION
within START
-  The implementation with hiding events that do not exist in the specification code
Impl2 = Impl \  {amh.respMsgl,amhl.addition_response,amh2.subtraction_response} ___________
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Figure 6-15: Trace refinement test by FDR tool
6 .2.3 Federation and Data Retrieval
Federation is the technique that is responsible for aggregating responses, retrieving the 
required data parameters and handling execution faults. Resource federation and data retrieval 
rely on the described R-BPEL4REST. Some URFs of the invoked services or resources, as 
illustrated in R-BPEL4REST, are extracted from the response of the x-invoked service. For 
example, post request is used to process a resource and create a new resource that holds the output 
of the process. The response to that post invocation is the URI of the newly created resource. R- 
BPEL4REST introduces a mechanism that allows the dynamic binding between the resources’ 
URI of one service to the response’s content of another service using “assign” and “$” notations. 
Then, GET request is sent to access the bind resource’s URI. Moreover, the parameters required 
for processing a service are extracted from the request’s payload of the invoked service or the 
response’s payload of a previously invoked service. The mechanism used for assigning 
parameters’ values depends on the type of the invoked service, whether it is dependant or non­
dependant service. A dependant (serial) service requires some parameters that are available after 
completing the execution of one or more services. On the other hand, a non-dependant (parallel) 
service can be executed independently and it does not rely on some parameters to be generated 
dynamically after completing the execution of some processes. Resource consistency has to be 
maintained to assure that the created resource in response to the main service call has a URI path
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that does not contradict with the requested resource. This is hard to achieve because the 
decomposed tasks are offloaded on different hosts with different URIs. Two mechanisms are 
applied to facilitate persisting data and resource consistency. The first one relies on the dynamic 
binding and coupling features, which allow extracting the required data from the incoming 
response and dispatching it to a predefined resource location through the use of the (get + assign + 
put) combination of activities. The second one is based on having shared database storage 
structure located in the AMH or in the cloud that can be accessed by the orchestrator module. The 
shared database is static and contains a collection of (URI, resource) tuples, where URI represents 
the physical location of the resource and resource denotes the abstract data object of the resource 
itself.
6.3 Overview of the Extended Mobile Host Complex Web Service 
Framework (EMHCWF)
A framework is built up to implement the application of the mechanisms, which are needed 
for enabling the distribution of complex mobile Web services. The objectives behind Web service 
distribution are to allow continuous provisioning of services and preserve the resources of the 
main mobile host. Consequently, this leads to increasing the overall performance in terms of 
reliability, scalability, stability and processing speed. The main criteria for the distribution are 
autonomy, lightness and platform independence. The main structure of the developed Extended 
Mobile Host Complex Web service Framework (EMHCWF) is similar to the conventional Mobile 
Host Web service Framework (MHWF). However, there are some additional modules, which are 
appended to extend the functionality of the original MHWF and allow distribution and adaptation 
of complex mobile services. The EMHCWF consists of nine basic units as shown in Figure 6-16. 
The basic building modules are:
• Web serviceServlet: It deploys new services into the mobile device and invokes the 
requested service. It also supports the flexibility of allowing Web service developers to 
customise the particular handling of requests and responses. In addition, it allows the 
server to check the availability of a requested service before calling it through 
isWebServiceRegisteredO to preserve the system’s reliability. Its structure is identical to 
the previous conventional MHWF but its Hashtable includes an additional field for 
defining the URI address of the AMH that will execute the acquired service;
• HTTP Listener: The main functions of it include listening to incoming requests, accepting 
incoming client’s requests, initiating a new thread for each request to support concurrency 
and creating input and output streams for communication. It starts by opening a TCP/IP
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socket connection through ServerSocket class and waits for any incoming requests. Then, 
acceptAndOpenO method is called when the HTTP Listener receives a call. After that, a 
thread is created and data stream connections are opened for exchanging messages using 
InputStream and OutputStream classes;
Request Handler: The main tasks of the Request Handler comprise reading/writing data 
streams using CommonHttpProcessor class, controlling the processing path of the request 
and setting up the execution environment such as loading service properties. Its 
functionality depends on the service name and request method. Therefore, it dispatches 
the request to the message parser;
Parser module: The main function for it is to get the needed information for invoking a 
Web service such as the HTTP method name, service URI and some parameters. This 
information resides explicitly in the request. As a consequence a simple String-based 
parser is used to distinguish the variant message components and getParameter() method 
is adopted to return any required parsed components. The extracted service URI 
information is sent to the ServiceServlet for further validation and then to the Request 
Handler to generate the orchestrator. The Parser module also includes an kXML parser for 
parsing the body request and any other xml files;
Decision making module: It is the module that monitors internal and external resources 
and activates the Augmented Offloading module whenever the MH is overloaded. The 
functionality of the decision making module is based on Fuzzy logic. The service is 
considered as a resource heavy one and needs to be offloaded when the available amounts 
of resources are not sufficient to execute it. It also decides upon the distribution scheme to 
be applied based on the available and required resources;
Augmented Offloading module: The main function of the Offloading module is similar to
its correspondence in the previously described Enhanced Mobile Host Web service
Framework (EMHWF), which is to distribute the execution tasks of a mobile Web service
and to model the transfer of the required data resources. However, the two Offloading
modules of the EMHWF and EMHCWF differ in the amount of the distributed tasks, the
distributed depth and data transfer model. For instance, in EMHWF, the execution tasks
are comparatively few. Therefore, the distribution depth level is surficial and restricted
only to one level among the MH and the AMH. On the other hand, in EMHCWF, the
number of the execution tasks is relatively large and a collection of these tasks are
organised in units or portions that are decomposable among more than one AMH. The
offloading takes place by creating a packet through a distributor sub-module for each of
the distributed services with coordination with the Orchestration module. Each of these
packets contains the necessary information needed to distribute and process it such as
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URI of the designated SAMH, new service request and the resource of the data. 
Augmented Offloading module also extends the basic functionality of the EMHWF 
through generating a workflow to organise and coordinate the execution sequence of the 
fragmented tasks and model the data transfer among these fragments;
• Orchestrator module: This is a vital module in the complex framework because it 
manages the overall service execution through providing an orchestration mechanism. 
The orchestration mechanism coordinates between the offloaded services transparently. 
The coordination relies on a specific workflow that is created anonymously and defined 
independently of the current underlying platform. Its functionality is based on the type of 
the service to be processed whether it is parallel or serial. The execution of serial services 
is accomplished through the creation of dependantService() Vector that contains all the 
serial services;
• SharedData: This is the module that is used for storing and retrieving shared data. The 
key used for this process is based on the URI hierarchical naming structure of the 
resources;
• Response Composer: It is responsible for interpreting the result before sending it back to 
the client. It can interpret the result using different representations such as XML or 
JavaScript Object Notation (ISON).
The next section presents the verification process for this framework.
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Figure 6-16: Building blocks of the Extended Mobile Host Complex Web service Framework (EMHCWF)
6.4 Verification and Evaluation of the Complex Partial Distribution 
Mechanisms
The CPD system is verified and evaluated using two methods: formal methods and proof of 
concept demonstration. The following section presents the steps that are used to check the safety 
properties of the CPD system.
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6.4.1 System Verification using Formal Methods
The developed system is modelled using UML and CSP to verify its correctness.
6.4.1.1 UML Formalisation of the System
System behaviour can be visually described using Unified Modelling Language State 
Diagrams fUML-SD), which describes all of the possible states of an object with the associated 
events. The state diagrams for AMH, distributor, orchestrator, processed thread, client and MH 
are depicted in Appendix C.
6.4.1.2 CSP Model of the System
After providing a visual description of the system using UML-SD, a CSP model that 
represents the system is created and analysed. As described earlier CSP is the language that is 
used to describe concurrent systems that consist of interacting processes through communication 
channels. The created model consists of nine basic processes that are transmigrated from the 
above UML representation of each communicating entity and the workflow. The model focuses 
on the interaction and communication between the modelled entities. The existence of three 
similar SAMHs to carry out the execution of the offloaded tasks is assumed. Furthermore, a CSP 
model of a workflow process thread is added to allow testing the system on different scenarios. 
The first scenario assumes that the three offloaded services are all parallel and represents PHM- 
CPD strategy, the second scenario assumes that the three offloaded services are all sequential and 
represents SHM-CPD, and the last scenario interprets the heterogeneous scheme HT-CPD and 
assumes that two services are parallel and one is sequential. A parallel combination of the 
generated processes is created and the model is loaded into FDR2 tool. After that a proper 
semantic model is selected such as failure, failure/divergence or traces. This is because CSP 
theory is based on a mathematical model that defines a set of observable behaviour of the 
processes and each of these models is suitable for a particular verification method. For instance, 
the traces model allows checking safety properties. Deadlock analysis is best carried out through 
the stable-failures model and the failures divergences model is particular for livelock analysis. 
After choosing the appropriate model, livelock and deadlock properties are checked. The FDR2 
converts each CSP model into Labelled Transition System (LTS), which consists of finite-state 
processes and contains all the semantic representation of the transformed model. As a 
consequence, any safety property is verified autonomously through an extensive analysis of the 
LTS by FDR2 tool. [115] has provided a number of mathematical techniques for reasoning about 
deadlock of CSP model. The stable failures model is used for deadlock verification. Stable means 
that the system P is represented by a set of finite sequences of communications that might occur.
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Failure means a system is represented by its failures and is interpreted by a pair (s,X), where sis a 
finite set of traces and X is the set of events that are refused after s is executed to avoid failures.
A system is deadlock-free as defined in [115]and [116] if  and only if it does not reach a state o f 
STOP.
FDR2 tool tests the process P for deadlock using refinement checking against Deadlock Free 
(DF) specification as follows:
DF C f P
, where the process DF is defined as
DF (naejci DF)nSKIP 
, and Qp stands for refinement in the stable failures model F.
The system is livelock-free if  and only if  it does not reach a state o f unbounded sequence o f events.
The model that is used for livelock verification is failures/divergences. The model is described 
using the (failures 1(F), divergences (?)) where divergences (?) is the set of traces that lead to 
divergence and failures 1(P) = failures (P) U {(s,X)lsGdivergences(P)}.
The model as shown in Figure 6-13 consists of 10 major processes representing the 
communicating entities that are interacting with each other through 25 channels. The following 
assumptions are considered as a basis for this research approach to facilitate the verification 
procedure and limit its scope:
• First assumption is concerned with setting up the initial state of the system. In general, the 
system starts the MH and boots it first. Then, the AMH is connected and followed by 
running the SAMH. After that, the client starts processing. This order of run represents 
the logical sequence flow of requests. The MH is the main host that first receives client’s 
requests and has to be prepared to listen to any incoming requests. After that, requests are 
bounced to AMH that is also booted and listens to incoming requests. Finally, requests 
are bounced to SAMH.
• Second assumption is related to the maximum number of decomposed tasks that has 
impact on the number of available SAMHs in the system. This number is restricted to 
three to avoid state explosion problem of CSP/FDR framework.
• Third assumption is that the MH is initially overloaded and is unable to process incoming 
requests. Requests are bounced back to the client and the data extraction model is of type 
frontend.
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• Fourth assumption is relevant to the failures’ sources and error handlers. There are two
types of failures that might occur: connection refusal or service inexistent. The method
for handling a failure depends on the error type and the source of error creation.
• Finally, the orchestration workflow is assumed to be generated in advance. It is activated 
and loaded by the AMH.
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Figure 6-17: CSP model of the complex mobile Web service framework
Now a brief description of each process and its events is presented.
CLIENT: The system is initiated by the CLIENT. This is done through sending a connection 
request to the MH via con_clnt_mh channel. Then it waits for reply from the MH via the same 
con_clnt_mh channel. When the CLIENT receives the reply it acts upon the reply type. If 
reqConAccept_mh is received then the CLIENT sends the acknowledgment (ack_mh) indicating 
that the connection is opened and established. The CLIENT also sends a request message 
(reqMsg) to the MH via the bidirectional con_clnt_mh channel and waits for a response.
REQUESTINGMHCONNECTION = con_clnt_mh!openCon_mh ->con_clnt_mh?x->
: (x==reqConAccept_mh )& SENDINGREQUEST 
;](x==reqConReject_mh)& REQUESTINGMHCONNECTION)
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However, if reqConReject_mh is received then the CLIENT repeats sending requests to initiate a 
connection with the MH.
While the CLIENT is waiting for a response to be received through the bidirectional rsp_clnt_mh 
channel, it might receive three types of responses:
• rdrctMsg indicating that the request should be bounced to the AMH. The recipient of 
rdrctMsg is followed by sending a complete signal to the MH indicating that the CLIENT 
is ready to receive the context-dependent data information and go back to the waiting 
state through using a recursion technique and wait for the data.
• error indicating that an error has occurred due to unavailable requested service
• data indicating that the context-based parameters for the requested service are received 
and the CLIENT is ready to request a connection with the AMH
WAITINGRES?ONSEMH = rsp_clnt_mh?x ->
((x== rdrctMsg)& rsp_clnt_mh1complete-> 
WAITINGRESPONSEMH
[] (x==error )& DISPLAYERRORRESPONSE 
[](x==dataMsg)&REQUESTAMHCONNECTION)
When CLIENT starts requesting the communication with the AMH, it performs a series of events 
similar to those when it was communicating with the MH except that the events occur on different 
channels con_clnt_amh, and rsp_clnt_amh and there are different kinds of responses from the 
AMH as shown below, where datai, data! and dataS represent responses from AMH I, AMH2 
and AMH3, respectively and respMsg represents the final aggregated response.
WAITINGRESPONSEAMH = rsp_clnt_amh?x ->
((x == error )& DISPLAYERRORRESPONSE 
[](x==respMsg)& DISPLAYRESPONSE 
[](x==complete_amh)& rsp_clnt_amh!dataMsg 
->WAITINGRESPONSEAMH 
[](x==datal)& DISPLAYDATAlRESPONSE 
[](x==data2)& DISPLAYDATA2RESP0NSE 
[](x==data3)& DISPLAYRESPONSE)
MH: This is the process that models the mobile host, which starts by opening a socket connection 
and waiting for incoming requests through con_clnt_mh channel. On receiving openCon_mh 
event, it might either allow the communication to take place and wait for the ack_mh, or it might 
reject it and go back to the initial waiting state. If the ack_mh is received, then it waits for the 
request message and starts processing the request. The invoked service might be registered which 
means deployed and exists, or it might not exist. Service executing process depends on the
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availability of the service. If the service exists, then rdrctMsg is sent to the client followed by the 
corresponding context-based data. However, if the service does not exist, then an error is sent 
back to the CLIENT.
WAITINGREQUEST
PROCESSREQUEST
WEBSERVICEXECUTION
WAITINGCOMPLETE
WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERROR
CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS
= con_clnt_mh?reqMsg -> PROCESSREQUEST 
= webServiceRegistered_MH_True 
->WEBSERVICEXECUTION 
[]webServiceRegistered_MH_False 
->WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERROR 
= rsp_clnt_mh!rdrctMsg->WAITINGCOMPLETE 
= rsp_clnt_mh?complete ->rsp_clnt_mh!dataMsg 
->CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS 
= rsp_clnt_mh!error ->CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS 
= closeStreamConnections mh->WAITINGANDLISTENING
AMH: This is the process that models the auxiliary mobile host and its events. It starts by opening 
a socket connection and waiting for incoming requests via con_cInt_amh channel. On receiving 
openCon_amh event, it might either allow the communication to take place and wait for the 
ack_amh or it might reject it and go back to the initial waiting state. If the ack_amh is received, 
then it waits for the request message and starts processing the request. The invoked service might 
be registered, which means deployed and active or it might not be registered. Service executing 
process depends on the availability of the service. If the service exists, then AMH sends a 
complete_amh signal through rsp_clnt_amh channel to the CLIENT indicating that it is ready for 
receiving the data. When the data is received, it starts processing the request and decomposing as 
follows:
• The reqMsg is sent to the distributor together with the serviceProperties using the 
amh_dist channel. Then, the AMH waits for a signal from the distributor setOrchValues 
to allow it to load the orchestration workflow and initiate the orchestrator. The interaction 
with the orchestrator occurs via the amh_orch channel.
• While the AMH waits for the orchestration to take place it either receives one of the 
following events from the distributor: packet 1, packet2, packets representing the 
decomposed requests, respectively or it might receive done signal from the orchestrator to 
indicate the end of parsing the orchestrator workflow.
WAITINGORCHESTRATION = (amh_dist?x ->
( (x==packetl)&PROCESSINGFIRSTTHREAD 
[](x==packet2)&PROCESSINGSECONDTHREAD 
[](x==packet3)&PROCESSINGTHIRDTHREAD)) 
[]amh_orch?done->PROCESSREQUEST
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Decomposing the request is followed by dispatching its fragmented packets into the 
corresponding SAMH (AMHl, AMH2 or AMH3) for processing it as shown below. The AMH 
sends a request for initiating a connection with the designated SAMH as illustrated earlier, which 
can either be accepted or rejected. Then it waits for a flag to be received from the orchestrator 
through amh_orch channel that indicates whether the execution of the packet depends on the 
execution of others (sequence) or it can be executed independently of other packets (flow). If it is 
flow then AMH sends the required information dataMsg to the SAMH, otherwise it checks for all 
other dependent packets and waits for their process completion through pardone flag. Then it can 
send the dataMsg to the SAMH, which processes the packet and sends back the corresponding 
result. This result is forwarded to the shared data for storing it to maintain consistency.
— Dispatching First request
PROCESSINGFIRSTTHREAD = con_amh_amhl!openCon_amhl ->con_amh_amhl?x ->
((x==reqConAccept_amhl ) & SENDINGFIRSTREQUEST 
[](x==reqConReject_amhl)&PROCESSINGFIRSTTHREAD) 
SENDINGFIRSTREQUEST = con_amh_amhl!ack_amhl -> con_amh_amhl!packet1
->rsp_amh_amhl?x-> if(x==complete_amhl)then 
WAITINGPARAMl else WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERRORl 
WAITINGPARAMl = amh_orch?x ->((x==flow)&rsp_amh_amhl!dataMsg
->WAITINGFIRSTRESPONSE 
[](x==sequence)& CHECKDEPENDENCY)
CHECKDEPENDENCY = amh_orch?x ->((x==par2)&CHECKDEPENDENCY
[](x==par3)&CHECKDEPENDENCY
[](x==pardone)&rsp_amh_amhl!dataMsg
->WAITINGFIRSTRESPONSE)
WAITINGFIRSTRESPONSE = rsp_amh_amhl?datal-> amh_sd! datai
__________________________->amh_orch_finish!finishl->WAITINGORCHESTRATION
When the orchestration is completed then processing the final result takes place as follows:
PROCESSREQUEST = amh_result!getFinal->amh_sd?x->
((x==datal)&rsp_clnt_amh!datal->CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS 
[](x==data2)&rsp_clnt_amh1data2->CL0SESTREAMC0NNECTI0NS 
[](x==data3)&rsp_clnt_amh!respMsg->
CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS)
WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERROR = rsp_clnt_amh! error ->CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS 
WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERRORl = rsp_clnt_amh! error ->amh_orch_error! error
->amh_dist_error!error->amh_sd_error! error 
->closeStreamConnections_amh 
->WAITINGANDLISTENING 
WEBSERVICEXECUTI0NERR0R2 = rsp_clnt_amh! error ->amh_orch_error! error
->amh_dist_error!error->amh_sd_error! error 
->amh_amhl! error ->closeStreamConnections_amh 
->WAITINGANDLISTENING 
WEBSERVICEXECUTI0NERR0R3 = rsp_clnt_amh! error ->amh_orch_error! error
->amh_dist_error!error->amh_sd_error! error 
->amh_amh2!error->amh_amhl! error 
->closeStreamConnections_amh 
->WAITINGANDLISTENING 
CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS = closeStreamConnections_amh
___________________ ______->WAITINGANDLISTENING___________________________
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AMHl: It represents the SAMHl. Since it represents a mobile host, its first steps are similar to 
any mobile host that is opening its socket connection, listening to any incoming request, receiving 
OpenCont_amhl requests then either accepting and waiting for the acknowledgment or rejecting 
and going back and listening to incoming requests. When the ack_amhl is received from the 
AMH through the con_amh_amhl channel, the AMHl waits for the request. The request could be 
one of the fragmented request tasks (packet 1, packet! or packetS). Then the AMHl checks 
availability of the corresponding service. If it is available and registered then it sends a complete 
signal indicating that it is ready for receiving the context-based parameters, after that, it starts 
processing the designated service. Then, it sends the result back to the AMH through 
rsp_amh_amhl. On the other hand, it might happen that an error has occurred during any stage of 
processing the main service. Therefore a technique for handling this fault is required. This is 
accomplished through sending an error message from the main AMH to all the relevant SAMHs 
to allow them go to the initial waiting state.
WAITINGREQUEST = con_amh_amhl?x ->((x===packetl)& CHECKAVAILl
[] (x==packet2) & CHECKAVAIL2 
[] (x==packet3) & CHECKAVAIL3)
CHECKAVAILl =amh_amhl?error->WAITINGANDLISTENING
[]webServiceRegistered_AMHl_True -> 
rsp_amh_amhl!complete_amhl->DOMINIMETHODl 
[]webServiceRegistered_AMHl_False -> 
WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERROR 
CHECKAVAIL2 =amh_amhl?error-> WAITINGANDLISTENING
[]webServiceRegistered_AMHl_True -> 
rsp_amh_amhl!complete_amhl->D0MINIMETH0D2 
[]webServiceRegistered_AMHl_False-> 
WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERROR 
CHECKAVAIL3 =amh_amhl?error->WAITINGANDLISTENING
[]webServiceRegistered_AMHl_True -> 
rsp_amh_amhl!complete_ainhl->D0MINIMETH0D3 
[]webServiceRegistered_AMHl_False -> 
WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERROR 
DOMINIMETHODl = amh_amhl?error->WAITINGANDLISTENING
[]rsp_amh_amhl?dataMsg->rsp_amh_amhl! datai 
-> CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS 
D0MINIMETH0D2 = amh_amhl?error->WAITINGANDLISTENING
[]rsp_amh_amhl?dataMsg->rsp_amh_amhl!data2 
-> CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS 
D0MINIMETH0D3 =amh_amhl?error->WAITINGANDLISTENING
[]rsp_amh_amhl?dataMsg->rsp_amh_amhl!data3 
-> CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS
ORCHESTRATOR: This is the process that models the coordinator and its corresponding events. 
Activating its functionality starts when it is loaded by the AMH and this is expressed through
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receiving a loadOrch message from the AMH. After that, it starts the orchestration process. This 
is accomplished through sending a startParsing flag to the workflow to initiate the parse process.
STARTINGAPPLICATION = amh_orch?loadOrch->
parseflag !startParsing->PARSINGWORKFLOWl
The first step acted upon initiating the parse process is to extract the type of the fragmented 
service. Therefore, the parsed data is received through the parse channel, which can be one of the 
following values:
• tag_FLOW indicates a parallel service, which can be executed independently and without 
waiting for parameters to be taken fi*om any other service
• tag_SEQUENCE indicates a sequential service, which cannot be processed 
undependably. However, processing the sequential service delayed until the needed 
parameters are outputted from the designated services
• tag_END denotes the end of the workflow and done flag is sent to the distributor to start 
processing the final response. The orchestrator goes back to its initial state after sending 
the done flag.
PARSINGWORKFLOWl = parse?x -> ((x==tag_FLOW) & GETPARAMREQUESTl 
[](x-=tag_SEQUENCE) & GETPARAMSHAREDDATAl 
[](x==tag_END)& dist_orch!done-> STARTINGAPPLICATION)
Then, after knowing the type of the service to be processed, the orchestrator sends the name of the 
service to the distributor and the distributor correspondingly replies with the relevant keyPrefix of 
the service which is its URI. The interaction with the distributor process takes place through the 
dist_orch channel. When the orchestrator receives the keyPrefix of the service, it dispatches the 
packet and its type to the distributor to prepare it to be sent to the corresponding SAMH for 
further process. The next step depends on the service type, whether it is serial or parallel. For 
instance, for serial services, the orchestrator keeps on parsing the required parameters from the 
workflow until there are no more parameters. Each parsed parameter represents the fragmented 
service that it depends on. Hence, it is sent to the AMH via amh_orch. Then it waits for the AMH 
to send its corresponding termination index (finish) via amh_orch_finish. The orchestrator sends 
back an acknowledgment to the AMH that it has received the completion index and parses the 
next parameter. After parsing all the parameters, it continues to parse the other service unless it 
reaches the last service, after which it goes back to its initial state. An error might occur any time
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during the orchestration process. Therefore a technique for handling the error exists at each 
process stage that returns the system back to its initial state. This technique depends on the error 
type and its source. Errors can be either due to non existence of a service or an execution failure. 
Sources of the error vary among the different service providers (MH, AMH and SAMH). If it is 
caused by execution failure then it informs the client to resend the request. However, if the cause 
of the error is due to the inexistence of the service then it informs the client to allow it to redirect 
the request to another host. Regarding the source of the error the place where the error occurred is 
initialised and all other upper levels are also initialised as described later.
GETPARAMREQUESTl = dist_orch!serviceName -> dist_orch?keyPrefix->
SENDINGPACKETPARALLELl 
GETPARAMSHAREDDATAl =dist_orch!serviceName -> dist_orch?keyPrefix ->
SENDINGPACKETSERIALl 
SENDINGPACKETPARALLELl = dist_orch! packetl-> (amh_orch_error?error->
STARTINGAPPLICATION[]amh_orch! flow -> 
amh_orch_finish?finishl->
amh_orch_finishl!finishl->PARSINGW0RKFL0W2) 
SENDINGPACKETSERIALl = dist_orch!packetl->amh_orch!sequence->
PARSEPARAl
PARSEPARAl = parse?x->((x==para2)& amh_orch!par2->
amh_orch_finish?finish2 ->
amh_orch_finish2!finish2->PARSEPARAl
[]amh_orch_error?error->STARTINGAPPLICATION
[](x==para3)& amh_orch!par3->
amh_orch_finish?finishS ->
amh_orch_finishS!finish3->PARSEPARAl
[]amh_orch_error?error->STARTINGAPPLICATION
[] (x~tag_FLOW) & amh_orch !pardone->
GETPARAMREQUEST2
[](x==tag_SEQUENCE) & amh_orch!pardone->
GETPARAMSHAREDDATA2
[] (x==tag_END)& dist_orch!done->
___________  STARTINGAPPLICATION)
DISTRIBUTOR: It is the process that interprets the dispatcher; it is activated by receiving the 
reqMsg and the serviceProperties from the AMH. ServiceProperties is an event to denote the 
successful loading of the xml file that contains the properties of the invoked service. The 
distributor starts decomposing process through splitURL event then activating the orchestration 
model by sending setOrchValues via the amh_dist channel and waiting for services. The 
distributor replies with a keyPrefix when it receives the name of the service through the dist_orch 
channel, as mentioned previously. After that the distributor waits for packet arrivals to forward 
them to the AMH through the amh_dist channel. The AMH sends an error message to the 
distributor via amh_dist_error channel when an error occurs at any level of processing the request. 
Consequently, the distributor goes back to its initial state and waits to receive a reqMsg.
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STARTINGAPPLICATION = amh_dist?reqMsg->amh_dist?serviceProperties
->STARTCOMPOSING
—  Start Composing the request and generating orchestration workflow 
STARTCOMPOSING = splitURL -> amh_dist!setOrchValues->
WAITINGORCHESTRATION 
WAITINGORCHESTRATION = dist_orch?serviceName -> dist_orch!keyPrefix->
WAITINGPACKET 
WAITINGPACKET = dist_orch?x ->
((x==packetl)&PROCESSINGFIRSTTHREAD 
[](x==packet2)&PROCESSINGSECONDTHREAD 
[](X==packet3)&PROCESSINGTHIRDTHREAD 
[](x==done)& STARTINGAPPLICATION)
—  Dispatching first request
PROCESSINGFIRSTTHREAD = amh_dist!packet1 -> (amh_dist_error?error->
STARTINGAPPLICATION 
[]WAITINGORCHESTRATION)
SHAREDDATA: It is the process that models the storage database of the parameters and 
responses. It can be activated through using one of the two methods: the first happens when the 
orchestrator sends getParam event via orch_sd channel. The second activation method occurs 
when the AMH sends the responses of the fragmented services through amh_sd channel and the 
SHAREDDATA continues to store the results until it receives getFinal event from the AMH 
through the amh_result. If an error is received from the AMH through amh_sd_error channel it 
goes back to the initial state waiting for activation.
STARTINGAPPLICATION = amh_sd_error?error->
STARTINGAPPLICATION 
[]orch_sd?getParam 
->orch_sd!param->STARTINGAPPLICATION 
[]STORERESULT
STORERESULT = amh_sd?x -> ((x==datal)& SETRESPl
[](x==data2)& SETRESP2 
[](x==data3)& SETRESP3)
SETRESPl = (amh_sd_error?error->STARTINGAPPLICATION)
[](amh_result?getFinal->amh_sd!datal-> 
STARTINGAPPLICATION)
[](STORERESULT)
WORKFLOW: It is the input to the system that includes the composed services, their type and 
their corresponding parameters with a demonstration of the dependency issue of each service. It is 
activated by receiving startParsing flag from the orchestrator. Then it parses the serviceProperties 
file and sends the parsed values to the orchestrator for further processing. As with any other 
module when an error occurs at any step, it handles the error and goes back to its initial state. 
Three different scenarios of the WORKFLOW model are tested and validated in the system. This
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is to achieve coherently and justify the correctness of the system in three different situations. The 
first runs for all parallel services (PHM-CPD), the second runs for all serial services (PHM-CPD) 
and the last runs for heterogeneous services (HT-CPD).
The second part of evaluation is based on prototype implementation which is elaborated in the 
following subsection.
6.4.2 System Evaluation using Proof of Concept Demonstration
Once the system is verified, the next step is to validate and evaluate it. The evaluation of 
the complex partial distribution mechanisms takes place through proof of concept demonstration, 
which can be performed through testing the EMHCWF’s modules that provide these mechanisms 
(decomposing, offloading, migration, orchestration and federation) and examining the 
functionality of these modules. A test prototype has been implemented for different CPD 
strategies to give a proof of concept demonstration and assist in addressing the issues related to 
the mechanisms of complex partial distribution.
6.4.2.1 Environment Setup
The tested prototype consists of six nodes that are simulated using Wireless Simulation 
Toolkit: The first entity represents the client, the second one is the MH, the third node represents 
the main AMH and the last three represent three Secondary Auxiliary Mobile Hosts (SAMHs). 
The architecture of the MH is implemented with the basic EMHWF and the three SAMHs are 
implemented with the conventional MHWF. However, the architecture of the main AMH is 
distinguished from others through using EMHCWF.
The interactions between the six nodes are shown in brief in Figure 6-18. First the client submits 
the request to the MH after setting the network connections. The MH checks the availability of the 
service and sends an error message to the client when the service is not registered. Otherwise, the 
MH redirects the request back to the cUent and the URI of the new selected AMH. The location- 
based information is sent from the MH to the client upon receiving an acknowledgment signal 
from the client, which indicates the recipient of the message. At this stage, the interaction between 
the client and the MH is terminated and a new network connection is set up between the client and 
the AMH. After that the AMH checks the availability of the invoked service and sends an error 
message when the service is unavailable but when the service is available, the AMH generates the 
coordination workflow, fragments the request and creates packets for each fragment. The AMH 
sends the first and second independent requests to their designated SAMH simultaneously while 
the execution of the third request is suspended until the two previous requests complete their
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execution and store the results in the Shared Data. Then, the AMH aggregates, represents the final 
response based on the clients’ preferences and sends it to the client.
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Figure 6-18: Message sequence diagram for EMHCWF
In general, the three frameworks perform a common function that is to allow deploying, providing 
and executing Web services from mobile devices but the EMHWF allows for applying migration 
of data and EMHCWF extends the functionality further. The extension includes the distribution of 
complex Web services and providing the essential mechanisms for this distribution to take place 
in an anonymous, transparent and independent way. So that human interference is eliminated and 
client’s awareness is avoided. Extending the functionality leads to augmenting the architectural 
design. The augmentation includes the Orchestration, Shared Data and the Augmented Offloading 
modules as described earlier.
In implementing these frameworks, Java for Mobile Edition JME was used. In this research 
CLDC has been selected because it is a low level specification, suitable for wide range of mobile 
devices with limited memory capacity. MIDP 2.0 was chosen because it supports devices with 
limited network communication and device internal resources. It also provides rich networking 
functionality and supports the HTTP protocol. In addition it supports the Server Socket 
connection that is required for implementing mobile server. The cluster of all mobile hosts is
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assumed to be connected in a high speed and reliable enterprise intranet. The services are 
deployed in all mobile servers.
A complex service model has been implemented to provide an illustrative case study. The 
complexity of the service resides in two fundamental issues. The first issue results from having a 
service that can perform a multifunction. The second one causes from having a resource intensive 
service that consumes a significant amount of mobile resources. The output of the prototype is 
compared with the output of the SPD strategy, which is assumed to be identical. The first service 
model is a location-based image processing service. The client sends a POST request to the MH to 
capture an image in a specific location and then perform some functions on the captured image 
such as converting the image into machine-encoded text using Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR), translation of the text in the image to different languages, scaling the image, rotating it 
and colour transformation. The sequence of these functions is determined by the request’s URI, 
where the order of executing these functions is consistent with the URI’s hierarchal naming 
representation of the invoked service. The dependency of these functions is determined by the 
service provider and deployed with its associated service as “property.xml” file, where each 
function is defined as parallel or serial and the dependent functions are also determined. In this 
case study, the functions selected are imageScaling, imageRotation and imageGrayscale. The 
dependency of these functions is selected as serial. Thus the output of this service is a new 
resource that contains the final modified image. When the client sends a request to the MH, the 
MH checks the availability of the service, which is assumed to be available in this scenario for 
illustration purposes only. Therefore the MH redirects back the request and associates with it the 
URI of the selected AMH. The client confirms its receipt of the request and acknowledges the 
MH in order to send the required location-based data. MH forwards the relevant data and the 
interaction is closed correspondingly. After that the client sends the request to the AMH, which 
checks the service availability, generates the orchestration workflow to allow managing the 
execution sequence. AMH also splits the requests into three packets to allow distributing the 
execution tasks among different SAMHs. Then it sends the parallel requests (reqlMessage) and 
(req2Message) as shown in the diagram to the appropriate SAMHs concurrently with the required 
data and sends the sequential request (reqSMessage) after complete execution of the dependent 
services. The temporary results are stored by the AMH into the SharedData and the final response 
is composed and interpreted by the AMH. Assuring the consistency of the final result’s is taken 
into consideration. The details of interactions are omitted from the diagram for clarification 
purposes.
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Another service that can be deployed and executed to provide a proof concept demonstration for 
HT-CPD is the simple aforementioned mathematical equation, which includes a combination of 
parallel and serial functions.
The last service model is examined to differentiate between PHM-CPD and SHM-CPD. The 
service used for this set of experiments is stringOp service that extracts a string stored in the MH 
and performs a set of parallel and serial string manipulation functions such as stringReverse, 
stringUpper and stringConcatenate which are used to present the string in reverse order, change 
the alphabet case of the string to capital or small letters and expand the string through appending 
it to itself several times, respectively. The amount of consumed resources can be varied and 
controlled by the client through determining the number of times that a string is concatenated. 
Then the response time is measured and compared between serial and parallel CPD schemes.
6.4.2.2 Results and Discussion
As mentioned above, the goal of these experiments is to validate the correct behaviour of 
the defined CPD system with its associated mechanisms and verify its functional requirements 
through proof of concept demonstration. This can be accomplished by developing different types 
of service models and running each of them on two different architectures: complex distribution 
framework that incorporates service decomposition and the previously implemented simple 
distribution framework that does not involve partitioning the service. Then, the final result is 
compared between the two, which is expected to be identical. In addition, the amount of 
distribution overhead is estimated by calculating the difference in response time.
The first set of experiments examines resource intensive service through sending request to 
invoke the photoService, which is composed of several services of mono operations that are 
specialised to do image manipulation. These operations run in serial in the following perspective 
order: the image width and height is increased, then, the colour is converted into greyscale. 
Finally, it is tilted 180 degrees. The snapshots presented in Figure 6-19 and Figure 6-20 and 
depict that the output that result from partitioning the service, offloading the fragments to be 
executed on distinct hosts, migrating the resource dependent data, orchestrating the workflow of 
the overall service execution and federating the final data using CPD framework is correct and 
similar to the output provided without partitioning using SPD framework. Moreover, results 
displayed in Figure 6-21 show that CPD requires larger response time than SPD. This is expected 
because saving the resources of the mobile hosts, which provide services that consist of dependant 
subservices, through distributing the execution tasks of these services results in penalty of 
increasing the amount of interactions among different servers. Hence, increases the overall 
response time.
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Figure 6-19: Photo service prototype for SPD framework
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Figure 6-20: Photo service prototype for CPD framework
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Figure 6-21: Response time for complex Photo service with/without fragmenting the service
The equation service is another type of services to be examined that denotes HT-CPD scheme 
since it is composed of two parallel operations (subtract, add) and one serial operation (multiply).
Results elaborated in Figure 6-22 and Figure 6-23 have also provided an evidence of the correct 
behaviour of the defined CPD framework because the result obtained from fragmenting the 
operations and from SPD are identical, which is 36.
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Figure 6-23: Equation service prototype for CPD framework
The last type o f service is string-based service that performs a set o f manipulations on a specific 
string. This service is a homogeneous one and includes a sequence of mono task operations, 
which are examined for both schemes parallel and serial to test the capability o f fragmenting a
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service and executing the fragments concurrently, when possible. The client sends a request to the 
MH associated with two parameters: “number” and “count”. The “number” denotes the location 
of the string to be processed and “count” designates the number of iterations that is used in the 
concatenation subservice. The correct behaviour of CPD is confirmed in the output similarity 
found for PHM-CPD and SPD in Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25. Results elaborated in Figure 6-26 
show that the response time for SPD is the minimum because of the absence of interactions with 
SAMHs. However, PHM-CPD has more response time with small message size than its 
corresponding SHM-CPD because of the overhead required for setting up and initiating threads 
initially. However, in general, parallel execution reduces the total response time and enhances the 
overall performance with larger message payloads.
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Figure 6-24: StringOp service prototype for SPD framework
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6.5 Sum m ary
This chapter focuses on adaptive provision of more complex mobile Web services. The 
solutions presented in the earlier part of this thesis allow provision of heavy-weight but simple 
MWS by distributing the execution tasks of these services to another mobile host. In this chapter, 
the approach expands the scope to include providing more complex services through distributing 
some of the execution tasks and the service logic to other mobile hosts. This is accomplished 
by building a framework that allows the cooperation of several mobile devices to provide 
complex services continuously in a manner that does not deplete the devices limited resources too 
much and does not reveal the distribution process to the clients. Since complex services are 
constituted of multi mono task processes, the distributing scheme of these compound services has 
been classified into three different strategies: PHM-CPD, SHM-CPD and HT-CPD. This 
categorisation is based on the reliance issue of the assembled tasks for the distributed service.
The mechanisms associated with this type of distribution have been explored and defined. These 
mechanisms include service decomposition, orchestration and data federation, in addition to the 
two previous explored techniques, which were offloading and migration. In spite of the fact that 
decomposition technique has been extensively studied and defined in the literature, these studies 
are monopolized for application decomposing. In general, the purpose of partitioning any 
application logic and Web services is common; that is to lessen the load on the hosting device and 
enhance its performance. However, the approach carried out to achieve decomposition is different 
for each of them. This is because Web services decomposition involves partitioning the complex 
service into smaller fragments to be dispatched remotely and wrapping it into simpler services to
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ensure the interoperability between servers that might have different platforms. Another 
difference is due to the technology used for implementing services, which relies on a RESTful- 
based approach. The naming structure used for the URI of RESTful-based services and the 
uniform HTTP methods that are used for invoking those services are used to allow for 
uncomplicated and autonomous distribution mechanisms. Hence, partitioning MWSs is based on 
assuming a well-defined structure for the developed services. The pattern for this structure has 
been created based on BNF grammar.
In addition, hosting these services on different servers has raised the need for coordinating the 
processing tasks and the interactions among them. Research [37] has emerged recently for 
orchestrating mobile Web services; however, it is based on the heavy-weight SOAP services. 
Moreover, the coordination of services takes place according to the standard verbose WS-BPEL. 
However, in this study the orchestration takes place to manage the execution of RESTful-based 
Web services using concise and small workflow based on R-BPEL4REST for each complex 
service. This workflow emphasises the dependency issue that determines the order of the 
execution sequence of the fragments. It also allows for dynamic data binding and resource 
allocation. A small descriptive file for holding parameters’ locations and properties of each 
fragment is injected with each deployed service to assist the autonomic generation of the 
workflow without human interference. Formal-based algorithm approach has been used to model 
R-BPEL4REST language and verify its correctness.
The last explored mechanism in this chapter was data federation, which also relies on the URI 
structure used for invoking resources. The application of data federation technique is facilitated 
with the existence of a shared database for storing results and R-BPEL4REST workflow. 
Furthermore, an EMHCWF framework that allows provision of complex services through 
distributing the execution tasks among several mobile hosts is defined. In addition the five 
mentioned techniques are defined, modelled and examined for a variety of distribution strategies. 
Finally, the safety properties of the EMHCWF have been verified with the assistance of CSP.
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusions
This chapter presents a brief summary of the proposed research work taking into 
consideration the original problem and the adopted approach to address the problem. It also 
introduces a recap of the main contributions and their implications on real life. Finally, it 
highlights some possible future work, open issues and research areas related to this study.
7.1 Sum m ary
Problems associated with providing mobile Web services from mobile devices have been 
addressed in this thesis. These problems can be solved through adaptive mobile Web service 
provision and execution and Web service distribution is one of the avenues to achieve this 
adaptation. In the preliminary stages of this research it has been shown that: first, RESTful Web 
services are the most appropriate architectural style for optimal provisioning of MWSs. Therefore, 
a framework for hosting RESTful-based mobile services is defined, built and analysed. Second, 
Web service distribution can enhance the throughput and scalability of mobile hosts and allow it 
to tackle more requests per unit of time and execute larger number of services concurrently. This 
improvement has been shown through experimental and analytical studies.
This research work has validated the hypothesis stated in the first chapter of the thesis. It has been 
proved that defining mechanisms used to facilitate the progress of mobile Web service 
distribution, enables the reliable and continuous provision of these services. Moreover, the 
application of these mechanisms allows the adaptive execution of complex and resource-intensive 
services in a light-weight processing manner. The outcome is an enhanced overall performance.
Mobile Web services range from simple to complex services as well as from context-dependent to 
context-independent services. A classification of the services that can be provided from mobile 
devices has taken place. Besides a framework to adopt the distribution mechanisms has been 
defined and proposed for each type of these services. An extensive investigation of these 
mechanisms and an exploration of various distribution strategies were carried out in the course of 
testing the proposed frameworks. Furthermore, a process algebra-based formal method has been 
used to describe the research model and verify the safety properties of its structure. This approach
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has demonstrated deadlock and livelock free of the EMHWF and EMHCWF frameworks. The 
experimental and analytical studies are supported with a proof of concept demonstration to assure 
the feasibility of the seamless service provision from mobile hosts. This demonstration is earned 
out through setting up a small test bed prototype for each defined framework.
7.2 R esearch Im plications
Following are some of the implications of this study on the mobile Web service research 
area. The impacts of the investigated distribution mechanisms on the performance efficiency of 
the mobile Web service frameworks are illustrated.
This thesis has reproduced and extended the approach followed by almost all researchers who 
attempted to provide and execute mobile Web services, which is mainly based on SOAP 
technology. Then the feasibility of providing and executing RESTful-based Web services from 
mobile devices has also been explored. The two frameworks that allow deploying, providing and 
executing SOAP/RESTful-based Web services from resource limited mobile devices in an 
intermittent wireless network have been analysed and eompared using a small test prototype. The 
experimental analysis has shown that the RESTful-based mobile Web services framework 
outperforms its corresponding SOAP-based mobile Web services framework and enhances the 
performance in terms of reducing processing time and memory consumption with increasing 
scalability. Therefore, REST technology is more appropriate for mobile environments.
The study has gone beyond the central provision of MWS and expanded the definition of the two 
frameworks to support the provisioning of services in a distributed manner. It has also allowed for 
the distribution factor as another key to be considered in the comparison. Analysis asserts the 
suitability of a RESTful-based architectural style for the mobile Web service distribution 
environment. In addition, analytical studies have shown an improvement of distributed over non­
distributed mobile Web service systems with respect to throughput and scalability.
Moreover, MWS that are hosted on mobile devices have been grouped based on the type of 
invoked service into two main eategories: context-dependent and context-independent MWS. In 
addition, they have been elassified into two classes based on the complexity level of the service: 
simple and complex MWS. These classifications have an impact on the distribution strategies to 
be followed in order to achieve adaptive provision of these services. They also dominate the 
quantity and quality of the required distribution mechanisms.
The first explored mechanism is offloading, which can be used for distributing any type of 
service. Service offloading is carried out through distributing the execution tasks of Web services 
over multiple mobile hosts. The approach followed to address and evaluate this mechanism is
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accomplished analytically using Queuing theory and experimentally using proof of eoncept 
demonstration. Both approaches provide an analysis of the distribution technique against the non­
distribution one. The outcomes of these two approaches affirm the beneficial value of the 
offloading technique in allowing seamless provision of Web services with reduced amounts of 
consumed resources. Moreover, an intensive research on the different schemes employed for 
applying the offloading teehnique (bounce and offload) have been carried out. The analytical and 
experimental results have shown that Bounce Offloading outperforms Forward Offloading since it 
lessens the load on MH, preserves its resources and connections and increases scalability and 
throughput. However, these benefits are gained and being traded off against putting more burdens 
on the client to redirect the request to another AMH. This involves extracting the URI of the new 
AMH, creating a new request and forwarding it to the designated AMH.
The second examined meehanism is migration that is associated with eontext-based services to 
model the transfer of acquired context-based information and make it available to AMH for 
further processing. The combination of the two mechanisms (offloading and migration) to 
accomplish Simple Web service Distribution results in the emergence of four different strategies. 
A small test prototype is used to inspect features of each of these strategies and distinguish 
between eaeh of them. Results drawn from this experiment have demonstrated that each of these 
strategies has its own features that make it suitable for one specific condition and not for another. 
The metrics that are used to determine the current state of the environment comprise the available 
amount of resources and the required amount of these resources to execute a service. The scarcity 
and frequent change of these resources necessitate the presence of a light-weight and intelligent 
technique that is based on optimum approximation for selecting the distribution strategy to be 
applied. Therefore, the Fuzzy logic module is used for this purpose. The MHWF is extended to 
allow the application of the migration mechanism and the Fuzzy logic module.
The last three investigated distribution mechanisms are decomposition, orchestration and data 
federation. These are accompanied with context-based complex mobile Web services. The 
functionality of these three techniques is based on the naming structure used for storing and 
retrieving the invoked resources. Hence, a unified general structure for building the logic of 
services is defined and its grammar is developed using BNF. This constrains the research studies 
to include a closed system environment only. However, it lessens the burden on the orchestrator 
for the coordination to take part. The two factors that ease the orchestration process are: first, the 
distributed services have emanated from partitioning the same service logic into services. 
Moreover, the structure of this service logic is predicted and defined in advance. Orchestration 
takes place through building a light-weight orchestration interface language that is based on the 
conventional BPEL. Data federation relies on the existence of a static database for storing and
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retrieving the results. The system defined for applying these mechanisms allows reliable provision 
of complex Web services using an efficient procedure through finer grain distribution approach. 
Distributing Complex MWS involves partitioning and dispatching the execution tasks of the main 
host and the invoked service logic among a set of collaborative mobile hosts. The distribution is 
transparent and hidden from the client to support anonymous computing.
The next section outlines some of the topics and issues that arise from this study, which may be 
tackled as future work.
7.3 Future W ork
An adaptive mobile Web service is an emerging research area, which needs considerable 
scrutiny. Although this research furthered the state-of-the-art by doing an intensive study of this 
discipline, it also opened up new areas to be addressed in the future and paved the way for further 
possible extensions to the provided solutions. These areas and extensions are highlighted below.
There are some well-known unresolved issues, which are related to the RESTful-based 
architectural style used for building services such as confidentiality and security levels. Moreover 
another limitation of RESTful Web services is that they are only used for the HTTP transport 
layer.
Another constraint is associated with the defined system that is used to apply the distributing 
mechanisms for complex services. This limitation comes from assuming a closed world system. 
This assumption restricts service providers to follow general guidelines for building their services. 
The proposed mechanisms need to be modified when this assumption is not valid. The required 
modifications have been left for further exploration.
Adaptive mobile Web services can be accomplished through more than one approach depending 
on the main goal that is desired from adaptation. Distributing services is one of these disciplines 
and is earned out to fulfil adaptation. Security, service Agreement level and publishing services 
are among other requirements for service adaptation.
In addition, centralisation is the main aspect of the interface for the orchestration workflow. This 
is because the coordinator needs to interact fi-equently with the MH to obtain the required context- 
dependent information. Since communication is critical in the wireless environment and needs to 
be at low levels, the workflow is stored and executed by one node. However, distributing the 
orchestration workflow demands a change to the structure of the proposed system. Further study 
for the modifications required by distribution and the gain and/or loss attained from distribution 
may be addressed in the future.
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Furthermore, there are some issues related to the publishing/discovery research area of mobile 
Web services. On one hand, the reliance of publishing/discovery of mobile services on centralised 
approach is inapplicable in decentralised systems with dynamic change of its URIs’ nodes. On the 
other hand the decentralising approach has to be compatible with existing standards and preserve 
the consistency.
Finally, the implemented prototype for the CPD framework provides a single level partitioning. 
Multilevel partitioning and policies to determine the partitioning level have not been proposed by 
this implementation and still subject for extended work.
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Appendix A
D ependency Diagram s for R ESTful M H W F
izj MobileRETHostMidlet
Attrinute--^
private Form forni = new Form("Creatlng Mobile Web Server")
private Command startservercommand = new Command("Start Server", Command .OK, 1)
private Stringltem stringitem = new Stringltemf’Server". " If Yoi.j Want to Start Server Press Start Server Button")
private Display display
private byte DELAY
private byte LINGER
private byte KEEPALIVE
private byte RCVBUF
private byte SNDBUF
Ops!Btions
public void startApp( )
public void pauseApp( )
public void destroy.App( boolean unconditional )
public void commandActionf Command c, Displayable d )
public void startServices( )
public boolean isWebServiceRegistered( String webServiceName ) 
public. WebService getWebServicef String serviceURL ) 
public void run( )
\
....................................................
3  WebServiceRegister
Att/ibufes
private Haslitable urIMap
private Fiaslitable servlets
Operations
package boolean deployServicef WebService object, String serviceName, String serviceNRL ) 
package String getServiceURL( String serviceName ) 
package WebService getService( String serviceURL )
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BHttpRequest
Attributes 
package String request 
package String uri = "" 
package String body = "" 
package String header 
package int TYPE_GET = 1 
package int TYPE_POST = 2 
package int TYPE_PUT = 3 
package int TYPE DELETE = 4 
package int TYPE
Opérations
package HttpRequest( String request )
public String getHeader{ String request )
public void parse( String header)
package String getURL( )
package Parameter[0..*] getParameters( )
package int getType( )
package String getParameter( String key )
package String getAII( int start )
 --------------------------
pa ram
Parameter
Attributes 
package String parameter 
package String value
Operations
package Parameter( String parameter, String value )
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Appendix B
State M achine D iagram s for RESTful EM H W F
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Figure 7-1; UML state machine diagram for mobile host
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Figure 7-2: UML state machine diagram for auxiliary mobile host for SPD-BB
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Rfîquftîting Connection
C onni‘.:tor.open('!OCtcet'//M H3c,C'>^ncctor.READJA'RrrE)rejected_clnt_rnh]
(accept* d_clnt_mh|
^  Sending Request
f l l  send ACK,writeBytes(os,i-eqMessage)
[responseMessage = errorMessage] ^ W a i t in g  Response
^  DisplayError
je^rdrctMesssagei
^R equestA M H C on necfron ^CloseConnection
H I Connector.open(;ocket://A/vlHsc,READ_‘A'RITE)I f  I closeSocket(scXcfo;eInputStream(j3),closeOutputStream(o3)
(accepte }_cint_amhj
I W aiting Response AM H
f l !  send ACK,submitilequest(ieqMes5age,AMH5c)
[respMessage received]
Figure 7-3: UML state machine diagram for client for SPD-BB
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Appendix C
State M achine D iagram s for RESTful EM H CW F
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starting
fll startAppO
cwertCommand
exitCr
final
n K ^ o n .m h  rejected
mmand
®" U E n d
HI destroyA...
U  Close Connections
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Figure 7-4; UM L-SD for the client
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Figure 7-5: UML-SD for MH
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Figure 7-6; UML-SD for AMH
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Figure 7-7: UML-SD of the orchestrator
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Figure 7-9: UML-SD for SAMH
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